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Congress
CES Show Kicks Off
Limits LPFM A Digital Satellite Year
Service

2001 Pivotal for Digital Radio as Sirius, X111 Showcase
Receivers to Retailers While iBiquity Plays Up Data

by Leslie Stimson

by Leslie Stimson

The number of
stations possible under the FCC's
low- power FM service will be
scaled back dramatically, and former pirates will be forbidden from
LPFM ownership entirely, under
legislation that passed Congress.
Before it adjourned in December,
lawmakers passed a bill restoring
third-adjacent channel protection for
the service. Thus LPFM will be limited mostly to smaller markets. The
bill also prohibits the FCC from
eliminating or changing minimum
distance separations for third- adjacent channels without authorization
from Congress.
NAB, NPR and the International
Association of Audio Information
Services applauded the bill, which
President Clinton has signed into
law.
It requires the FCC to have a
third party conduct interference tests
in nue markets to determine if
third- adjacent channel protections
should be retained in the future. •

Terrestrial radio is seeing the evolution of MP3, wireless and other technology as competition for listeners in
their cars. But the single biggest change
that receiver retailers, manufacturers,
broadcasters and consumers will see
this year is the emergence of satellitedelivered digital radio.
This will be reflected on the floor at
the 2001 International CES show in Las

WASHINGTON

V It took acodec convention to
pull off this 120-station remote
from Las Vegas.

Page

l

eWhy pay

extra for analog?

Vegas Jan. 6-9.
To showcase its technology and gar
ner retailer awareness for its subscription- based digital service, Sirius
Satellite Radio will broadcast live at
the show. Sirius plans to originate a
signal from its New York studios,
uplink it to one of its satellites and
downlink that signal to its terrestrial
repeater system in Las Vegas.
If successful, this would be the public's
See CES, page 8
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NEWSWATCH•

15,960 Total
Stations in U.S.
WASHINGTON There are nearly
16,000 radio stations in the United States,
including translators and boosters. The
exact total from the newest FCC report is
15,960.
The breakdown: 4,685 AM stations,
5,892 FM stations, 2,140 non-corn FMs,
plus 3,243 FM translators and boosters.
The number of stations in each category
increased from a year ago, according to
the commission. The count was accurate
as of Sept. 30.

EEO Rules Upheld
WASHINGTON The FCC upheld and
clarified its new Equal Employment
Opportunity rules in November 2000 in
response to NAB's request for several
changes earlier in the year. The commission let stand enforcement policies when
the rules have been violated, but allowed
for unusual circumstances when some
exceptions can be made. NAB had argued
that special efforts to reach women and
minorities are no longer needed because
those groups are now part of a "word-ofmouth" network. The FCC disagreed,
saying EEO's performance over 30 years

attests to "the success of the requirement,
not grounds for its abandonment."
All EEO reporting requirements were
retained, but the Public File Report does
not need to contain specific applicant or
interviewee names, said the commission.

LPFM Filing
Window Stalled
WASHINGTON The FCC will hold
its third application filing window for
low-power FM Jan. 16-22. Originally, the

third window was slated to begin around
the end of November. Sources said the
delay was due to uncertainty surrounding
the presidential election and how LPFM
would fare as Congress returned for a
lame-duck session. The commission was
reviewing approximately 1,200 LPFM
applications from two filing windows.
See NEWSWATCH, page 14
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Station Count Is Not Like 1-2-3
FCC Proposes Changing How It ' Counts'
Radio Stations to Determine Markets, Ownership
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON Could radio see abig
rush to consolidate stations in middle and
small markets? Some experts believe so,
based on the outcome of an FCC proposal to redefine radio markets for the purpose of determining whether groups fall
within ownership limits.
Among their last actions affecting
radio in 2000, commissioners proposed
changing how the FCC calculates the
number of stations in a market and how
many stations one licensee owns in that
market.
Some commissioners believe the current method for determining the number
of stations in a market — by counting
overlapping signal contours in a geographic area — allows one company to
control more stations in a market than
intended by the limits spelled out in the
1996 Telecom Act.

However, in its newsletter RadioWeek,
sent weekly to member stations, the association said, "NAB has told the commission that Arbitron's market definition is
not a valid regulatory definition, but the
FCC apparently disagrees. It appears that
the FCC wants to tighten ownership rules
beyond what Congress intended."

must be into the existing metro, according to "Arbitron Radio Description of
Methodology."
Audience research sources agreed the
metro is the most-used Arbitron market
definition. The metro is generally the
counties where the majority of listening
is to the stations in the core city or cities
of that metro.
Although nearly 80 percent of the
nation's population is included in the
approximately 850 counties in Arbitron
Michael Powell

NAB has told the commission
that Arbitrons market definition is not a
valid regulatory definition.

In voting for the proposal, all the commissioners agreed the current counting
method should at least be reviewed to
ensure consistency with radio ownership
Taking comment
limits.
The commissioners have invited comBut going beyond that, said
ments on a proposal by Jan. 26 ( MMB
Commissioners Michael Powell and
Docket # 00-244) to use different methHarold Furchtgott-Roth, would oppose
ods to count stations in amarket, such as
what Congress intended when it passed
Arbitron market definitions. The comthe ownership limits.
missioners feel the agency's methodolo"The effect of eliminating the commisgy should at least be reviewed, because
sion's current methodology and replacing
the current system sometimes produces
it with a commercially defined market
unintended results.
(such as Arbitron) would be to shrink
No changes would be applied retroacmarkets. and thereby substantially limit
tively, so any transactions already closed
the number of stations one could own,"
would not be affected.
said Powell.
But pending applications may be
The FCC feels using "Arbitron-like"
affected. Generally, the commission
definitions would more accurately reflect
intends to process pending applications
the location of a station's listeners and
under existing standards. However, in
the identity of stations actually perceived
cases "raising concerns" about how it
by advertisers to be in amarket.
counts the number of stations one party
The agency cited a transaction in
owns in amarket, the agency would defer
Wichita. Kan. in which the FCC signal
a decision on that transaction until the
contour overlap method produced amardefinition issue is resolved.
ket with 52 commercial stations; in that
Because consolidation of the larger
case one licensee could own up to eight
markets is largely complete, observers
stations. But staff told reporters "comsaid, any market definition changes would
monly used commercial market classifimore likely affect deals in medium and
cations, such as Arbitron," defined that
small markets, where mergers continue.
market as having atotal of only 24 staCommissioner Susan Ness supported
tions. In that case, one licensee would
the proposal, but compared market definonly be able to own up to six stations.
ition changes now to closing the barn
At present, the FCC counts the stations
door after the horse has left.
whose principal community contours
The commission would review comoverlap at all with the contours of any
ments, and some months are likely to
station "whose contours define the marpass before any definition changes would
ket." However, when it determines how
be made.
many stations one group owns in amarBut even if nothing is changed, at least
ket, it only counts stations with overlapone telecom lawyer said the possibility
ping signal contours.
that ownership limits could be affected
An FCC source confirmed that where
by anew counting method could spur a
its proposal reads "an Arbitron-like marrush of transactions in medium and small
ket definition," it means using Arbitron
markets.
Radio Metro Survey Areas, or MSAs.
"If Iowned agroup ... under these new
Arbitron says its metros generally corrules Iwould sell now rather than wait,"
respond to the federal government's Office
said Pepper and Corazzini's John
of Management and Budget Metropolitan
Garziglia, who represents stations in
areas. These are a starting point for the
smaller markets. If the definitions would
metros, as they can be different than
allow group owners to control fewer staOMB's definition due to topographical,
tions in a market, that could affect
sampling or other considerations.
whether clusters could be sold as apackTwo criteria that determine whether
age or need to be split up, he said, negatcounties are included in a metro are: at
ing any value and efficiencies normally
least 55 percent of listening quarter-hours
associated with being part of acluster.
from the county must be credited to
An NAB spokesman said the associaexisting metro stations, and at least 15
tion did not want to comment because it
percent of commuting from the county
had not seen the details of the proposal.

— NAB's RadioWeek

markets, the commission recognizes it
will need to figure out another way to
count stations not located in Arbitron
markets. One source believed some sort
of signal analysis would be necessary in
this case.
Another method to "count," said one
source, is Arbitron's Total Survey Area
vs. metros. Metros are usually smaller
than TSAs. The TSA often includes
counties beyond the metro

"Although metro has been the traditional yardstick, more ad agencies are
looking at stations in the TSA, not just the
metro, as they consider placing advertising to support all of the stores of asingle
retailer in a region," said one audience
research expert. "For alot of your category killer stores and fast food chains, TSA
is increasingly aconsideration."
Other factors that research sources
said should be considered are: how to
count smaller stations within ametro that
have some audience, but not enough to
get into the ratings book; whether to
count stations whose signals only cover
part of ametro; and whether the absence
or presence of an audience should be a
factor in determining available signals.
And FCC observers note that all commission plans are subject to changes after
the new president takes office.
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How Much Is 25 in Dog Years?
With the onset of 2001 comes the kickoff of aparty season for us here. This year
marks the 25th anniversary of our parent
company, IMAS Publishing.
For the next 18 months, we will be celebrating aquarter-century of covering the
wide world of radio, culminating in the
25th anniversary of Radio World itself in
the summer of 2002.
You'll hear more about this as we go
along. Next issue, I'll have details about a
contest that might just put some pretty neat
gadgets into your hands as part of our
ongoing celebration.
***
In this issue we also mark the launch of
anew section of your newspaper, called
Internet Radio.
In alternating issues, Business Editor
Laura Dely and her team of writers and
columnists will help you make sense of the
ever-changing dot-corn world and how a
radio professional can make the most of it.
We'll report on the newest ventures and
online success stories, tips to succeed and
strategies for implementing the technology.
We'll also tell you about ideas that didn't
work, and why.
If you have suggestions and ideas, send
them via e-mail to LD@ imaspub.com
* * *
Author Michael C. Keith is writing a
book about all-night radio and would like
to publish your experiences or observations in it.
Late-night radio fills aspecial void in
the lives and memories of its fans. At
radio's height — before overnight automation and satellite- or WAN-fed networks —
there was aromance about our medium at
night, aromance that still has an echo.
Iremember falling asleep as ateenager,
night after summer night, to the sounds of
Mets baseball, distant ball games not from
Shea Stadium but from some West Coast
ballyard where my heroes wore gray and
the first pitch was thrown at 10:05 p.m.,
according to my bedside clock.
Over the years, listeners around the

country have twiddled their tuning knobs
to pull in that distant station in Chicago or
New Orleans, to hear distant weather forecasts and local commercials read in distinctive local accents. Even today, the quiet
tones of an overnight classical music DJ
(in those towns lucky enough to have one)
will soothe the soul. And how many truckers have whiled away long hours in the
friendly company of avoice carried to
them by radio waves?
Irecall the lyrics to aBob McDill song,
performed by Don Williams:
Nothing makes asound in the night like
the wind does;
But you ain't afraid ifyou're washed in
the blood like Iwas.
The smell of Cape jasmine through the
window screen
John R. and the Wolfman kept me company.
By the light of the radio by my bed
With Thomas Wolfe whispering in my
head ...
Late-night radio. Whether you work in
the business or just listen, the warmth of
the dial at night retains apowerful flavor.
If you have something to say about the
role or value of all-night radio in American
life, please e-mail Michael Keith at
mckradio@mediaone.net
***
Idon't know about you, but I'm glad we
finally got that election thing figured out
and can carry on with this inauguration
like areal democracy.
One reason Iwasn't overly concerned
about the outcome, though, was that we
would have had amoderate president in
any event. This will not be aMandate
Presidency. Coalition building will be the
order of the day.
Given the literal balance of power in the
U.S. Senate and the razor-thin Republican
lead in the House, George W. Bush will
not have things much easier than Al Gore
would have. Either of them certainly
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From the Editor

would have been obliged to rule from the
center.
Which is agood thing. Americans don't
like extremists. We are fascinated by them
on television, and our media cover them
under the squeaky-wheel theory. But we
prefer moderation in our governance.
The coming year will be remarkable
politically. How will radio be affected?
With aRepublican calling the shots for the
first time in eight years, how will FCC policy change?
We can look to the early 1950s for some
ideas of the tenor of the times to come. The
election of Dwight D. Eisenhower marked
tremendous impact of the
the last time Republicans held the White
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
House as well as both chambers of
Congress. Ike, agenial war hero and no
* * *
liberal himself, spent atremendous amount
of effort trying to work with, and around,
On this page Irecently ran aphoto of a
the ultraconservative elements of his party,
cat that has taken up residence with awellwho would have preferred that he put less
known audio processing manufacturer.
labor into America's international commitTurns out that there are other animal lovers
ments and more into rooting out the pinko
out there.
Communists they detected lurking in govThe photo shows Convex President
ernment. Much of the wrath they had
Lynn Distler and Vice President of
directed at Harry Truman simply transMarketing Kris Bobo consulting Company
ferred to Ike.
Morale Officers Angus and Toby at the
The issues today are different, but the
Cornrex facility in Acton, Mass.
political balance is much the same, and
We're told that pooches in the Convex
early comments in 2001 suggest that W
office are acompany tradition. Missing
may face many of the same challenges as
from the picture are Max, who owns
DDE in trying to adopt acentrist course
Operations Manager Marsha Cook, and
while placating the active, conservative
Kris Bobo's dog Jenny. le
wing of his party.
That can't help but trickle
into broadcast regulation.
Stay tuned.
Despite the presence of Bill
Clinton in the White House,
Republican free-traders have
not had much to complain
about in the changes that have
taken place in broadcasting of
late. Bill Kennard may be the
man who tried to push LPFM,
but that's afootnote compared
to the consolidation of radio
ownership that has swept our
business. When the broadcast
history books write about the
late 1900s, they will focus not
on low-power but on the
Lynn Distier, Angus, Kris Bobo and Toby
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READER'S FORUM]

AM Receivers Trash AM Signals
Readers Respond to a Guest Commentary and Say
The Problem With AM Is the Receivers
Jon GrosJean 'sGuest Commentary in
our Oct. 11, 2000 issue, generated quite
afew responses.
His article began, " When are AM
broadcasters going to stop living in a
dream world of thinking that there is a
way to make practical AM receivers with
audio response which will compete with
FM receivers?"
Reader letters demonstrate that the
question of how to improve the AM band
remains avital topic to our readers.
Dear RW,
All due respect to Mr. GrosJean and
his qualifications, but he appears to be
living in a black-and-white world when
radio communication, particularly by
amplitude modulation, is anything but.
The difference can be compared to that
between digital and analog.
In the black and white digital world,
something either is or it isn't. There is no
other state. So when thinking in this realm,
one could make the error that areceiver
which has aroll-off specification at 4 kHz
will produce no audio above 4 kHz. So
why transmit anything above 4kHz?
In fact, this is not a digital realm.
There are shades of gray. Receivers generally roll off and do not cut off at 4kHz.
There is indeed some response above
4 kHz and the difference between
something above 4 kHz and nothing
above 4 kHz will be apparent to most
ears except to those with hearing difficulties in this region.
I, therefore, beg to differ with the
statement that it would be "better for the
listeners if the audio modulation were
limited to 4kHz."
Many years ago, Iwas privileged to
own a Meissner AM/FM tuner, the
model number of which escapes me.
Through this tuner, at a time when
broadcasters were still sending out true
high-fidelity AM, response into the
highest ranges of human hearing could
be reproduced. It was noticeably better
than that obtainable on FM.
True, a strong signal was required to
obtain the best quality, but a filter was
provided to clean up the edges for weak
signals and you just switched it in when
you needed it.
We had 10 kHz spacing then, too. The
virtual spacing is greater than this, however, because two signals in the same
county aren't going to be allocated to
adjacent channels. ( Irealize Iam disregarding skywave for this discussion —
please bear with me.) Therefore, there is
room to accommodate the wider bandwidth we use.
Ido agree with Mr. GrosJean's observation that an all-digital system is preferable
for his stated reasons and also, because in
order to accommodate the digital in-band,
on-channel digital audio broadcasting signal as it is being proposed. the analog sig-

Correction
In the Nov. 8, 2000 RW Reader's
Forum, Steve Tuzeneu's name and
station, WVNE(AM), were incorrect.

nal will have to be reduced to 5kHz audio
bandwidth. Idon't know why Idon't hear
a big hue and cry about this from engineers and managers.
You all know what atwo-line frequency extended feed sounds like, right? Is
that what you want all the time on your
analog channel ( translated: the channel
most people will be listening to for who
knows how long to come)?
It's undoubtedly too late to turn back,

time it came out.
The original IC Motorola came out
with, the MC13020, was quirky. Our
entire industry was just beginning to make
digital radios. Analog radios posed difficulties in making the transition to stereo.
Today, however, the scene is different.
The digital front ends are now "decoder
friendly" and the MCI 3028 is a fine IC
that can make a $59 Sony boom box
sound just fine.
As far as occupied bandwidth, what is
the problem?
Iam listening to WSM 650 AM stereo
from Nashville, Tenn., right now, right

Voices should be clear and live,
not sounding like the announcer has
a bag over his or her head.'

but AM broadcasters are being sorely
cheated by this whole scenario. It would
have been better to have established a
whole new broadcast band and move all
AM stations (and probably FM, too) to
it, with atime period of several years for
the changeover.
All this rolling off of audio to fit digital or to reduce interference Ifear will be
the final nail in the coffin of AM radio as
we know it.
That may not be abad thing, but there
seems to be something that can be said for
the radio service that is receivable on a $5
radio anywhere you happen to be, and
which will soon be another thing of the past.
Mike Shane
Operations Manager
KCRO(AM)
Omaha, Neb.

Dear RW,
Imust strongly take issue with some
of the issues expressed here. Ihave
been actively involved in developing
AM stereo radios and decoder circuits
for 15 years.
Through the not- for-profit Web site
www.amstereoradio.com, which was
established in May 1998 by Alex Kay, I
and our group of 70 members have been
tirelessly working at dispelling the myths
about AM radio.
In order to have asuccessful radio station, you must have something that the
people want to listen to. We the listeners
did not leave AM for FM. AM left us!
In the 1970s and ' 80s, AM and FM coexisted peacefully. We listened to both at
the appropriate times.
If anyone had done asurvey of popular
opinion before WABC or WFAN changed
formats way back when, we would still
be tuning in to them every day. Today,
it's all about the money, isn't it?
To think that AM should be limited
to sports talk, yak radio, etc., with a
bandwidth of 4 kHz is a big mistake
Music on AM can and does sound fine.
As far as AM stereo goes, everyone
knows how the FCC blundered its duties
here as far as choosing aformat when it
should have. As well, AM stereo was a
little ahead of other technologies at the

next to WFAN(AM) stereo 660. Is there
ever cross-interference? Sometimes. And
so it is with FM as well. Digital AM
broadcasting, in its present demonstrated
format, will simply not work.
Let's leave AM alone as an analog
format as it has been for 80-plus years.
Let's concentrate on making the

changes to programming!
Case in Point: WICC 600 AM stereo
in Bridgeport, Conn., is consistently
No. 1or 2in its very large market, and,
get this — it's afun- service station!
With music, sports and talk. It works!
Give it atry!
Chris Cuff
Owner
www.amstereoradio.com
Forestburgh, N. Y.

Dear RW,
Shame on Radio World and shame
on Jon GrosJean for spreading more
misinformation about AM broadcasting. With friends like Mr. GrosJean we
may as well shut off the AM band.
Maybe that is what he wants by advocating abandwidth of 4 kHz.
The article, while technically reasonable, distorts by omission. Bandwidth
would be amuch more serious problem
if stations in the same market were
allowed on co- and adjacent channels,
which they are not. So this becomes a
non-problem.
The strong signal requirement, suggested as a problem by Mr. GrosJean,
never manifested itself in several of the
cities in which I've driven while listening to AM stereo on non- super-power
AM stations.
Mr. GrosJean needs to realize the
receivers are the problem with AM today.
Think back to the bandwidth of AM radio
before miniaturization.
Even the automobile radios of the
See LETTERS, page 12
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major project."
Defective remote-control equipment
and poor antenna field measurement
performance data were the most common violations for which Reiser wrote
up stations. Those problems, in turn, led
to other mishaps at some stations he
inspected.
Reiser recalls inspecting a station at
which the operating logs were complete.
But when he tried to take the readings
himself, the metering was "way off."
"The chief operator insisted everything worked fine but Ijust did not
know how to operate the unit," he said.
"Just then, the duty operator came into
the control room and said ' Charlie, I
sure am glad to see you have someone
to fix that thing. Ihaven't been able to
get the thing to work since the first of
the month. —
In 1972, Reiser moved to the
Washington office of the FCC, first
supervising the national program for
conducting commercial and amateur
radio operator examinations, then
working in the former Broadcast
Bureau to revise existing rules that
were outdated because of technology
developments and problems experienced by operating stations.

MAKER

Reiser: Interference Concerns
by Naina Narayana
MOUNT VERNON, Va. With several technologies affecting radio now and
more to affect the medium in the future,
former FCC Engineer John Reiser views
interference as the most serious technical threat to radio today.
Observing radio from the sidelines
since his retirement last September after
almost four decades at the commission,
Reiser is wary of new technologies
because of the potential interference and
signal degradation they may cause and
warns broadcasters to carefully weigh
the benefits of any new service for the
public.
Reiser played a significant role in
many landmark rulings during his 39
years at the FCC including the standardization of the FCC national program for
broadcast station inspections in the
1970s, the 1976 revision of the agency's
broadcast rules and regulations, and the
reorganization of the Broadcast Bureau
into what is now the Mass Media
Bureau.

the conversion to in- band, on-channel
digital audio broadcasting is worth any
potential interference or signal degradation that may result, according to Reiser.
In addition, he said both IBOC and
satellite- delivered DAB services will
need to demonstrate a sufficient value
and difference in quality so the public is
willing to invest in receivers.
One technology he does not view as a
danger to radio is the Internet, amedium
he infrequently uses to listen to the radio.

childhood in Cadillac, Mich.
"During the 1930s, radio listening and
attending movies were our main entertainment," he said. "It was impossible to
buy radios, but sufficient parts could be
found to build small battery sets."
A little help
With the help of a local radio repair
shop owner named Harvey Pell, Reiser
said he built his own radio and two-tube
battery receivers to listen to the sympho-

Task force work
His significant experience in broadcasting earned him aposition in 1976 as
an engineering member of FCC
2 Chairman Richard Wiley's broadcast
•regulation task force. Reiser said he and
Reiser sitting at his ham station
two fellow members were charged with
reviewing all broadcast rules, deleting
"A lot of Internet use is now afad and
ny concert broadcasts.
obsolete regulations and removing
many users will soon be more selective
His sense of inventiveness also helped
inconsistencies.
in the time they spend online," he said.
him as ahigh school freshman when he
"Many of the changes in the technical
"Also, Ido not find the quality of
helped organize a radio broadcast club
rules were taken from my experience of
Internet audio high enough for the type
to produce a school program. At that
inspecting operating stations of all
of music Ienjoy hearing."
time, Reiser had his first experience
kinds," Reiser said. "This was the most
As for now, Reiser enjoys hearing
with the FCC. He obtained his first FCC
rewarding period of my FCC employsymphony music the old-fashioned way
commercial radio operator permit for
ment because Ihad continuous contact
and using his amateur license WQ4L.
the show, which, he said, prompted him
with station operators and engineers
So far, he said, retirement has been
to begin acareer in radio.
through many meetings, conferences
good for him. "After 39 years of federal
After attending Purdue University and
and correspondence."
service and reaching the age of 70, I working as abroadcast engineer for sevYounger engineers can learn asignifiwanted to spend more time doing recreeral years, Reiser began working for the
cant amount from Reiser's example of
ational activities and traveling."
FCC's Detroit field office in 1961— a sticking to what he knows, said Frank
Naturally, Reiser has not left the audio
time of steady growth at the commission.
Lucia, FCC special advisor for the
world entirely. Last fall, the 70-year-old
"During this time, FM broadcasting
Emergency Alert System. Lucia worked
began spending more time digitally
was in a period of rapid expansion and
with Reiser on several projects.
recording and mastering symphonic and
conversion to stereo broadcasting, and
"Longevity can be the key to success
other classical music performances,
TV stations were completing their
because you eventually become the
which he had previously done as ahobby.
installation of color programming faciliexpert in your field," Lucia said.
It was an interest, he said, that probably
ties," he said. "Developing a standardReiser's last position at the FCC
originated from his love of listening to
ized inspection checklist for FCC engiallowed him to use all of his accumulated
symphony concerts during his early
neers to use as an inspection guide was a
See REISER, page 7
12,

Future threats
Reiser's biggest concerns for the
future of radio center around the
increase in interference and degradation
of service caused by the licensing of
more stations, the authorization of additional RF devices and the inability to
control unlicensed sources of RF energy.
"Stations should be more alert to all
sources of interference to their signals,"
he said.
As for the possible threat of low-power FM stations, he doubts those stations
will have asignificant effect on full-service stations.
"The rules for the new low-power service are rather complex. Only organizations that are very serious in operating
such stations will apply and have the financial resources to construct and continuously operate them," he said prior to the congressional vote on LPFM (page 1). "It does
not seem that the LP radio rules were what
most of the former pirate FM broadcasters
were looking for, and probably will not
deter their continued operation."
For up-and-coming radio technologies
such as in-band, on-channel digital audio
broadcasting, station engineers and owners will have to be totally convinced that
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Reiser
Continued from page 6

knowledge and apply it to crafting international standards. In 1986, the U.S.
Department of State appointed him chairman for the U.S. participation in the
broadcast study groups of the
International Telecommunication Union.
While he was heading U.S. delegations of broadcast engineering experts
for meetings and conferences covering
regulations and recommendations, Reiser
said many countries adopted the recommendations established by the ITU.
Fellow engineers praised his ability to

Reiser File

7

handle sticky international problems
such as a recent frequency conflict
between the United States and Cuba.
According to Charlie Wooten, director of engineering of the Clear Channel
Communications Inc. stations in Panama
City, Fla., Reiser helped him recently
when strained diplomatic relations over
the Elian Gonzalez situation prompted a
station west of Havana to move its 590
AM signal up the band exactly 1kHz, at
591 kHz, which caused listeners in
Florida to hear a loud tone when their
radios were tuned to that frequency.
"(After I put) a call into John
he would start the ball rolling to have
the FCC contact the ITU in Geneva
who would then in turn contact
the ' Cuban FCC' about the problem."
The situation was resolved in one day,
said Wooten.

e

Reiser's home music editing eqJipment

•Name: John W. Reiser
•Age: 70
•Home: Mount Vernon, Va.
•Family: Wife, Patricia, five children and two grandchildren
•First semi-professional radio
experience: As a freshman in high
school, he received his first FCC
commercial radio operator license
to produce a school program and
remote broadcasts.
•Work experience: Broadcast
engineer, Midwestern Broadcasting
Co., 1952-54; chief engineer,
University of Michigan and technical director, Interlochen Center for
the Arts, 1954-61; electronics engineer, FCC Detroit Field Office,
1961-65; assistant engineer, FCC
Buffalo Field Office, 1965-72;
chief of FCC Radio Operator
Examination
and
Licensing
Branch, 1972-76; engineering
member of the FCC Chairman's
Broadcast Regulation Task Force,
1976-86; U.S. chairman for
International Telecommunication
Union — Radio Communication
Study Group 6, 1986-2000.
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•Notable technical accomplishments: Reiser said he is most
proud of his work on standardizing
the FCC's national program for
broadcast station inspections and
helping to update the FCC broadcast rules and regulations as part of
Chairman Richard Wiley's broadcast regulation task force.
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•Most serious technical threat for
radio today: Increasing interference from all sources.
•The person he admires most in
the radio industry: The late Carl
Smith of Cleveland, Ohio, one of
the great pioneers in the design of
broadcast antenna systems. "Carl
was a gentle man who ... was an
outstanding engineer serving commercial broadcasting and the government. Carl insisted on doing
things exactly correct with no
compromises."

with a Matrix codec, you've got options.

•Hobbies: Listening and digitally
recording classical music performances and traveling.
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CES
Continued from page 1

first opportunity to hear the new service. Visitors would hear the broadcast
from prototype receivers on the show
floor.
Van rides are planned so attendees
can listen to the Sirius service.
Sirius has three satellites orbiting
the earth and says deployment of its
approximately 100 terrestrial repeaters
should be complete by the end of
March. Repeater testing is on- going at
the San Francisco site, said Doug
Wilsterman, vice president of marketing for Sirius.
Both Sirius and the other licensed
satellite provider, XM Satellite Radio, are
earmarking late June to early July as the
timeframe they expect to have aftermarket receivers on store shelves in volume.
Pioneer, Alpine and Sony planned to
exhibit prototype XM receivers.
Receiver manufacturers that intended to show Sirius prototypes are:
Clarion, Jensen, Kenwood and
Panasonic.
"We'll have a limited number of
receivers out in the first quarter," said
Wilsterman. Sirius expects to ramp up
receiver availability in the second
quarter of the year.
"We're a little buoyed by the fact
that we've launched three satellites."
Automakers partnering with Sirius
and XM - Plan to include AM- FMSatellite receivers in some car models
introduced in 2001.
Mobile
CES attendees can see prototype
head units for Sirius and XM in the
North Hall of the Las Vegas
Convention Center exhibition area and
the mobile electronics exhibit area in
the Riviera Hotel.
XM plans to launch its first satellite
on Jan. 8, and plans ademo of its terrestrial repeater system on prototype
receivers in van rides and on the show

floor. It will originate signals from its
Washington studio and from its booth,
uplink them to a third- party satellite
and downlink it to its terrestrial
repeater system in Las Vegas. XM
plans to include some channel samples
to illustrate its programming.
XM intends to show an Acura MDX
SUV and a Saab convertible equipped
with pre- production samples of its
receivers. Attendees also can see XM's
antenna installation demonstrations.

January 3, 2001

deployed by mid- summer, said Steve
Cook, XM senior vice president for
sales and marketing.
The companies developing satellitedelivered digital radio want their technology and roll out plans to wow retailers they
say are eager to sell new product.

ogy. This year, attendees will see the
merged entity, iBiquity Digital Corp.
iBiquity plans to air alive IBOC DAB
signal from KWNR(FM), Las Vegas. The
company will exhibit aprototype receiver
showing the data capabilities of IBOC, in
avan as well as in the Kenwood, Alpine
and Visteon booths.
The data demonstration will show
how radio station information can be
displayed on the receiver face. " It
shows an ad banner that stations can
use to supplement their advertising,"
said iBiquity vice president of
Marketing, David Salemi. " The next
step is to add a ' buy' button to supplement commerce activities."
An important focus for the company
now is its receiver chipset
executives said. If the National Radio
Systems Committee recommends a
single IBOC standard in 2001,
iBiquity could have receivers in the
market in late 2002 to early 2003.

Lucrative radio
"Retailers want this. Satellite TV
has been so lucrative" and they believe
satellite radio would be similar, said

?W'eeMeee,e$:«Meeleove

DAB is hot
Both the satellite and terrestrial forms
of digital radio have asizeable presence
at the show. Representatives of iBiquity,
XM and Sirius will participate in adigital radio panel ( see story, page 14).
Satellite digital radio is not the only
new form of entertainment to share
dashboard space with terrestrial radio.
Auto manufacturers continue to
shorten the design cycle of new car
models, which allows receiver designs
to be introduced to consumers faster.
Ten to 15 years ago, the design- tomanufacturing cycle could typically
take up to six years. Now, automakers
are outsourcing more development to
suppliers; the average cycle is three to
four years. Automakers would like to
reduce that to two to three years, to
give them acompetitive edge.
Radio still commands heavy consumer use in the car. But the way in
which drivers and passengers use their
car radio is evolving, experts say,
necessitating changes in how manufacturers think of the traditional head unit.
For example, drivers who want to
use their PDAs, cell phones or other
personal devices can connect to the
dash either with acord or acradle that
interfaces with the device and the
dash. Another new approach is to connect with a removable storage card

A Sirius prototype receiver in a Mercedes-Benz
XM intends to launch its second and
final satellite by the end of February.
The Washington- based satellitedelivered digital radio proponent's studios are slated for completion late this
month and the approximately 1,200
terrestrial repeaters are expected to be

Webcasting?

WebCaster!

Internet Processor - $1850

Steve Cook, XM senior vice president
of sales and marketing.
The first generation of receivers
will each receive only one service. The
companies have signed an interoperability agreement, pledging to design a
receiver that can receive both so aconsumer can switch without having to
purchase anew head unit and antenna.
Truly integrated receivers are likely
three years away, although automakers are looking at interim solutions,
said Cook.
Rainy
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The other form of digital radio —
in-band, on-channel terrestrial — also
will have a strong presence at the
show.
At last year's CES, retailers saw the
former USA Digital Radio and Lucent
Digital Radio exhibiting IBOC technol-

inserted in the device and the dash.
An anticipated method of perfecting
that connection is Bluetooth, a shortrange wireless technology that makes
it possible for data to be transmitted in
two directions. New to CES this year
See CES, page 10
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retical " pipe" to the car, and how the
interface would work, is in flux.
"I think you'll see in the car similar

CES
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and all of TV is experiencing competition from the Internet," said Bob Law,
vice president of mobile electronics

Continued from page 8

is aBluetooth Pavilion.
Swanston said of Bluetooth, "A
Bluetooth-enabled PalmPilot would
negotiate a connection with your car.
If your ( storage) card is still on your
belt, it no longer rings. It automatically senses your presence in the car and
forwards the call to the speakers."
Mobile Internet
Debates abound over the potential
timetable of Internet access in the car.
Experts agree it's theoretically possible with wireless modem and PCbased devices. But getting that theo-

Satellite DAB is not

the only new

form of entertainment to share dashboard
space with terrestrial radio.

to what you see in the home, where
the traditional broadcasters have had
increasing competition from cable ...

for Kenwood USA.
Unclear is who would pay for the
infrastructure of this broadband con-
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nection, to provide more data, speed
and processing power to the car.
In this era of cell phone distractions, another issue is how drivers
might access information from the
Internet and still be able to concentrate on the road. One often-discussed
solution is voice recognition or textto- voice technology so the driver's
information might be read aloud.
MP3 and more
Other trends will also be visible at
CES. Receiver displays continue to
incorporate larger, more colorful
graphics. With the Internet in mind,
one source said the future receiver
might have a touch- screen display
rather than several buttons.
Radio receivers with MP3 player
capability continue to rise in popularity, and more manufacturers are expected to show such products.
"Some use cards that have slots for a
memory card. It comes with a cradle
like a phone and enables you to download music from your PC at home and
put it in a box that acts like a CD
changer," said Consumer Electronics
Association spokesman Matt Swanston.
He said new head units have MP3
decoders that can convert the compressed data back to music. Some
manufacturers are making head units
that can play a CD that has the MP3
equivalent of 6 hours of music burned
onto adisc.
"These are fairly new. There were
some prototypes at the show last year
and now they're on store shelves."
Swanston said the average cost was
more than for a head unit with a CD
changer, but not as much as double
that cost.
Swanston said manufacturers and
retailers created this new product category swiftly in reaction to consumer
demand.
Generally, consumer technology
that originates in the home migrates to
the car. Sirius and XM point to consumer desire to hear music not played
on most stations as a strong indication
of consumer support they expect for
their products.
Wilsterman said consumers are
downloading several billion dollars'
worth of music they can't get on the
radio. "That means people make an
extra effort to get the music they
want."
But this trend doesn't mean the
death of radio, experts said. Despite
the millions of receivers sold with cassette decks or CD players, 75 percent
of the time people spend in their car
they're listening to AM or FM radio.
About 80 percent of that time is spent
listening to music.
Receivers with cassette players continue to decline in popularity but are
not a dead category yet, according to
experts.
CEA forecast sales of 11 million
cassette-CD units in 2000. That breaks
down to about 7.7 million CD playersreceivers and 3.5 million cassettereceivers. That compares to the 1999
forecast:
6.4 million
for CD
player/receivers and 4.6 million cassette receivers.
"The difference between the total
units sold isn't huge but the switch
between cassette and CD is significant," said Law.
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Letters
Continued from page 5

mid- 1950s sounded quite nice. Then,
with the advent of transistors and the
miniature chassis, bandwidth went the
way of the vibrator. (
The vibrator was an
electromechanical device, used for years
in car radio power supplies, that changed
DC to AC. — Ed.)
Receiver engineers moved their
focus to incorporating FM and all
future thoughts of AM fidelity went out
the window.
Today, AM is often the afterthought or the punishment given to
some rising new engineer. Since AM
is not " hip," guess what scientific
knowledge gets applied. We hear the
results. In the 1940s and early 1950s,
the telephone links between studios
and transmitters were expensive and
many stations opted for 3kHz lines to
save money, and that was the beginning of bad- sounding AM.
Now, transmission technology is in
place but receivers continue to disappoint. The decent ones are expensive,
beyond the reach of the working class
needed to make AM fidelity and stereo
successful. The automobile companies
discovered several years ago they could
eliminate AM stereo and save $ 3 per
receiver, so they did.
What is really needed are several
things to restore the fidelity to AM: an
FCC ruling similar to the UHF ruling of
the 1960s creating a requirement for AM

on all receivers retailing for more
than $ 25, an FCC ruling establishing
minimum bandwidth requirements and
transmission system, an engineering
community that would take pride in AM
receiver designs and owners who were
somewhat concerned with how their stations sounded.
Since the last is almost an impossible
dream, and the first very uncharacteristic
of the FCC, which seems afraid of its
own shadow and the lawyers in
Washington, we broadcasters need to
find ahigh-profile senator with apassion
for AM willing to sponsor some meaningful legislation.
William Allen
Consult-Ed.
Tucson, Ariz.
stereo

Dear RW,
Anyone who has worked in AM for
any time and has experimented with
wide-band reception knows that a lot of
what Mr. GrosJean wrote is very true. In
fact his numbers, if extrapolated, would
show that signal strengths of 100 mV/m
or more are often necessary to achieve
true FM stereo quality, even on astationary receiver.
Where Idisagree with his comments
is that he avoids the issue of really narrow band receivers. He suggests a4kHz
audio response for AM while failing to
address intermediate frequency responses of some receivers which yield a 1.8
kHz response.
Would a 4- kHz- wide AM station
sound dramatically better on a 4- kHz-
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Building the world's most
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platform available to the
radio industry.
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and the nation's
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response receiver? Yes, when compared
to responses half that now. However, 4
kHz audio that sounds decent leaving the
transmitter is not achievable in aNational
Radio Systems Committee-like mask.
The effects of sharp cutoff filters in
that part of the audio spectrum are far
more offensive to the ear than asimilar
10 kHz filter. Realistically, the response
should be no more than about 12 dB
down at 7 or 8 kHz, after which asharp
filter could be used. The overall "cleansing" of the spectrum would be much less
than first imagined.
Even if news and talk were the only
formats on AM, music is still apárt of the
presentation and should at least sound
balanced. Voices should be clear and live,
not sounding like the announcer has a
bag over his or her head.
About 30 years ago, the Germans
reached asimilar conclusion about bandwidth. They had to address a9kHz spacing rather than the 10 we do, but the
mechanics are very similar. The filters
required to address the issue sounded and
still sound awful. This includes those
built by U.S. processor manufacturers.
Ihave built systems in this country
that essentially limited audio to 5 kHz,
but asoft rolloff was always necessary to
avoid unnecessary harshness. The stated
audio response was really a filter corner
frequency of 5 kHz (- 2dB or so) and a
cutoff of about 7.5 kHz.
There are two sides to the equation.
While numbers that speak to the occupied bandwidth of abroadcast station vs.
channel separation are enlightening, in
most other services the bandwidth of the
transmitter and receiver are complementary and are thus asystem.
It would appear that even if broadcasters were to narrow their audio bandwidth,
they would not have a complementary
system through the receiver. This is
where receiver manufacturers deserve
their bad rap.
Over recent history, receiver manufacturers have all but refused to cooperate with broadcasters to develop acomplete system.
In the past, economy required the use

of ceramic filters in the IF, replacing
hand-tuned circuits, which were far less
brutal on the overall audio quality. Many
of the old arguments, such as the cost of
manufacturing a receiver, will not work
out very well in the 21st century.
Digital signal processing receiver
technology that is now openly available
to the end user in certain products for
under $300 reveals how good AM and
reception could be, if more widely
deployed. Not only would we have
much better- sounding and - performing
receivers, but the cost of manufacturing
should be less as there is virtually no
alignment required.
The available features that could be
offered, and currently exist in DSP
radios, are much greater. Anti-fade reception, impractical with analog techniques.
is easily possible in digital by more than
one method. Variable bandwith is another
easily achieved improvement and the list
goes on.
AM in-band, on-channel digital audio
broadcasting reception requires DSPbased receivers, but Ifor one have little
faith that the technology will be fully
exploited on the analog side of the unit
by receiver manufacturers, who are
deeply entrenched in their old time-tested
analog design paradigms.
On the broadcaster side, current digital technology would now permit certain interference reduction techniques
proven impractical in their previous
analog implementation.
AM is still an important medium
and should not become atechnological
stepchild.
A fair discussion on balancing the
needs of broadcasters and receiver manufacturers has become almost aholy grail.
NRSC was supposed to be a major step
in that direction. Broadcasters gave on
their side at some considerable expense.
We see little, if anything, changed on the
receiver side.
Robert Meuser
New York, N.Y.
RW welcomes other points of view at
radioworld@imaspub.com •

The Wizard has gone

STEREO!
The new Orgill FMSA-1

E

unmatched stereo

0

monitoring capabilities. . .

800-345-VSAT (8728)
303.925.1708
email: sales@nsn.net
www.nsn.net

BELAR
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gives The Wizard System
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MITRE WIZARD
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Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And
with the RS- 232 port
operation on site or off.
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

BELAR

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY. INC,

119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O. BOX 76 • DEVON. PA 19333-0076 USA
[610] 687-5550 • FAX [610] 687-2686
Cal, write or FAX for more nifcrmation on Beier AM, FM. Stereo. SCA. and TV monitors

A Clear Channel Communications Company

WWW. belar.com

Telos Digital Talkshow Systems
It takes you by surprise. the occasional
phone call so c'ear and clean, you'd
swear your calter was in the very
next room. What if your callers could
always sound ths close and personal?
Introducing

he new generation of

digital talk show systems from Telas.
With intuitive, easy- to- use controls
that help make your talk segments
smooth and error free (whether you're
juggling a few calls or a few dozen)
and the latest advances in digital
phone hybrids from the company that
invented them. Never have your callers
sounded

Talk radio is sudderly intimate

so consistently loud and

crystal clear - it's the next best thing to
having them there. Don't just talk to
your audience... get intimate.

Telos Systems. Connected.
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Tel as TVY0x12 —
In'egrated Talkshow System
Jsing POTS or ISDN lines, the TWOx12 handles up to 12 callers on two built-in digital hybrids.

www.telos-systems.com

The intuitive phone controller tames even the wildest talk shows.

TELOS

SYSTEMS

NORTH

AMERICA:

+ 1.216.241.7225
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TELOS

SYSTEMS

EUROPE:

+ 49.81.61.42.467
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I> Continued from page 2

Emmis Delays
Tracking
Stock Plan
INDIANAPOLIS
Emmis Communications Corp. ( NASDAQ:EMMS) has
postponed plans to separate its radio and
TV businesses because of the slowdown
of the economy. Executives plan to
reconsider the separation when equity
market conditions improve. •
The company had been prepared to
file a statement wilh the Securities and

Exchange Commission to create tracking stocks for Emmis' radio and TV
business. Emmis owns 24 domestic
radio stations, 15 TV stations, two radio
networks, three international stations
and a magazine- publishing arm. Given
the recent downtrend in media stocks,
the company "decided not to move forward immediately," said Emmis
Executive Vice President/CFO Walter
Berger.
"Instead, we will continue to evaluate our tracking stock plan as equity
market conditions change over the next
several quarters," said Berger.
Emmis shareholders plan to meet and
discuss the situation Jan. 10.

Car Radio
Big Theme at CES
ARLINGTON,
Va.
The 2001
Consumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas Jan. 6-9 will have four session
tracks devoted to mobile electronics,
with aspecial super session on Saturday,
Jan. 6.
During the Digital Car Revolution
super session, David Acton of General
Motors/On-Star and Jack Withrow of
DaimlerChrysler will talk about the
impact of digital technology on mobile
electronics and products consumers
can expect to see from manufacturers

Radio Advertising
Bureau Ups Davis
DALLAS Lindsay Wood Davis has been
elected executive vice president/meetings
for RAB. He succeeds Wayne Cornils,
who died last summer.
Davis came to RAB in March of 2000
as senior vice president/meetings and
was senior vice president/sales for the
former AMFM's Central Star region. He
began selling radio in 1968 at age 17.
Davis was elected to his new post at
the RAB board of directors meeting in
November.
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Audemat
Reorganizes
U.S. Base

It's ano-brainer. When it comes to investing your
NAB on- site ad dollars, there's only one answer:

The Official NAB2001 Daily News...
Published twice daily, with distribution at
hotels, both convention centers and
McCurran Airport, it's your best bet for
immediate impact.
Space is limited. Contact Michele lnderrieden
at 301-870-9840; fax 301-645-8090;
email minderrleden@imaspub.com
• Ad Space Close: March 23, 2001
• Ad Materials Due: March 29, 2001

PM Edition

AM Edition

and retailers.
Nine sessions on the mobile electronics track will cover auto technology.
including entertainment, which covers
radio. Digital radio, both satellite and
terrestrial, will be on hand; Sirius
Satellite Radio, XM Satellite Radio and
iBiquity Digital Corp. plan to exhibit in
the North Hall of the Las Vegas
Convention Center.
Radio World News Editor/Washington
Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson will moderate the Sunday mobile track session,
"Revamping Digital Radio," beginning at
1p.m. at the Riviera Hotel.

Published Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, with distribution at NAB-desig-

Published Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday after-

nated hotel rooms, all AM editions will be distributed by hand and in racks at

noons, the PM edition is the source for up-to-the-

the Las Vegas Convention Center and the Sands Expo Center. Monday's issue

minute news, making it amust-read "hot sheet" for

will also be distributed on Saturday and Sunday at McCarron Airport. Every

the show. The afternoon edition will be distributed at

AM edition includes an exhibit map, the latest news, product coverage,

both the Las Vegas Convention Center and the Sands

exhibitor listings, session schedules and more.

Expo Center.

Reach the crowd that reaches for the only official on- site newspaper —

The NAB200 1Daily News.
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STERLING,
Va.
French- based
Audemat is reorganizing its presence in
this country. It has moved its U.S. corporate offices to the Washington, D.C., area,
where it will share administrative space
with another French firm, ATDI.
In so doing, Audemat closed its
Massachusetts office, where former vice
president Dan Rau had been based.
The reorganization comes after 18
months of what the company described
as increasing presence for its line of
mobile field strength measurement
equipment. It said it hopes the change
will result in more visibility, technological awareness and effective support
systems.
Sales Engineer Christophe Poulain
will assume responsibility for contact
with U.S. customers, according to
Audemat spokeswoman Sophie Lion.
Based in France, Poulain will travel in
the United States approximately two
weeks each month, and has visited
Audemat's major clients, Lion said.
"We understand support is the most
important thing, and we hope to develop
an agreement with a ( U.S.) company to
do calibrations, technical support and
repair," she said.
Rau becomes one of five Audemat
dealers. " Ibelieve that Audemat SA
underestimated what it would take to get
the U.S. office off the ground," he said. "I
invested a tremendous amount of time
and energy in the positioning of Audemat
in the U.S. market and ... it is Audemat's
intention to continue the effort from
France so they do not lose momentum."
He said the line of products is "second
to none" and he was pleased to continue
the relationship as adealer.
Audemat's new office is in Sterling,
Va. The toll-free number is ( 866) AUDEMAT. Rau's company, Applied Wireless,
can be reached at (978) 425-2420.
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More than 5000 broadcasters around the
Our WaveStation 3.0 digital automation
software comes complete with triple- overlap
playback. VoiceTracking, remote access
and control, dynamic HTML/XML generation
for web site display, time & temp announce,
satellre interface and log import/export.
More than 2500 users worldwide.
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overlap playback. Touchscreen

compatible. Can also be controlled from air
console. A dozen quick- load hotkeys give
fast access to liners. Ingles and beds.
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Instant Audio - $ 199

Pro CD Ripping - $ 199
IS

World have discovered the simplicity and
bower of our WaveGart 3.0 on- screen cart-
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Our Stinger 2.0 instant audio playback
Our Speedy 3.0 professional CD ripping
software gives you up to 20X ripping speeds
into the format of your choice. RapidRip,
automatic naming, autotrim, and
normalization make building your library
faster & simpler than ever. Free automatic

software puts 300 soind effects, spots or
other Judi() elements at your fingertips.
Collections can be saved for quick access
to your entire audic brary. Play Jp to 36
elements simultaneously. Cuts can be color
coded for quick recognition.

labeling via the CDDB Internet service.

Portable Production - $ 2599

Complete Systems - $ 4999
starting price

P

The BSI FieldStation lets you take professional
audio production, playback and editing
capabilities virtually anywhere. The robust
Dell laptop platform and versatile BSI
software combine to form an amazing
portable audio workstation.

ct ured - BSI Series 300

Our turnkey systems come equipped with all
hardware, software, hubs ana cabling you
neec to go on-the- air. Unlike some other
companies, we do include the PC's...
custcm built or frotr Dell, you -choice. We
can even provide music from our 30,000
song fibrary. Specid ty recording and Sat- Net
systems are also available.

Look What We've Got For You
r-

Download the actual software, or call for infrJrrncitnr
L

ESSI

WWW.BS!USACOM
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Richardson Electronics has long been known for its unparalleled service and logistics in
offering replacement components. With several recent acquisitions and the staffing of
additional experienced systems personnel, Richardson Electronics is presenting
its increased capabilities in the marketplace with a new name...
Broadcast Richardson.
Combining the products and service of Richardson Electronics
with the systems expertise of Broadcast Richmond,
Broadcast Richardson offers you
the perfect combination that will
satisfy virtually all of your
broadcast requirements.

Integrated Turnkey Systems
%

Complete Studio Solutions

1 1%

II I,

Pre-wired Studios

Pre- wired PI.E. Program Racks
Analog to Digital Conversions
Engineering Consultation
Installations
The next time a requirement
arises, contact the leader in
integrated solutions—

Broadcast Richardson

Call Today! 800-348-5580
More than 60 locations worldwide to serve you. E-mail: broadcast@rell.com, Internet: www.radiotvnet,coni or www.broadcast-richmond.com,
Toll Free: 800-348-5580 ( U.S. & Canada), Australia: Castle Hill ACN 069 808 108 +61 ( 2) 9894-7288. Brazil: Rio De Janeiro + 55 ( 21) 521-4004.
China: Shanghai + 86 ( 021) 6440-1284, Colombia. Sante Fe de Bogota. DC ( 57-1) 636-1028. Denmark: Hedenhusene +45 4655-5630. Finland:
Helsinki + 35 ( 8) 9386-90110. France: Colombes Cedex + 33.1.55.66.00.30. Germany: Puchheim +49 ( 89) 890 214-0. Italy: Sesto Fiorentino ( FL)
+39 ( 055) 42.08.31, Japan: Tokyo + 81 ( 3) 5215-1577. Korea: Seoul +82 ( 2) 539-4731, Mexico: Mexico City + 52 ( 5) 674-2228, Philippines:

international inquiries call Corporate Headquarters: LaFox. IL ( 630) 208-2200, Fax (630) 208-2550. © 2000 Richardson Electronics, Ltd. MK1089
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Pre-wired Console Harnesses

Pasig City 63 ( 2) 636-8891. Singapore +65 487-5995. Spain: Barcelona + 34 ( 93) 415 8303, Madrid + 34 ( 91) 528 3700, Sweden: Stockholm +46
8564 705 90, Taiwan: Taipei + 886 ( 2) 2698-3288, Thailand: Bangkok +66 ( 2) 749-4402, The Netherlands: Amsterdam + 31 ( 20) 446 7070,
Turkey: Istanbul + 90 212 264 3721. United Kingdom: Slough +44 ( 1753) 733010, Vietnam: Ho Chi Minh City + 84 8.811,1919. for other

,

For more information,
visit our on-line catalog at
broadcast-richmond.com
or catalog.rell.com

Transmitter Components & Systems • Studio Equipment, Packages & Systems • Antennas • Cable TV • Microwave • Satellite
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120 Stations
Marvin Collins
A few months ago, when Barry Victor
of Premiere Radio Networks learned I
was retiring from KFI(AM)/KOST(FM),
he called to ask if Icould work on aproject in Las Vegas for afew days.
The project involved having 150 radio
stations broadcast all at the same time
from the Aladdin Resort and Casino.
Iagreed, and soon learned the purpose of this mass remote broadcast

One Big Remote

front of the rooms on a large table on
a riser. This much of the setup had
been done before Iarrived under the
direction of Kirby Miovac, assistant to
Barry Victor.

Each table was served by asmaller fourpair cable that fanned out from the 12pair cable. All cables were terminated
with XLR connectors.

17

use. The fourth pair provided a podium
feed that went to all tables.
By Wednesday night we had three of
the six rooms all cabled ard plugged
together and pretty much ready to go.
The space in the ballroom for the other
three rooms became available to us on
Thursday morning at 10 a.m.
Now the rush was on to move all the

Zephyr convention
There were so many Zephyrs the place
looked like a Zephyr convention. Ihave
never seen so many Zephyrs at one place
before in my life.
My first duty was to assist in setting

Shown is an exterior night view of the new Aladdin Resort
and Casino, from which the remote broadcast originated.

Barry Victor, director of engineering for the Radio Music Awards remote broadcasts, sits at the temporary Telos Zephyr farm during ISDN line checkouts. This
farm eventually was divided and moved to rooms that were set up later.
was to promote the ABC television
show " The Radio Music Awards"
which aired Nov. 5, 2000. Guests on
the Saturday night show were interviewed on radio stations all around the
country on Friday and Saturday afternoons from noon until 4 p.m. to promote the TV show.
Iarrived in Las Vegas the evening of
Oct. 30 and checked into my room in
the Aladdin. The next morning,

up the audio kits at each table. Each kit
consisted of three microphones, three
headphones, headphone amplifier and
Shure mixer plus cables.
The final count of radio stations turned
out to be close to 120. We had a lot of
microphones, earphones, headphone
amplifiers and mixers to set up. The
audio kits were rented from Steve Kirsch
of Silverlake Audio in New York. The 65
or so Telos Zephyrs were also rented

The 12- pair cables started at the
front of the room, where the Telos
Zephyr farm was located, and extended
out in the room to serve a group of
three tables. The room for which Iwas
responsible had 15 stations, so five 12pair cables extended out to each group
of three tables.
At the front of the room, the five 12pair cables plugged into an XLR patch
bay. Cables coming out of the back of the
patch bay rack were then plugged into
the appropriate Zephyr inputs and outputs. This accounted for two of the four
pair serving each table. The third pair
serving each table was for a dial telephone located at each table for station

previously set up tables from the "green
room" center area of the ballroom to the
now partitioned additional three rooms.
Thursday was along day, with having to
move into the last three rooms, cable and
test the setups. We needed to be ready to
put all stations on the air at noon on Friday
Doom and gloom
Doom and gloom appeared on the scene
Thursday afternoon when it was discovered
that the ISDN lines provided by Sprint
were not working properly. Test calls were
being dropped prematurely. As test calls
were being placed using the Telos Zephyrs.
it was also found that there was not enough
See REMOTE, page 18

Shoestring ROS
Model 701 - $ 390
GIVE YOURSELF AN RDS/RBDS
PRESENCE IN 5MINUTES!
With our simple, very affordable "
Mini-Encoder,"
your station can immediately begin transmitting the
most important radio-data IDs, service flags and text
messages. Use any PC to enter your call letters or
"street name," format identifier, translator frequencies
and scrolling ads or promos. The 701 locks to any
stereo generator and works into any FM transmitter.
Don't let your station be skipped-over by the
new generation of 'smart' radios that have finally
arrived. At $390 there's no excuse for waiting to
put RDS/RBDS
to work for you
right now.
One of the six rooms set up and waiting for the radio stations to arrive
Tuesday, Ireported to one of the large
ballrooms at the Aladdin. Ilearned that
the plan was to set up six rooms within
the ballroom. Each of the six would be
devoted to a particular radio format.
Three rooms already had tables in place
for each station to use.
Three also had Telos Zephyrs at the

from Silverlake Audio.
Iwas impressed by the amount of
gear Steve Kirsch has in his stable of
equipment. By the end of the day
Tuesday we had the audio kits set up on
the 120 or so tables.
The next job was to string out the 12pair cables to each group of three tables.

n
CeN/C, n
1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: ( 831) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: info@inovon.com
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Continued from page 17

capacity to handle but about half the outbound long-distance calls.
Barry Victor, the director of the project, was now a worried and busy man.
What if we had 120 radio stations arrive
on Friday and could not put them on the
air reliably, if at all?
Barry was busy calling all his contacts
at Sprint. Late in the day, Sprint technicians and supervisors started arriving.
They did their best but it was not until
about 2 a.m. Friday that the last of the
ISDN problems were finally cleared.
As it turned out, there was more than
one problem. lelos advised that since the
channel bank serving all our Zephyrs was
located right in the hotel near the ballroom, the Zephyrs might be overdriven.
To solve this problem, punch blocks
quickly were purchased and put in series
with the cables to the ISDN patch bays

nects. Replacing the CPU card finally
cleared that serious problem.
Also during their testing, Sprint found
a defective channel bank in a central
office that reduced the number of ISDN
outbound long-distance lines available
for Las Vegas. The defective channel
bank was replaced and finally early
Friday morning test calls were made
from all the Zephyrs and sufficient capacity existed. Whew!
Friday morning, the final checkout of
the last three rooms was completed — a
bit later than planned because the remaining three rooms had not been available
until Thursday. Also the ISDN line problems put us behind on calling the stations
to make sure we had good two-way
ISDN connections.
Before we knew it, station staffs were
arriving at their tables anxious to get on
the air. This is when it really became hectic. Unplanned last-minute changes in
ISDN settings with some of the stations
made for some last-minute re- patching
the assignments of lelos Zephyrs.

Marvin Collins and his assistant Mark Perry. This room
had facilities for 15 stations to be on the air simultaneously.
planned standard. In one case, the
Layer 3 would not work at the station
end. Right up until noon Friday it was a
busy time figuring out which stations to
put on which Zephyrs to accommodate
the last-minute changes and try to get
them all dialed up on time.
Isure was glad when the last station
was finally connected and checked out.
The ISDN circuits worked well except

preparing to attend the Radio Music
Awards TV show in the Theater for the
Performing Arts at the Aladdin.
However, those of us who had been
involved in setting up this big event
now had the big job of packing it up.
All those audio kits had to be packed
back in their cases. All the Zephyrs had
to be disconnected. All the cabling had
to be taken up from the floor, coiled up

There were so many Zephyrs
the place looked like a Zephyr convention.
Ihave never seen so many Zephyrs at
one place before in my life.
Mike Phillips and Burt Weiner are shown in the largest of the
six remote broadcast rooms. This busy room had 36 radio stations
on the air simultaneously.
for each room. Five- hundred- ohm resistors were punched onto the punch blocks
so that each ISDN line would have 500
ohms in series with each side of the line.
This helped, but other problems continued. After much testing, Sprint determined that the CPU card for the fiberoptic system that brought all the ISDN
lines to the Aladdin had an intermittent
problem that was causing the discone.

e. •

We had to group stations in pairs on
the Zephyrs, which required any two stations to be using the same standard. The
preferred standard was to send Layer 3to
the station and receive G.722 for the mixminus return.
Last-minute changes
At the last minute, some stations
found they had to deviate from the

for some unplanned disconnects. A quick
redial usually took care of that problem.
After the stress of the Friday startup,
Saturday's broadcasts were a pleasure.
All we had to do was redial the stations
for Saturday. No last-minute changes
were needed. The rooms were full of personalities coming in for interviews and à
good time seemed to be had by all.
All remote broadcasts ended at 4
p.m. Most of the people disappeared,

and returned to their shipping cases.
Hundreds of boxes were brought out
from the temporary storage area to contain audio kits, Zephyrs, etc. for shipping. Boxes had to be taped shut and
labels attached.
By 11 p.m. Saturday, you would never
have known that the Radio Music Awards
mass remote broadcast had ever been in
the large ballroom at the Aladdin Resort
and Casino.
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All FM transmitters are not created equal
But they're pretty darned close
We think Bext transmitters last alittle longer, sound alittle better and cause fewer total trips up the mountain than our competitors'. But within reason, all the major manufacturers turn out identical performance. Unless you go to the cheaper brands,
you should expect well-engineered products that work reliably.

So why buy Bext?

Bext is known for excellent, stable, great-sounding FM exciters. We pioneered the frequency-agile

exciter in 1985. Our high-powered transmitters are just as well made. And our pricing is still lower than the Big Three.

And the company?

If you've had RF trouble, try Bext. Engineers who try us come back. Maybe it's because all we do is

RF, or it could be the support...or we like to think it's the family atmosphere...the way we treat our customers.

Any Special Offers?

All the time. Right now, we've put together afrequency-agile sokd state 1kW FM transmitter with

2- bay antenna, listed in our catalog at $ 12,075, on sale for alimited time at $8,760. It would make agreat backup, huh?

RF innovations for the broadcast world since 1985
1045 Tenth Ave San Diego CA 92101 • USA • 619-239-8462
FAX: 619-239-8474 • mail@bext.com • www.bext.com
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Trust Gentner for Reliable
Broadcast
Equipment
Gardner
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State-of-the-Art Remote
Facilities Management

<.

efforclable Remote
Control Packages

The new VRC2500 remote site control unit is ideal for

.,„

From $ 3,7

dial- up option allows you to use astandard telephone
to retrieve data, execute commands or macros, and receive

single-site stations providing 16 channels each of metering, status
and command. It monitors your transmitter and alerts you if an alarm

alarm notifications. It also has the ability to operate unattended. A PC

condition occurs. It also enables you to create commands and macros

is only required for setup and monitoring, not for smart operation.

which can be executed automatically or at scheduled intervals. The

Intelligence, reliability and versatility make the VRC2500 one of the best
values in remote facilities management. A highly innovative Windowscompatible operating software is included. Call today for

AgamilM1111111111111111111111111111

pricing on asystem to fit your requirements.
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Gentner VRC2500 Price Based on Configuration

•

$1,659"

24-bit Digital Telephone Hybrid

Gentner's digital hybrid provides the highest quality audio
interface between your telephone line and audio equipment. With its
24- bit digital signal processing, it's an excellent hybrid for use with your
digital or analog console. Features include: three remote-accessible
presets; auto mix- minus; adjustable compressor

MultiLine Telephone System
The TS612-6 six- line telephone system is an excellent choice
for broadcast talk shows. A basic TS612 system consists of a
rack- mounted control system, two Gentner digital superhybrids,

and expander; acoustic echo cancellation; 3- band

I/0s for six telephone lines and atabletop control

digital EQ; balanced analog XLR I/O; balanced

surface. Features include: automix-

digital AES/EBU I/O.

minus; telephone line selection and

Gentner DH30 List $ 1,795.00

conference buttons; Split-Caller and

s'

Split- Hybrid modes; ahanaset for
talking with callers off-line, remote
control via RS232; expandable to 12
••••

lines and up to 3control surfaces.

$2,895"

••••
••••
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Gentner TS612-6 List $ 3,149.00
Gentner TS612-12 ( 12- line system)
List $4,195.00 Only $3,859.00
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Call BSW 1 • 800. 426 • 8434
Let BSW Work to Your Advantage!
We otf.er abest advertised price guarantee, same day shipping of in- stock
item , sales professionals with real- world experience and sales hours from
9:00 A'vl to 9:00 PM Eastern Standard Time.
•Call or see www.bswusa.com for details.
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Introducing Omnia-3. the all- digital audio processor
that offers all the clarity, punch and raw power of the

MILLION DOLLAR
SOUND FOR
UNDER

$ 4,000*

original Omnia. At an amazingly affordable price.
Omnia-3 includes standard featurc ,,not found
anywhere else— like 48kilz sampling, three- band
processing. digital audio inputs and outputs, integrated composite clipper, and a removable PC card
that simplifies software changes.
Impressive features aside, it's the sound that will
blow you away. No other audio processor sounds
as good as Omnia. That's why leading broadcasters
the world over choose Omnia to boost ratings and
crush the competition.

For this much power— on the dial and in the marketplace— you'd expect to pay twice the price. Rut now,
you don't have to.
For the name of your Omnia dealer, contact us at
+ I216.241.3343 or visit www.omniaaudio.00m.
With Omnia, you lead. And others follow.

24131 SUPERIOR AV1 NUE
TEL; + 1 : 16.241.3343

CLEVELAND, OH 44114
FAX: + 1 216.241.4103

E-mail: Info@omnIledio.com
CUTTING EDGE EUROPE
10HANNISSTRASE 6

0-85354 FREISING

TEL: + 4981 61 42 467

GERMANY

FAX: + 4981 61 42 402

E-mail: infoaomniaaudio.com
.Prices may
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Keep an Eye on Leaks, Lightning
John Bisset
Cold weather brings frozen soil. The
effects of freezing and thawing can disrupt
building foundations, causing water leaks
that may become apparent in the spring.
Sometimes the problems rear their ugly
heads on an occasional warm day in the
middle of winter.
Patrick Staley is aheadend technician
for Time-Warner Cable in Raleigh. He
experienced a water leak in one of the
Controlled Environment Vaults, or CEVs.
The problem presented itself as apool of
water at the lowest point of the building.
Unfortunately, the lowest point was in the
middle of the building, not lending itself
to easy tracking.

side would have to be higher than the top
of the tube cutoff inside. Another
thought was the water leaked under the
door threshold. Drain devices were tried
on the high-grade end of the building,
but still, technicians would arrive after a
storm to find the telltale puddle. Short of
manning the site around the clock, the
crew was stumped.
Then, one evening in his shop at home,
Staley spied his bottle of red chalk powder.
Inspired, the next morning he visited the
offending site and sprinkled agenerous line
of powder around the interior perimeter of
the building, being sure to surround all of
the potential trouble spots.
The day after abig storm, Staley ran
by the site. There it was, a pretty red

time, the problem was corrected. Thanks
for areally ingenious method of tracing
leaks, Patrick.

Engineers," published by McGraw-Hill.
In his book, Steve explains that every
metal has some potential when compared to
ametal other than itself. All that is needed is
an electrolyte.
Steve recently found out that the key
electrolyte in the atmosphere is sulphur,

Fig. 2: Lightning damage to the PA shelf of an RCA transmitter
Keeping water out of abuilding can
avoid damage, as seen in Figure I. The
potential for water leaking into abuilding is
agood argument for mounting transmitters
on awooden frame, keeping them above the
floor. At several customer transmitter sites
I've visited, the wooden shipping pallet is
used for this purpose.
* * *
Fig. 1: Water leaks can damage equipment
Staley had the site re-graded, resealed
inside and out and had the building
inspected several times. One contractor
thought the water was coming through
the conduit tubes. That possibility was
discounted, because the water level out-

trail across the floor to the puddle spot
The trail led to the source of the problem: a break in the seam between the
wall and floor.
The evidence was left undisturbed and
the contractor was called once again. This

In the Aug. 16, 2000, issue, we discussed the potential between copper and
galvanized steel. Steve Lampen of
Belden, who also writes in RW, has
authored areally neat book that discusses
this concept. The book is "Wire, Cable,
and Fiber Optics for Video and Audio

Got aproblem'
Since 1982, Henry Engineerin
'
blue boxes" have been
solving your problems!
• Audio Interface
• Audio Mixing
• Audio Distribution

HENRY

113 1
""

• Telephone Information
" Digital Audio Storage
• Control Interface

ENGINEERING

Over 60,000 units in use worldwide.
How can we help you?

Blueboxes, Inc.

www.henryeng corn
Tel: 626.355.3556
Fax: 626.355_0077

not salt! A key ingredient in smog is sulphur, which poses amultitude of galvanic
actions to occur. Here are the potentials of
various metals in volts:
Gold:
Silver:
Copper:
Hydrogen:
Tin:
Nickel:
Aluminum:

+1.498
+0.799
+0.337
o - reference
-0.136
-0.250
-1.662

The secret is to keep the smog (sulphur)
out, so no reaction occurs. Thus, gold pins
should be mated to other gold pins, silver to
silver, etc. Outdoors, the problem can be
See WORKBENCH, page 22
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Workbench Not Just aBatch of Pretty Pictures
Continued from page 21

prevented by always using the proper
connectors and, where applicable, a
weatherproofing kit.

Buildouts and Staff Cuts Create Demand for Better
Computer-Aided Technical Documentation
Tom Vernon

* * *
Lightning is an interesting animal.
Figures 2 and 3 show the results of
lightning traveling down coax and
entering the PA cavity of an RCA BTF20E transmitter.
The vein- like carbon traces etched
into the PA shelf are areminder of the
energy that was present. Visible in these
photos are the two harmonic snubbing
"dipoles" in the back and to the right.

As the next wave of consolidation
forces many broadcasters to relocate
facilities, studio design and construction
have become hot topics in radio circles.
Less publicized, but equally important is
the documentation of those facilities.
A good graphical description is impor-

tors, wire numbers and equipment types.
Three-dimensional CAD diagrams can
enable engineers to envision a facility
before it is built, while databases can
describe cable run lists and bills of materials. Good documentation should tell auser
everything he or she needs to know about
asystem in both macro and micro views.
At amore advanced level, the information

tion. Online representations can, in
effect, become the control interface.
Standards and symbols
The American broadcast industry has
never agreed on standards for equipment
symbols. As a result, different manufacturers may represent audio connectors,
punch blocks and patch panels in varied
ways. The only notation that has been
agreed upon is that signal flows from
inputs on the left to outputs on the right.
The situation is abit more orderly in

Dedicated Server AVB
Rackmount Server is aPIII 550 with
128MB of RAM. Windows 'NT.

Equipment installed
inside Server Chassis

Rack Mount RAID- 5Drive array with
Four 36GB Hard Drives.

Rack Mount Drive Enclosure

AVB-33

Production 2 Play 2

AV 8-32

Production 1 Play 2

AVB 31

KXXX - R/P

AV B-23
AV B-22

Rack Mount Server

Fig. 3: A lightning-damaged
final cavity

AVB 21

AVB-13
AVB-12

In this transmitter, similar PA cavity
damage can occur should the resistors in
these snubbers open. When changing the
tube or cleaning this transmitter, use an
accurate ohmmeter to measure the resistor value. Replacing a $ 100 resistor is
cheap insurance, especially if this is your
main transmitter.
Jo1m Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at
(703)323-801 I.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044, o
-rsend e-mail to
jbisset@harris.com •

AVB 11

Production 2 • B/P

Broadcast Electronics uses 'lisio with customized templates to document AudioVault installations
tant because most people comprehend
complex information more easily when it
is presented visually. By definition, documentation can include everything from
simple flow diagrams and operator instructions to more complex drawings for
installers and engineers.
Detailed drawings may show connec-

could be presented, for example, by clicking
Europe, where the German DIN stanon the icon for apiece of equipment that
dards have been almost universally
may link to adatabase containing that item's
adopted for equipment and connectors.
specifications or maintenance log.
Efforts are underway to standardize
Mouse clicks may be combined with
documentation and to provide some comoption or function keys to call up addimon organizational principles within the
tional items such as a menu for remote
broadcast CAD realm. Radio Free Asia's
control of the device or status informaSee PICTURES, page 23

Dependable Modulation Monitors for AM & FM
520 AM Mod-Monitor

530 FM Mod-Monitor

•Built-in, tunable preselector for accurate
off- air measurements

•Off- air operation with 8 station presets

•Easy- to- read, peak- hold modulation
display
•Alarm and RS- 232 data outputs

audio, pilot, RF signal and multipath
•Accurate and affordable

•High- resolution displays for deviation,

•Companion active antenna option
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Pictures

ware also facilitates collaborative work by
tracking multiple revisions of documents
made by several users simultaneously.

Continued from page 22

Broadcast Open Development Exchange
Initiative proposes adherence to
AutoCAD's DWG and DXF file formats.
Adherence to the CAD layer guidelines of the American Institute of
Architects as well as formatting measurements in inches and feet are recommended to facilitate integration with construction industry CAD standards.
As broadcast facilities begin to look
more like IT enterprises, standards from
the computer industry are becoming
more apropos, although they are not
always clearly defined in that arena
either. Documentation has had along history before the advent of computers.
When broadcast facilities had amuch
longer life cycle than today, draftsmen crafted drawings by hand using pen and ink. The
final output was done on large Diazo sheets.
All of that would soon change. The draftsman's pen, inkbottle, T-square and triangle
were destined to become museum pieces.
Beginning in the late 1970s, computeraided drafting software came of age.
These programs could produce drawn
documents in afraction of the time it took
adraftsman, and with more precision.
Many major- market stations had an
AutoCAD specialist on staff to maintain
documentation. With consolidation and
downsizing, this documentation manager
position was eliminated at most stations.
Then maintaining accurate records
became the duty of individual engineers

Entering the third dimension
While the future is difficult to predict,
certain initiatives at Radio Free Asia, the
U.S. government broadcaster with headquarters in Washington, D.C., suggest
directions in which broadcast documentation may be headed.
As part of the RFA Broadcast Open
Development Exchange Initiative, the 3D
Documentation Project takes documentation to the next level.
While some might argue that doing
CAD drawings of broadcast gear and
furniture in 3D is somewhat frivolous,
RFA Engineer David Baden said it has a
practical side.
"Many people have trouble making
the leap from 2D to reality. The closer
that you can make your documentation
to reality, the larger the audience that
you can share the facility vision with."
Baden said.
He said RFA started doing its drawings in 3D with Autodesk AutoCAD
three years ago. The downside, initially,
was that it took longer to do arendering
in 3D than 2D.
However, once a 3D drawing is completed and stored in the library, it can be
reused in multiple 3D and 2D applications. Multiple views of a 2D drawing
required that the objects be redrawn, so
drawing objects in 3D does save time
over the long run.
As RFA's library of 3D objects grows,

clearinghouse for 3D tutorials, object drawings and material/texture bitmaps. For more
information, visit the Broadcast Open
Development Exchange Initiative Web page

Maryland- based software manufacturer.
said, "
An overwhelming amount of information needs to be readily available: who
has what equipment, how machines are

LAN documentation created with netViz
at www.techweb.ifa.org.
As WAN-casting becomes more common, broadcasters are faced with the tasks of
documenting and managing large systems
that span wide geographic areas. Getting a
comprehensive overview can be difficult.
Dan Blum, COO for netViz, a

configured, what types of equipment are
deployed and how computers are connected throughout the system"
Part of the solution used by netViz
involves representing this information in
3D. By adding the third dimension,

A good graphical description
is important. Most people comprehend
complex information more easily when it is
presented visually.

Innovative solutions...

So check this out

creating new documentation becomes
more of adrag-and-drop operation.
The 3D objects are saved as wireframes
and can later be assigned material/texture
bitmaps. The rendering process changes
wireframes into arealistic representation.
The final output can be presented as a
"photo-realistic" picture. Three-dimensional representations at RFA are not limited to
floor plans and equipment racks. Signal flow documentation is also done with
AutoCAD in 3D.
Radio Free Asia has established the 3D
Documentation Project as afree exchange

Telephone Announcement System model TAS1
(615) 227-2393 fax-on-demand

www sinesystems com

web
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Instant Replay® puts 1.000 of your
favorite noises right in front of you.
ready for instant playback? No
other audio player makes it
so easy to be spontaneous
and creative. It's fast, it's
easy. and it's fun. Here's
the deal. One Instant
Replay can store over
24 hours of stereo sound.
That's 24 hours of sound
effects, spots, promos, even
entire songs— anything — and
you can play any of them back
instantly by pressing one of 50 Hot
Keys! There's no need for training. It's
self-contained and works right out of the
box — just push the buttons and go!

•Delivers time & temperature over aphone line
•Variable outgoing commercial message formats
•Digital message storage - no moving parts
•Temperature delivery in Fahrenheit or Celcius
•Battery backed AC synchronized clock
•Resettable incoming call counter
•Low-cost system - no leased equipment
•Shown with optional TAS 1 / EX expansion unit

(615) 228-3500 voice

-èndin Mnro Pun

for small projects or systems integrators
when large systems were installed.
The current dilemma facing many engineers is the need to document increasingly
complex systems that change quickly with
fewer resources to do the job.
Today, electronic collaboration and distribution of large documents is changing
the way business is done. The logistical
nightmare of transporting large paper documents has been eliminated by software
such as docQuest from Digital Paper,
which breaks documentation up into easily downloaded 50 kB packages. The soft-

«.
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Pictures
Continued from page 23

netViz 3D provides ways to create and
view horizontal and vertical relationships
throughout asystem.
Through the use of graphical objects
linked to databases, information is available
readily by clicking to drill down. As information in these databases changes, views
can be updated automatically. Blum said
one application for netViz in LAN environments is user-friendly fault reporting.

control and signal flow studio by studio
and server by server. Rack drawings show
the customer how to organize the equipment and how many racks are needed.
Documentation is part of what systems
integrators and contractors do for a living, so they need to be good at it. Here
are some tips from the pros on how to
layout your next project.
If you haven't gotten up to speed on at
least one documentation program, do so.
Many are inexpensive and have aquick
learning curve. Trying to learn anew program when you're feeling the crunch to

Popular Documentation Programs
Product: AutoCAD 2000
Company: Autodesk Inc.
Located: California
Platforms: PC
Price: $3,750
Phone: (415) 507-5000
Fax: (415) 507-5100
Web site: www.autodesk.com
Description: AutoCAD 2000 permits flexibility in drafting documents that describe
complex systems. Some time needs to be
invested in learning the software before
the full benefits can be realized
Product: Power CADD 2000
Company: Engineered Software
Located: North Carolina
Platforms: Mac/PC
Price: $795
Phone: ( 336) 299-4843
Fax: ( 336) 852-2067
Web site: www.engsw.com
Description: Although most CAD
programs are PC only, Power CADD
permits Mac users to create drafting
documents, which some systems integrators claim have more detail than
IBM-compatible programs can offer

Radio Free Asia creates complex 3D documentation with Autodesk AutoCAD
"Whereas many monitoring programs
will just print out the number of acircuit
or node when afailure occurs, netViz can
display flashing links or hubs in real time
to quickly indicate where the problem is
located," said Blum.

complete aproject is not agood idea.
Try and get all the documentation completed before the project begins. While
there undoubtedly will be changes and
modifications, it's much easier to take
these in stride than try and go back and
document asystem after it has been built.
Tools of the trade
Too often the pressure to move on to
For manufacturers of broadcast automathe next project or get caught up on backtion systems, first-rate documentation is a logged work is overwhelming and the
plus in ensuring customer satisfaction.
preliminary drawings end up being the
Trevor Stern, domestic sales assistant for
final documentation.
the Broadcast Electronics AudioVault, said
Being consistent with documentation
no two installations are identical and each
standards is also important. Symbols
customer is sent drawings of their system.
and abbreviations should be the same
"We have been along-time user of Visio
on all drawings.
to generate our documentation. Custom
Things easily can get out of hand if more
templates with soundcards, servers, conthan one person is working on the docusoles and other equipment allow us to promentation for aproject. While "PB" might
vide very detailed drawings," said Stern.
mean punch block to one engineer, it could
BE provides two types of documenta- just as easily mean patch bay to another.

Product: Inspiration 6.0
Company: Inspiration Software, Inc.
Located: Oregon
Platforms: Mac/PC
Price: $69.95
Phone: ( 800) 877-4292
Fax: ( 503) 297-4676
Web site: www.inspiration.com
Description: This program allows
users to import custom symbols and
shapes easily. The software's limitation
of eight connections on each side of an
object makes it more applicable to
smaller projects.
Product: Visio 2000 Technical Edition
Company: Microsoft Corp.
Located: Washington
The document needs to be much more
than shorthand for its creator, whose memory may fade over time and who may or
may not be around when the next upgrade
happens. It should be complete enough so
that someone not familiar with the plant
can easily understand what has been done.
A good rule of thumb is that if it
seems like your drawings are overkill at
the time they are created, they probably
will be good enough for yourself in five

Platforms: PC
Price: $399
Phone: ( 800) 24-VISIO
Fax: (425) 895-8496
Web site: www.microsoft.com/visio
Description: Now a part of the
Microsoft Business Productivity
Group, Visio Technical's relatively
short learning curve allows users to
rapidly create detailed drawings and
represent asystem with different levels
of detail in asingle drawing file.
Products: netViz 4.0 Professional and
netViz 3D
Company: netViz Corp.
Located: Maryland
Platforms: PC
Price: netViz 4.0 $789 and netViz 3D
$1,995
Phone: ( 301) 258-5087
Fax: ( 301) 258-5088
Web site: www.netviz.com
Description: netViz features dataembedded graphics for designing
multi- level diagrams that integrate
graphics, data and object relationships throughout an informatibn network. A 3D version of the software
has just been released.
Product: VidCAD 2000
Company: VDP, Inc.
Located: New Mexico
Platforms: PC
Price: VidCAD 2000 Ultra $6,000 and
VidCAD 2000 Professional $4,000
Phone: ( 800) vidCAD-6
Fax: ( 505) 524-9669
Web site: www.vidcad.com
Description: VidCAD 2000 operates
on aruntime version of AutoCAD 2000
that has been customized and simplified Yor broadcast documentation.
VidCAD automatically links between
drawings and database programs,
eliminating much repetitive work.
years or for your replacement.
Finally, it is important to be disciplined about documentation. Drawings
need to be checked for accuracy when
completed and regularly updated when
the plant is modified.
Tom Vernon is a training and documentation consultant working in
Philadelphia.
E-mail
him
at
TLVernon@blazenet.net or call ( 717)
367-5595.
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LPFM Debate: Trapani on Krock
RW welcomes other points of view.
Write
to
us
via
e-mail
at
radioworld@imaspub.com or to the
address on the inside back page.
Dear RW,
With regards to the Oct. 25, 2000,
Guest Commentary "Sensitivity to
Degrade With LPFM?" by Fred Krock,
may Iquote aformer president: "There
you go again ..."
The information that Mr. Krock conveyed about " sensitivity degradation"
makes absolutely no sense ( as in aprevious article by Mr. Krock), since it
does not follow conventional physics
or practical logic. By misled information and double talk, the reader is led
to believe this unscientific mumbojumbo.
It seems the interference that the
LPFM opponents try to elude to is
analogous to a five- year- old beating a
world heavyweight- boxing champion.
Iaddressed an interference issue in a
recent RW editorial. Iindicated that
actual on- air tests were conducted, and
Idetermined conclusively that any
interference occurring would be from
THE LPFM EXPERTS

LPB can help you:
FIND afrequency
APPLY with the FCC
BUILD your station

LP
www.Ipbinc.com
LPB Communications, Inc.
(610) 644-1123

PRODUCTS for EVERY
BROADCASTER
from the
Specialists in Practical Precision Engineering..

ROE
Radio Design Labs
Toll free ( 800) 281-2683
Local (805) 684-5415
Document Server ( 800) 391-0017
Web Page www.rdlnet.com

the high-powered stations to an LPFM
station. Here is a more technical discussion of this matter.
Given the following field strengths
at one mile from the transmitting
antenna: LP- 100 station ( 100 W ERP
and 100 ft. HAAT) is 790 uV/m. Class
A ( 6 kW ERP, 328 feet HAAT) is 19.8
mV/m. A Class C3 ( 25 kW and 328
feet HAAT) is 40 mV/m. These calculations were derived by using the chart
in FCC rule 73.333.
If you compare the voltage dB ratios
using the LP- 100 signal as the reference: LP- 100 to Class A: 28 dB, LP100 to Class C3: 34 dB.
The signal strength difference
between an LP- 100 station and a
Class- A station is close to what Wayne
C. Ryder indicated in the article is the
minimum signal strength he determined would produce for a 30 dB signal-to-noise ratio.
Now assume worst- case co- channel
interference between an LPFM station
and a Class- A station. Place the two
stations, one Class- A, and the other
LP- 100, on the same frequency 8miles
from each other and assume same
polarity for both transmitting stations.
Place areceiver ( with an omnidirectional antenna) equidistant from both
transmitting antennas at aheight of 20
feet, utilizing the same polarity of the
transmitting antennas. Now assume a
flat- earth 20- mile square area around
the entire setup. Now turn on the LP100 station and record the noise floor.
Then turn off the LP- 100 station and
conduct the same noise measurement
for the Class- A station. Then turn on
the LP- 100 station. No matter how you
work the math, or attempt to change
physics, the LP- 100 station will always
be 28 dB below the Class- A station.
Take capture ratio into effect, and the
LP- 100 station will be essentially nonexistent.
The article fails to indicate several
factors: the spectral purity of the signal
generator, the bandwidth of the measured signal, and if astereo signal was
utilized ( this will degrade the S/N by
an additional 23 dB).
The next time Low- Power FM
opponents want to complain about the
bicycle interfering with the Daytona
500 car race, we should not overlook
the obvious.
Jim Trapani
President
JT Communications
Ocala, Fla.

Dear RW,
Once again confusion reigns. In the
Nov. 8, 2000 RW, Mr. Krock gets rather
cynical and accusatory, without attempting verification of the facts.
Well, since the manufacturing of
radios of Mr. Krock's Ike era, receiver
design has improved dramatically. Mr.
Krock, Idid not state " FM receivers
cause deep shadow areas." How in the
world does a "deep shadow" affect the
performance of an FM receiver anyhow?
Secondly, Idid not suggest customers
install additional filtering in their
receivers to improve them. Istated that
FM selectivity in receivers I own
improved immensely by the replacement of the sloppy, extremely wide filters currently used by receivers. All this
at a minimal cost to me. The result is
the same as Mr. Krock's " golden"
expensive radio.
Even if Idid not replace the filters, the
third-adjacent channel interference skirts
from LPFM stations would not significantly interfere with current high-powered stations.
Mr. Krock indicates FM stations operate with much less than 100 kW ( Class
C). Mr. Krock, there are at least five stations within my listening area that are
Class C ( 100 kW). Ihave actual measurements (
not falsified " noise" measurements that the NAB is touting) that
that prove conclusively current stations
will severely degrade the reception of
LPFM stations.
Another issue Mr. Krock discusses is
receiver overload. If you are in the near
field of any transmitting antenna, receiver overload will occur.
Mr. Krock stated that an external
antenna connected to a receiver will
decrease the sensitivity. Does this mean
if Iattach anail to my antenna terminals
of receiver, the sensitivity will be better
than an external antenna?
Mr. Krock does not indicate the proximity of the transmitting antennas were
to the receiver ( which would cause
receiver "de- sense"). The receivers from
the Ike era used mechanical filters, and
low qtank circuits. Perhaps these are the
receivers he refers to.
Mr. Krock, Iam not aware of what
technical methods you utilized to arrive
at your "conclusions." Ialso noticed the
call letters of the station you work for is
a PBS station, which has close ties to
NPR. Mr. Krock, didn't NPR ( and the
NAB) lobby Congress heavily in opposition to LPFM, the same people who
killed the educational Class D license?

Imust stress again, all my measurements are realistic. Imade actual on-air
tests as allowed by the experimental
license that was issued to my company
by the FCC. The experimental license
(WA2XRY) allowed 10 watts into various
antenna designs. This license allowed me
to conduct the experiments that allowed
me to conclude that existing stations will
interfere with LPFM stations.
Jim Trapani
President
JT Communications
Ocala, Fla.
See LPFM, page 30
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Shared Use of Transmitter Sites
Good Engineering Helps Everyone Share Space,
Avoiding the `Not In My Backyard' Problem
W.C. Alexander
This is the fifth in a series of articles
about shared use of transmitter sites. The
previous part appeared in the Dec. 6,
2000, issue.
With the public becoming more and
more tower- and RFR-conscious, the task
of obtaining approvals to construct anew
tower or directional array can be daunting
if not impossible.
"Not in my backyard" (
NIMBY) has
become the prevalent attitude, with most
people wanting the convenience of broadcast reception and cellular/PCS service but
no one wanting radio towers within view.
Challenges in sharing
In many places, planning and zoning
commissions actively encourage co-location of tower sites. "Co- location" has
become something of amagic word with
such regulatory bodies, representing the
solution that will satisfy constituents
completely while — to some degree, anyway — meeting the needs of those in
need of atower site.

In the early days of FM and TV broadcasting, it was common to use an existing
co-owned AM tower for the FM or TV
antenna. This practice has become less
common, as FM/TV installations typically require considerably greater height
than most AM towers provide. Even
today, such installations are sometimes
desirable and necessary.
The same principles used to co-locate
an FM or TV antenna with an AM apply to
cellular, PCS and other wireless services.
As aresult, the AM tower owner can open
up an often much-needed revenue stream.
The challenge in sharing an insulated
AM tower and some other broadcast or
wireless service is getting the transmission
line across the insulated tower base without
shorting the tower or significantly altering
the base impedance at the AM frequency.
There are several ways of doing this, all of
which have advantages and disadvantages.
The isocoupler is, from the AM engineer's point of view, the preferred means
of coupling a transmission line onto an
insulated tower. This device simply couples both the inner and outer conductors of

_

Two custom-wound Kintronic isocoils
The challenge for broadcast engineers
often is to find practical ways to make
installations that would otherwise be considered non-compatible work together.

the transmission line at the VHF/UHF frequency while keeping them decoupled at
the AM frequency.
Isocouplers come in various shapes

and sizes, from small quart-size units for
STL/RPU use to large, oil- drum size
units for high-power FM/TV. Each one
operates over aspecific range of frequencies and must be chosen for the specific
application. In some cases, an off- theshelf isocoupler will not work and acustom will have to be manufactured.
A well-designed and -constructed isocoupler will present ahigh shunt impedance at the AM frequency, changing the
self-impedance of the AM tower very little or not at all. At the VHF/UHF frequency, however, isocouplers represent a
significant loss, making them less desirable than other methods of coupling
across abase insulator.
The couplers also tend to be aweak spot
in the transmission line, subject to leaks (if
pressurized) and damage from lightning.
Quarter compromises
Less desirable from the AM engineer's
point of view but much preferred by the
FM, TV or wireless engineer is the quarter-wave stub. The transmission line is
installed on insulators all the way up the
tower with a short to the tower installed
at apoint, which is electrically aquarterwavelength above the tower base.
This operation acts like aquarter-wave
transmission line, transforming the short
at the quarter- wavelength point to an
open at the tower base. In some cases,
where the tower is less than 90 electrical
degrees high, for instance, finding apoint
to locate the shorting stub that will produce the desired high impedance at the
tower base may be impossible.
To remedy this problem, aresonating
capacitor can be placed between the
transmission line outer conductor and
the tower itself and tuned for high
impedance.
This method can be an economical
means of coupling a transmission line
across abase insulator and it is certainly desirable from the FM/TV/wireless
point of view because no additional loss
is introduced.
In addition, the expense of an isocoupier is avoided. That advantage is somewhat offset by the cost of the ceramic or
porcelain insulators and the maintenance
headaches that go along with them.
These insulators and the resonating
capacitor, if used, tend to be something
of a weak point, both mechanically and
electrically and are subject to failure and
damage from lightning and the elements.
A third method that is sometimes used is
the transmission line "isocoil." The transmission line is wound onto acoil form and
itself becomes ahigh-reactance inductor. A
fixed capacitor is connected from apoint on
the coil to ground so that the L-C combination is parallel resonated to provide high
impedance across the tower base insulator.
This method is somewhat advantageous to the AM broadcaster in that it
provides a low- impedance DC path to
ground across the tower base, effectively
bleeding off static electricity. On the other hand, the resonating capacitor can
become a weak point and subject to
lightning damage.
From the FM/TV/wireless standpoint, there is a practical limit to the
size of transmission line that can be
wound into an isocoil. Further, the line
See SHARED, page 30
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a relationship to a stations licensed
protected contours and the FCC- mandated separation between the various
classes of stations.
Many broadcasters seem disturbed
Continued from page 26
by the fact that listenable signal outDear RW,
side the established protected contours
Iam responding to the exchange
will
be
adversely
impacted.
between Mr. Krock and Mr. Trapani.
Unfortunately, the translator provisions
There are too many " red herrings"
in Part 74 have already placed atighter
being thrown around in the LPFM
limit on fringe coverage than will
debate.
LPFM. A station's license and the conIt is interesting to compare what
ditions attached describe a station's
various signal or power ratios might do
service. Part of that "contract" is the
at some arbitrary distance. Using lab
coverage
area that is protected for a
tests to do so excludes a lot of realgiven station. Expecting more than
world factors. Since real radio stations
what that contract describes is both
have protected contours ranging from
unrealistic and beyond the scope of the
0.5 millivolts to 1millivolt, using 30
license.
and 50 microvolt signals for desense
Proposed Low- Power FM stations
tests is unrealistic.
have the same co-channel protection
Some might argue that those field
strengths do not equate to what a requirements, as do translators, a 20
dB ratio. However the first- and secreceiver will actually see at its antenna
ond- adjacent channel spacing for
terminals. This is quite true, but whatLPFM to any licensed class is much
ever difference exists impacts all sigmore stringent than are the required
nals equally. The ratio of a desired to
translator protections.
undesired signal is not changed on the
The required first-adjacent channel
common omnidirectional antenna.
separation for LPFM gives better than
In many markets, the aggregate sig6to 12 dB more protection than does a
nal from licensed stations will create
translator. On second- adjacent, the
various desense conditions worse than
protection is the same or more than a
a two signal lab test. That all being
said, the main issue that seems to be
translator except for a Class B station
where it is marginally worse.
overlooked is the real- world existing
In the real world, there are very few
regulatory structure.
locations where, after co-, first- and
Setting aside LPFM for the moment,
second- adjacent protections are put
the existing licensed classes of FM stainto play, a negative third- adjacent
tions and the existing translator rules
protection is possible. Using the transestablish the overall dynamic of the
lator example, an LPFM located on the
FM band. It is essential that any interedge of a protected contour of another
ference comparison be made both with

LPFM
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class station would in the worst case
equal or exceed the translator protection within aradius afew hundred feet
at most, often these contours would be
in the air and never touch ground.
Assuming, for aminute, that second-,
first- or co-channel spacing limits were
not violated and it was possible to
locate an LPFM closer to a third-adjacent station, the ratio of 40 dB holds
true, this means that contours well over
100 dBu from the LPFM must exist
before the long established limit ( for
translators) is exceeded. The zone of
interference rapidly reduces to feet.
In most countries outside the United
States, the third- adjacent protection
has been proven overly conservative
and is often not included in interference calculations in the first place.
LPFM-style operations or third- adjacent have long been proven viable in
those countries; using the same technical standards, or better, than in this
country.
In the New York City area, a
licensed translator overlaps part of the

Shared
Continued from page 27

used in the coil will introduce a significant amount of loss.
Which method is chosen must be a
compromise. It is impossible to couple across the base insulator of an
AM tower without some penalty, on
the AM frequency, the VHF/UHF frequency or both.
The engineer's job is to balance
cost with risk and performance
penalties on each side and come up
with the best method for the particular situation. A competent and experienced consulting engineer can draw
upon years of experience with many
such installations to help with the
planning of the installation.
Skirting the tower
An insulated- base AM tower can
be made into a grounded-base tower,
in some cases, greatly simplifying
the task of coupling an FM, TV or
wireless transmission line onto the
tower.
This operation can be done by
installing awire skirt onto the tower.
A number of wires are installed on
the tower legs, faces or both on
fiberglass rods, which hold the wires
at afixed spacing from the tower and
insulate them.
The ends of the wires are joined at
the base and driven with the AM
transmitter and, on the tower, the
wires are joined at the quarter- wavelength point and shorted to the tower.
Like the quarter- wave stub discussed
above, this produces the same transformation as a quarter- wavelength
transmission line, transforming the
short up on the tower to an open at
the tower base.
The advantage of shorting the tower base is that any number of transmission lines can be coupled onto the
tower without isocouplers, insulators
or isocoils. The disadvantage from
the VHF/UHF perspective is that the
skirt wires are often in the aperture
of its antennas mounted on the tower,
creating interference with its radiation patterns.
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primary coverage area of two local
second-adjacent stations. Under LPFM
rules, this license would not even be
possible. This translator does not cause
interference even in such a densely
radioed area.
Conversely, the translator's coverage drops rapidly as the multitude of
much stronger stations bury it with
intermodulation products on a typical
receiver. This effect is quite typical for
low-powered signals interacting with
much stronger signals. It is the LPFM
that will suffer in such instances.
When one examines the real numbers and applies real- world engineering to the LPFM discussion, the question must really be one of either
opposition to both translators as they
now exist and LPFM or the acceptance
of both. This is not new theory, we
have been working with the same numbers for decades. You cannot alter
physics because it does not suit the
politics of the moment.
Robert Meuser
New York
From the AM broadcaster's perspective, it has both advantages and
disadvantages. The advantage is that
the base insulator, which can be troublesome, is done away with.

Kintronic 30 kW isocoupler for FM
No static drain chokes, ball gaps
or lighting chokes are needed.
Because the shorting stub location
can often be chosen to produce adriving point resistance of 50 ohms, the
transmitter output can often be
matched to the skirt with only avacuum variable capacitor, doing away
with several tuning components.
However, since skirted towers usually have aQ of 10, the driving point
reactance can amount to hundreds of
ohms. The reactance of the skirt in
series with the capacitor needed to
offset it produces a series tuned circuit that limits bandwidth.
Environmental conditions, particularly ice on the skirt wires, tend to
produce a shift in the driving point
impedance. Another disadvantage is
that the skirt wires and insulators add
aconsiderable maintenance load.
An AM tower that functions as the
supporting structure for an FM, TV
or wireless antenna is not the easiest
thing in the world, but co- location of
such services is possible. By carefully choosing the method for coupling
the transmission lines onto the AM
tower, a compromise can usually be
found that will be acceptable to
everyone involved.
In the next part of this series,
we will look at using an existing FM,
TV or wireless tower as an AM
radiator. •

Not everyone is
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Ideas to
KISS(FM) Teams With Coastal Mart
Jump-Start
Your Station
Scott Fybush

Bill Mann
"Geek Meets." " Bras Across the
Bay." Interviewing job applicants at
their homes. "Gotcha!" cards.
These are some of the interesting
and offbeat ideas that come up when
you put agroup of creative radio people into aroom. '
In this case, the event was asession
at this fall's NAB Radio Show, aimed
at passing along fresh ideas to help stations build ratings and cume, as well as
upgrade staff and morale.
An overflow crowd of managers and

Cary Pahigian
programmers armed with notebooks
and legal pads took plenty of careful
notes as the ideas cascaded off the
podium. A large digital clock displayed
the elapsed time in the unusual managers' session.
The four panelists were Theresa
Beyer, who was then marketing director
See IDEAS, page 35

Take adrive around San Antonio and
you'll see the Diamond Shamrock convenience store chain just about everywhere.
"They're on every interstate exit," said
Ron Ross, director of market development at San Antonio rock station
KISS(FM).
Pull off the exit into the city's
Hispanic neighborhoods, though, and
you'll see another chain competing for
the market's gas, cigarette and beer dollars.
. "Coastal Mart is asmall regional convenience store chain that was more of a
neighborhood- type chain," Ross said.
"They were just getting crushed."
Ross said KISS is especially strong
with Hispanic listeners — perhaps as
much as half of the station's listeners are
Hispanic.
"Coastal Marts are in the neighborhoods
where our people are buying milk and beer
and cigarettes every day," he said.
Two years ago, the Cox station
approached Coastal Mart with asolution
to its competitive struggle: a radio campaign that included remotes, acharity tiein and apromotional CD. -

Putting it together
Creating the campaign forced the
KISS team to pull together several ideas
that had been floating around the station,
starting with apublic-service goal.
"My sales manager had a strong relationship with the archdiocese of San
Antonio," Ross said.
The archdiocese, home to the first
Hispanic archbishop in the country, runs
ascholarship fund for Hispanic students
— and the fund needed support from the
community.
"There was achance for kids who didn't have enough money to go to college
to benefit from this opportunity," said
Ross.

"But because we're in radio and we're
greedy pigs, we said, ' How can we make
money from this?"
A partial answer came in discussions
with a longtime advertising client,
Anheuser-Busch. The brewery's local
distributor wanted to get more of its
products into Coastal Mart.
KISS wanted to pick up Coastal Mart
as anew client. All they needed was the •
right approach.
That came in the form of aproposal
from the folks at Friday Morning

Ron Ross
Quarterback, which . services rock and
CHR stations with monthly discs of new
music. FMQB approached KISS in 1998
to suggest assembling aCD featuring upand-coming bands.
The Plan
With the CD idea in hand, KISS and
Anheuser-Busch approached Coastal
Mart with aplan. The station and FMQB
would create a " KISS Buzz Band CD,"
with sponsorship from Anheuser-Busch's
Sea World. The CD would sell for $5.99,
with all proceeds to go to the Hispanic
Scholarship Fund.
The hook? The only place to buy the
CD would be Coastal Mart's 23 San
Antonio locations.
Ross said KISS listeners, who heard
about the CD in on-air promotions, were
motivated to stop by and pick up the first

disc, which featured artists such as Papa
Roach and Nickelback.
Coastal Mart had never done local
radio, though it had run some national
campaigns on occasion. When it came to
this campaign, though, the chain was
eager to sign on as asponsor.

First-time radio buyer
"For us, it was a natural fit," said
Coastal Mart's Jerry Godwin, zone vice
president for operations for the great
western region.
We've been part of the Hispanic
Scholarship Fund and we have been a
major role-player for them ... so when
they approached us, it was anatural."
That tie to the Hispanic community
proved to be the key for Coastal Mart,
whose stores are in largely Hispanic areas.
A steady diet of on-air promotion for
the disc didn't hurt, either.
"Each disc is a five- to seven- week
promotion, it's getting mentioned six to
eight times aday," Ross said. "There are
live promotions, there are pre-recorded
promotions, we do a remote from a
Coastal Mart location to kick off the new
CD — 'get it here first'," he said.
Another key to the promotion Ross
said was that the CD wasn'I available on
the air. "The only place to get them in the
world is at Coastal Mart."
More than 5,000 copies of " KISS
Buzz Bands CD, Volume l" flew out the
doors of Coastal Mart in the first promotion two years ago, asell-out that netted a
$21,479 donation to the Hispanic
Scholarship Fund.
Coastal Mart and Anheuser-Busch
signed on for three more discs over the
next two years, selling out each one and
drawing crowds to Coastal Mart locations
for each release party.
"It put a lot of people in our parking
lot," said Godwin.
Bringing people in was only part of
see smis, page 32
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goal at Coastal Mart, though.
"We look to retention," said Godwin.
"If we bring in 150 people within an
hour, our goal is to get asmall percentage
of those people to buy something in addition to that CD."
the

Coastal Mar t had

Maxymof said, "is if you're going to do
corporate fundraisers, you'd better figure
out how to make money off it, too."
Maxymof said future CDs could
include more sponsors, but KISS prefers
to use the program to partner more closely with its existing sponsors.
"I want to keep it pure," she said.
In addition to sponsors picking up the
production tab for the CDs and costs of
on-air promotion, Maxymof said the pro-

never done local radio

but when it came to this campaign, the chain
was eager to sign on as a sponsor.

So far, the project has achieved that
goal. "We continue to see steady gains
every year since beginning the program,"
Godwin said.
It's been asuccess on the business side
at KISS, too.
Janis Maxymof, the station's general
sales manager, said each CD has involved
about $ 35,000 in underwriting from
Coastal Mart, Anheuser-Busch and other
sponsors.
"The key to life in corporate America,"

ject has led to significant additional buys
by Anheuser-Busch's Sea World and
Coastal Mart.
Bigger and better
The latest in the series, " KISS Buzz
Bands CD, Volume 5" hit the shelves around
San Antonio on Thanksgiving week.
"This disc has 16 songs, and nine of
them are on our playlist right now," Ross
said. And even if not everyone in San
Antonio has heard of bands like 1ommi,

Electronic Invoicing Is
Coming to aStation Near You
Lyssa Graham
Electronic Data Interchange is
changing the way radio does business.
Are you ready for EDI?
Thirteen major advertising agencies,
including J. Walter Thompson, Saatchi
& Saatchi and Young & Rubicam, have
spearheaded a movement to switch to
electronic invoicing.
Thompson and Saatchi & Saatchi
already guarantee payment in 30 days
for non- discrepant invoices that are
sent electronically.
Mary Bennett of the Radio
Advertising Bureau encourages radio to
move to electronic
invoicing. She said
the
resources
required to process
the standard paper
invoice — from the
manpower needed to
open envelopes, sort
duplicates, remove
staples, re-enter all
invoice information
Mary Bennett
into the agency computer — is just too expensive when there
is an alternative: electronic invoicing.
"A switch to electronic invoicing will
not only save radio stations and agencies time but also money," Bennett said.
TV ahead
Radio lags behind the television
industry, Bennett said, in making the
timesaving leap to EDI.
"Television has already made great
strides," said Bennett. "Radio has yet to
take afew fledgling steps."
Inducement to make the change for
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radio comes from the ad agencies
themselves. The expense of processing paper invoices, along with the
likelihood of human error, has
prompted the top
agencies in the
United
States,
which control over
$9 billion in annual
advertising revenue,
to insist on apaperless invoicing plan.
Electronic
data
interchange proEllen Weinstein
grams are available
from
a variety
of
sources.
Representatives from several of those
sources joined Bennett at The NAB
Radio Show last fall to promote their
software and network programs, including Ellen Weinstein of Spotdata/CJDS,
Harvey Kent from Donovan Data
Systems and Don
Wahlig of Interep.
Most of the systems available will
act in conjunction
with existing traffic
software, creating
invoices during a
normal
billing
cycle. An added
Harvey Kent
benefit
is
the
decrease in manpower and hours needed to handle
billing.
Although there are many plans
already available with many more in
development, Bennett's main message
was an alert to the radio industry that
paperless invoicing system is an
inevitable trend. to

Spineshank and Nonpoint, the disc is
connecting with KISS's core audience.
"Every time we play asong from the
disc, we give it aplug on the air:' Ross said.
This disc brings some high hopes with
it: Ross expects it to drive the total donations to the Hispanic Scholarship Fund
over the $ 100,000 mark, and to sell out
an increased production run of 10,000.
There's one difference with the latest
volume: it's being sold not at Coastal
Mart but at the Rent-a-Tire chain.
Ross said the change in partners is
only atemporary one, brought about by
an impending change of ownership at
Coastal Mart.
"Rent-a-Tire has aone-shot deal," he
said, after which KISS has already
promised Coastal Mart the first shot at distributing volume 6and subsequent discs.
Other potential partners eager to join the
project have already approached the station.
"If Coastal Mart wasn't part of it, Best
Buy wanted to be," said Ross.
Godwin said the chain is eager to get
back together with KISS and the Buzz
Bands CD project.
"Our customers see us as part of the
community," he said, crediting the goodwill created by the Hispanic Scholarship
Fund donations.
After four sellouts and more than
$80,000 in scholarship fund donations,
there's no question that the KISS Buzz
Bands CDs have been a success for the
station, the clients, and the community.
Ross said the idea might not have
worked as well in another market or on

Radio station WAZP(FM) chose a
new QE! Model FMQ-10000 FM
transmitter, according to QE! Sales
Manager Bill Harland. The station is
licensed to Cape Charles, Va. ...
Actor Kevin Spacey recorded voiceovers for aradio spot advertising the
Broadway revival of "Cobb" at New
York post-production facility Pomann

Actor Kevin Spacey and Spotco
Producer Tom Greenwald
Sound. Ad agency Spotco produced the
spots....
AP Radio has inked deals with several broadcast organizations in recent
months.
The Dakota News Network, which
supplies audio newscasts to approximately 40 stations in North and South
Dakota, chose AP Radio as its chief
news content supplier.
New York news station 1010 WINS
picked AP Radio as its primary Web
content provider. Farther east, AP Radio
will stream its live turnkey audio network "All News Radio" to anew online

•
another format.
"There's still a sense of family here,
still a sense of community," Ross said,
"so when we say it benefits the Hispanic
Scholarship Project, there's agood feeling all around."
Smaller chain
Using asmaller chain like Coastal Mart
contributed to that community feeling.
"It probably wouldn't have been as
strong if we did it at Diamond Shamrock
or at McDonalds," Ross said.
With a format so dependent on new
music, Ross said the CDs have also
helped build listener loyalty for the active
rock sound of KISS.
"Obviously there's an emotional attachment between the listeners and the station,
especially with our format:' he said.
With that in mind, KISS is looking at
ways to expand the Buzz Bands concept. The station produces the cover art
for the discs, and Ross said there's
been talk of doing more than a simple
two-page folder.
"One of the things we're looking at is
doing inside coupons," he said.
The station is also considering an even
bigger event next year, now that some of
the bands on the early discs have become
staples in its playlist.
"We might do aconcert with some of
these artists," Ross said. "Call it Buzz
Bands Live."
Scott Fybush (www.fybush.com)
is a free-lance writer based in
Rochester, N.Y.

e

station operated by WOON(AM) in
Woonsocket, R.I.
And syndicator Westwood One
renewed with AP Radio as its primary
provider of news and other information
content. Affiliates such as the Fox
News Radio Network and the " Jim
Bohannon Show" will continue to use
AP content....
BuySellBid.com recognized three
West Coast Clear Channel radio stations for "innovative leadership in integrated marketing."
Jay Shepard, CEO of the Internet
classifieds network, commended executives John Sutherland, Eric Stenberg
and Chris Ott.
"Each of these Clear Channel executives has worked closely with our team
to create atruly compelling integration
of our co-branded Internet classifieds
with significant marketing muscle,
which also includes broadcast inventory
across three radio stations ( The 92
KSJO Rock Network, 98.5 KFOX,
Channel 104.9) in addition to a major
direct-marketing campaign targeting the
Silicon Valley and greater San
Francisco Bay Area." ...
Staples retail stores will sell
Gentner Communications ClearOne
portable conference phones. Gentner
also will offer aconference calling service component with each purchase.
"Who's Buying What" is printed as
a service to our readers who are interested in how their peers choose equipment and services. Information is provided by suppliers.
Companies with news of unusual or
prominent sales should send information and photos to: Radio World
Managing Editor P.O. Box 1214, Falls
Church, VA 22041.
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AM Broadcasters See Bright Future
Scott Fybush
Never mind satellite radio or even
IBOC. For today's top AM station managers, there's still abright future in good
old amplitude- modulated medium- wave
analog broadcasting — at least where
news, talk and sports formats are
involved.
After all, they say, their business isn't
about the 80- year- old technology, it's
about the content.
"You could put Rush Limbaugh only
on CB radio ... and there would be a
line of people outside Circuit City
trying to buy CB radios," said Gabe
Hobbs, national director of news/talk

programming for Clear Channel
Communications,
which
owns
Limbaugh's syndicator, Premiere Radio
Networks.
The challenge, say AM leaders who
gathered at last fall's NAB Radio Show,
is making sure their stations stay focused
on providing the best possible talent,
whether local or satellite-delivered.
"Your next big talent could be driving
ataxi cab in your town right.now," said
Skip Essick of WOOD(AM) in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
They could also be speed-dialing the
call- in lines, like one talented listener
Hobbs discovered while programming
Tampa's WFLA(AM).
"He went from bugging our talk hosts
to doing morning drive at WABC in
New York," Hobbs said of Lionel, the
talk host who has since moved to an
online show.
And with the advent of multi-station
clusters, there's another untapped source
of fresh AM talk talent: the FM jocks
down the hall.
"FM people have a sense of show
business," said Hobbs. " They understand what you mean when you tell
them they have to say the call letters 25
times an hour."

don't see much threat.
"You're hitting amuch younger audience ( with FM)," said Kris Olinger, program director of Entercom's Seattle
group, which owns FM talker KQBZ
("The Buzz") as well as KIRO(AM) and
KNWX(AM).
Instead of drawing listeners from
existing news/talk formats, FM talkers
are pulling audiences from classic rock
and active rock stations.
To bring that audience over to AM as
it ages will be the next big challenge,
panelists agreed. Cited as an example of
an AM jock who is leading younger listeners to the older band is Premiere's
sports host Jim Rome.

Fresh juice
Developing new talent goes hand in
hand with another goal of AM programmers: appealing to a younger audience.
Hobbs said Clear Channel stations have
begun rejecting network spots targeted at
much older listeners.
"When we run funeral home ads,"
he said, " we try to say things like,
'When your parents die,' instead of
'when you die. —

Embracing the Internet is another way
to bring young listeners over. In addition
to Web sites and streaming audio, Essick
said targeted e-mail is working for his
station.
"The news/talk format is beautiful,"
he said. " It's perfect for that kind of marketing, because people who listen to

Skip Essick
news/talk are very inclined to send you
e-mail."
As for those other technical developments making waves elsewhere in the

If you're in a cluster,

CHRs, your country stations are cross- promoting
your news product.
— Skip Essick

radio industry?
"If we're waiting for some kind of
technical epiphany to land on our desks,"
said Hobbs of IBOC, " Ithink we're
going to be severely disappointed."
Scott Fybush is the editor of
NorthEast Radio Watch and afrequent
contributor to RVV.
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Panelists argued against some of the
common strategies many AM station
use to boost revenue, such as having onair talent endorse products and selling
block time on weekends for gardening.
home repair and auto repair shows.
"There is still a basic skill set that
radio people need," Hobbs said.
Another benefit to multi- station clustering is the opportunity to cross- promote AM talkers on multiple FM outlet
reaching younger audiences.
"If you're in acluster, make sure your
CHRs, your country stations are crosspromoting your news product," Essick
said.
Even as FM talk gains a foothold in
major markets like New York and
Boston, the format's AM counterparts
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Ideas
11> Continued from page 31

for Clear Channel in New York City;
Casey Keating, program director of
Bonneville CHR station KZQZ(FM) in
San Francisco; Mike McVay, president
of McVay Media in Cleveland and a
former radio ÓM; and Cary Pahigian,
GM and vice president of Saga
Communications' Portland, Maine,
five-station cluster.
Here are some of the ideas that were
tossed out that seemed _n generate thé most
interest, along with panelists' explanations.

your station. If they fill out the back of
the `Gotcha' card and send it in, they win
aprize. It builds listener loyalty as well
as your database.
"You can also do avariation of this by
giving cards to people if they switch
stations."
Try the "$ 10,000 Money Maze"
Promotion — "It's an easy listenershipbuilding contest to set up. You just prerecord a bunch of tapes," Keating said,
"and once the listener contestant goes
into the ' maze,' he'll say ' left,' righe or
'straight.' As people tune in, they'll know
which way to go to head for the prize."

Customize Voice Mail — Your staff and
clients, Pahigian said, are probably tired
of hearing the same message they've
heard the past eight years. Try to do a
new one at least weekly.

Invite Your Sales Manager to
Programming Meetings — "They'll see
that there's a lot more involved than
throwing records on the air. The two
staffs will be on the same page,
Pahigian said.

Sell Birth Announcements to a Local
Hospital — "You can present the newborns as your station's ` newest listeners, — McVay said. "Sell it ( the idea) to a
local diaper company, maybe print up
sortie T-shirts."

Likewise, Get Your PD to Attend Sales
Meetings — "They need to be there to
sell your salespeople on what's happening," said Pahigian. "Sell your program
lineup to these people. PDs have to excite
these people about selling."

Create a Listener Advisory Board —
"Have aquarterly dinner for these people
as well as their spouses," Keating said.
"It's invaluable market research, plus,
these are your core listeners."
Create a Daily " Wassup" Staff VoiceMail — "You can talk about weekend
contests, when time sheets are due, etc.,"
Keating said. "This way, your whole
staff's on the same page."
Use the " Dollar- Bill" Game to Build
Cume — "You don't have to print anything up. Just have listeners accumulate
bills with your call numbers, like 9, 5and
7," said Beyer.
Then add other numbers on the air. First
listener to call with your call letters and,
say, another 5, 5and 1wins aprize."
Read the (Sales) Book — Pahigian recommends that every sales manager and
account exec read the book "Close the
Deal" by Sam Deep and Lyle Sussman.
"There's nothing flashy about it, but it's an
excellent book on sales fundamentals."
Distribute " Gotcha" Cards to Your Loyal
Listeners — McVay said, "Have staffers
go out and ' catch' people listening to
STATION

Build a "Station Bible" — '
That way it's
always in the studios,' Keating said. "If
there's aproblem, everyone has the contact numbers."
Once a Month, Rent a Hotel Room and
Listen to Your Station .
— You can't listen
to your station in your office properly,
Pahigian said.
"You'll be amazed at the stuff you find
you've been missing when you're sitting
there taking notes. You'll take away a
legal pad full of ideas."
Put aWhite " Wipe Board" in Your Studio
— "That way, you'll create easy communication between your various air shifts,"
Keating said.
Try a " Geek Meet" or a "Meet Market"
— Beyer: "You won't believe how many
listeners will turn up for blind-date promotions and singles events," Beyer said.
"Just advertise these singles gatherings a
few weeks in advance. We get 3,500 to
5,000 people at some of these."
Collect Bras for aGood Cause — "Create
awareness for breast-cancer research by
collecting bras and donations. Call it ' Bras
Across the Bay,' for example," said

SERVICES

Delivery Companies Merge
To Form FastChannel
A merger in the digital delivery
business has created FastChannel
Network Inc.
The partners are adDIRECT, which
provided digital ad delivery via the
Internet for the print industry, and
Central Media Inc., owner of Net-based
radio- ad distribution and management
system SpotTaxi.com.
FastChannel Network said it will
offer distribution and management of ad
campaigns and short- form content
across multiple media channels.
Announcing the deal, Eugene P.
Conese Jr., chairman and CEO of the
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new entity, said, "The merger develops a
one-stop infrastructure resulting in highly efficient customer-oriented services
for the management and distribution of
print and radio advertising."
He said the ad workflow process will
be "revolutionized" by the networking
of agencies with radio stations and publishers into one suite of services.
FastChannel Networkwill maintain
offices in Seattle and Belmont, Mass.
Conese will serve as chairman and
CEO. John Roland will serve as president, Peter Barnes as executive vice
president.

Did you see
these
breaking
stories?

Casey Keating
Keating. "Then maybe have aguy string
them all together behind aparasail. That'll
get you alot of free press."

j

FCC Chooses 255
flpplicants

Mediatron Establishes
U.S. Diuision

Add One Safety Tip Daily to Your
Newscasts — -Research shows that these
PSAs build female demos:' McVay said.
"It could go something like, ' Here's this
morning's 94.9 Safety Tip ...
Create Promotions Exclusive to Your
Database — "Listeners want a better
chance of winning prizes than they get
by calling in," said Beyer. "So have contests that involve only your listener email 1its. It will build your database
quickly?'
Interview Applicants at Their Homes —
Every hire you make is important,
Pahigian said. "Do one interview at the
station, and follow up with a second at
the applicant's home. They can't fake it
in their own environment — you'll see
them in their own element."
Take Three People From Different
Departments to Lunch — "Maybe pick
the receptionist, ajock and your traffic
manager," Pahigian said. "Put them in a
comfortable setting. You'll get plenty of
useful feedback. And the people you take
to lunch will take it back to the staff. It's
areal morale-booster."
Bill Mann has covered the Bay Area
radio scene since 1983.

e

Conese said, "The two companies
have developed remarkably similar
applications, servicing essentially the
sanie customers."
FastChannel Network combines
adDIRECT's and SpotTaxi's online network of approximately 5,000 agencies,
production studios, broadcasters and
publishers.
In the first of its international
efforts,
CM I
launched
SpotTaxiCanada.com in October of
2000, under a licensing agreement
with Broadcast News/Canadian Press.
Both companies have developed
strategic alliances with technology
leaders such as Microsoft, Intel and
Digidesign, as well as companies in
their respective industries.
Customers can access SpotTaxi.com
and adDIRECT via their respective
URLs
at
www.spottaxi.com
or
www.addirect.cont
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Streaming to the Dial-up Crowd
Laura Dely
Educadon of radio and media companies
about Webcasting, and improved technologies that will bring "near CD-quality"
Internet radio to dial-up consumers, dominated the Streaming Media West show.
The battle for dominance in codecs was
visible. RealNetworks and Microsoft introduced advanced versions of their streaming
services, including upgrades in their
codecs. Apple announced an alliance with
other companies to develop an open standard for streaming rich media, including an
attempt to define an industry- standard
codee. The Internet Streaming Media
Alliance includes Cisco Systems, Kasena
Inc.. Philips and Sun Microsystems.
Optimizing bandwidth
-Interoperability," the ability to stream to
any provider's player at any bandwidth,
was the buzz. RealNetworks RealSystem
iQ will support more than 45 streaming formats, including Apple's Quicktime, Flash 4
and streaming MP3, and may eventually
include archrival Windows Media Player.
iQ also promises to relieve congestion
by creating honeycombs of connection
between servers. Real said iQ's Neuralcast
Technology allows satellite and terrestrial
delivery between all servers in the network.
This turns any point to both an "origin" and
an "edge?' where all servers communicate
and direct traffic to the most efficient path.
This promises to improve aprovider's
reliability and reach while cutting costs.
The Local Market Internet Venture, an
open alliance of small to mid-sized radio
broadcasters, announced that Real
Broadcast Network would provide streaming services to all 190 LMiV member stations. LbdiV CEO Jack Swarbrick said the
addition of Real's iQ to their suite of
streaming services closed the deal.
In the RealNetworks Theater, within a
darkened. tented pavilion, visitors watched

short films streamed to agiant flat-panel
screen using Real iQ over the Internet.
There were no skips or congestion daring
the half-hour screenings.
Visitors appeared unaware that they
were watching streamed content, not aprojected image. Instead they were absorbed
by the claymation stories. They concentrat-

wants to serve the population that uses dialup service, in 118 major metropolitan areas
with 160 million residents.
"It's going to be two, three years before
broadband reaches that audience, so let's
not ignore that huge audience that will use
dial-up service until then," Kirk said.
Live365.com demonstrated its streaming

Exhibit floor at Streaming Media West in San Jose, Calif., in December
ed on the content and suffered no distractions from static, congestion or dropouts.
TuneTo.com demonstrated streaming
technology to deliver high-quality audio to
wireless handheld devices such as the
Ricochet or aPalm Pilot using only about
one-third of the bandwidth that other
streamers use. The company combines the
caching and streaming functions of a
Webcast. The system works at the most
common bandwidth used by dial- up services such as AT&T and Verizon, delivering
streams at 19.2 kbps.
TuneTo promises that its technology will
deliver wireless streams while saving
providers millions of dollars of bandwidth
cost, said Anu Kirk, senior market development manager. Kirk said the company

technology, which Vice President of
Marketing Alan Wallace said is the easiest
and least expensive way for radio stations
to Webcast. He steered an automated toy
PC Cruiser car with his right hand, while he
streamed a station in his left, using two
connected handheld devices (a Ricochet
and Palm Pilot). The two devices together
cost $ 1,000 to $ 1,200, he said.
Through aheadset the sound was excellent. Wallace chose the station he streamed
from the Live 365.com Web site, which
boasts 23,000 stations at last count.
Anyone, including radio broadcasters, can
access its streaming services and its catalogue of licensed music or provide their
own content for asubscription fee of about
$90 per month.
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On the ad insertion front, Hiwire will
offer iBeam's streaming services as part of
areciprocal arrangement that will allow
iBeam to offer Hiwire's ad insertion service
to all of its customers. iBeam's 60 million
streams per month across 160 networks can
no doubt be asignificant boost to Hiwire.
Lightningcast entered acooperative
agreement with Scott Studios, saying the
arrangement will benefit radio streamers,
allowing live ad insertion service into their
automated systems easily.
MS news
Microsoft President and CEO Steve
Ballmer showed off Windows Media
Player 8, expected to be out this year. The
audience was almost fooled when showed
movie clips via aWindows Media Player 8,
avideocassette player and aDVD player.
An applause poll showed that about half
believed the Media Player was superior.
Ballmer also demonstrated the next version of Windows, code-named "Whistler?'
expected to be released this year. The comprehensive upgrade to the Windows operating system will allow users to edit and distribute digital home movies.
Participants said radio managers must
pay attention to video transmission technology as the ability to stream good video at
low bit rates becomes possible. Surveys
find advertisers anxious to experience TVlike commercials in radio streams, something that has been impossible until now.
Arbitron and MeasureCast released Net
media ratings here. Arbitron's September
numbers showed NetRadio in seven of the
top 10 slots; MeasureCast's weekly list
reported ABC Radio in seven of its top 10.
Arbitron released astudy that reports
Net users are enthusiastic about "side channels," Internet-based extensions of astation's programming such as KISSFMi.com,
which features edgier, more alternative programming than the on-air signal, or the federal news site WTOP2.com. run by the allnews station in Washington.
For more detailed show coverage including the battle of the audio and video
codecs, see www.rwonline.com
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Radio Streamers Via Web Portals
Ken R.
"The Aggregators" might conjure an
image of arock band wearing skinny ties
under an abandoned bridge on MTV, but
it's actually aterm used to designate Web
sites that provide aportal to anumber of
streaming audio alternatives.
Some aggregators simply provide links
to as many station streams as possible
while others create virtual stations out of
whole cloth. Aggregators use the term "virtual station" to mean asite at which the listener, or Net surfer, can select his or her
own music, determine playing order and
even skip or replay certain selections which
are housed on the aggregator's servers.
There are also Internet-only stations.
Lately some hybrids have appeared that
combine attributes of all these styles.
The choice
Radio stations have achoice. They can
host their own Web sites, or they can join
any of amultitude of aggregators.
For Greg Jenkins, operations director of
classical-format WMKY(FM), located on
the campus of Morehead State University
in Morehead, Ky., the choice was easy.

$500 to $ 1,500."
WebRadio is able to generate instant listenership data for its stations using athirdparty software package called Analog 4.12,
developed at the University of Cambridge
Statistical Laboratory.
The latest Edison Media research, for
the period of July through September of
2000, shows that surfers want more than
just streaming audio.
"That's why we provide acustom branded Internet store that's designed specifically
for each station," said Pinkus. "This helps
the station retain listeners and extend the
brand."
Andy Collins is senior manager of the
Yahoo Broadcast radio division. He
believes that radio and the Internet go
together "like peanut butter and jelly."
"Not many people listen to radio while
they watch TV, but alot of people like to
listen to radio while they check stock
quotes, handle e-mail, etc.," said Collins.
Yahoo Broadcast builds acustomized
pop-up player that streams the station's
audio.
"We simply work with the stations to
deliver their content," said Collins. "We
want to be experts in this one area and

Some aggregators

for our stations," said Collins.
Station experience
Jim Radcliffe is Webmaster for the
Susquehanna Radio cluster in Dallas
including KPLX(FM), which streams its
signal on the Internet via Yahoo. KPLX has
abarter arrangement through which the station provides acertain number of commercial spot positions for Yahoo national ads
each week. Radcliffe said this is much less
expensive and less troublesome than trying
to stream using in-house resources.
"You have to baby-sit it (your stream) 24
hours aday. With Yahoo we just supply the
audio stream and they take it from there."
But what are the other advantages of
signing up with an aggregator for alarge
commercial operation like KPLX?
"In alarge metro area, you still have signal problems," said Radcliffe. "The signal
may actually be better on the Internet. And
some companies don't allow employees to
listen to the radio while they work — but
they can't tell you not to have acomputer?'
said Radcliffe.

provide links to as

many station streams as possible; others
create virtual stations out of whole cloth.

"We went with WebRadio because we
were short on two things: money and bandwidth?'
Many of the Morehead students use
MP3 to download music over the Internet
or do their own Web streaming via
Live365.com, which creates crunch for
bandwidth on campus.
"We can barely maintain agood connection to our own server. We also can't afford
RealAudio, Windows Media, etc.," said
Jenkins. "WebRadio sent us aserver, CPU,
monitor and keyboard. All we had to do
was plug into one of our existing data connections and an audio source."
Jenkins actually watches the fluctuations
in available bandwidth as the student population ebbs and flows during the ordinary
cycle of asemester.
"We can't stay connected to WebRadio
during the week, but when the students
leave for the weekend it's alot easier."
Tom Pinkus is director of business
development for two-year-old WebRadio.
Pinkus said it's simple for abroadcaster to
be up and streaming quickly. They just
need adedicated Internet connection and an
audio source.
"WebRadio provides all the hardware
and software. All the listener need is aJavaenabled browser. There's no download, no
plug-ins and no problems," said Pinkus.
WebRadio has about 200 stations
under contract and an impending partnership with Westwood One and its roughly
1,000 affiliates.
Market size determines the fees paid by
WebRadio client stations, but the larger
markets pay the least.
"That's because they drive more listeners to the site," said Pinkus. "Fees are negotiated, but typical monthly costs range from

mesh it with the large Yahoo audience base
of 166 million unique users worldwide."
The cost for Yahoo's service to the stations varies based on factors including market size and average quarter hour rankings.
"Sometimes the station pays, sometimes
they give us somewhere between five and
ten minutes of ad inventory aweek," said
Collins. "We have an ad insertion technology in the works now, but we won't make it
available until we can perfect it."
Unlike many sites, visitors to Yahoo
Broadcast do not have to "register" to
receive the service, nor are they asked for

Tom Pinkus
any personal information.
"We believe that the user ends up with a
better listening experience if they can feel
freer and not give up anything on their
end?' said Collins. "So there's no database
building at this timer
Yahoo Broadcast provides all the equipment necessary to the station, along with
technical assistance. "We make it very easy

Brad Porteus
He also said that his station garners
many listeners in Canada and overseas.
"We've actually had satellite phone calls
from our soldiers in Bosnia because they
like to stay in touch with their hometown,"
said Radcliffe. Because both Yahoo and
KPLX are in Dallas, Radcliffe believes that
the station receives excellent service.
"They came into our building and set
everything up," said Radcliffe. "If there is a
technical problem they take care of it. All
we have to do is provide audio to the feed
point."
Do-it-yourself radio
SonicNet takes adifferent approach to
Internet radio. The company allows each
listener to build his or her own radio station
from the music inventory on their servers,
from an online catalogue of 150,000 songs
or artists, said Brad Porteus, SonicNet vice
president.
SonicNet.com is considered an aggregator because in addition to "custom" stations
that the listener can create, avisitor can
select from anumber of other formats,
about 50 of which are programmed by
celebrities and nationally-recognized musicians. XTC's Andy Partridge, the Blue
Mann group, Dwight Yoakam, Pat
Metheny, k.d. lang, the Barenaked Ladies
and Bon Jovi are some of the well-known
musicians hosting radio shows on the
SonicNet site.
Brad Porteus, vice president of MTVi
Radio, parent company to Sonicnet.com,
said its virtual station provides options that

Andy Collins
traditional streaming can't touch.
"Listeners can select the artists and the
style of music they like. They can even
skip asong or pause it and continue to listen later."
"We're a narrow-caster rather than a
broadcaster," said Porteus. "There are no
disk jockeys or timely information such as
weather, traffic or news because each listener is tuning in and beginning the listening experience at adifferent time and perhaps in adifferent country?'
This online service is made possible
through the support of ads that are inserted
into the programming. Where possible,
these commercials are customized to the
listener.
Spinning the hits
America Online purchased Spinner.com
last year. Spinner provides another alternative to terrestrial broadcasting, which
allows listeners to hear the top hits online.
In fact, Spinner offers more than 150 professionally programmed music channels.
Listeners can select the genre, or they can
seek certain artists or titles. Downloads
involve only certain selections and on certain occasions.
Visitors to Spinner can obtain bios on
each musical artist simply by clicking and
they can rate songs or provide feedback to
the Ms. There is no charge to the user for
the music service.
The site streams about 25 million songs
each week and uses commercials inserted
into the programming to create its revenue
stream.
"But unlike traditional radio which has
anywhere from 8to 15 minutes of spots per
hour, we only have one or two minutes an
hour in our shows," said Ann Burkart,
spokeswoman for Spinner. "Our site also
uses banner ads."
"We're adding about 100 or more stations to our site every month," said
George T. Bundy, CEO of BRS Media
Inc., a streaming portal that derives its
income from banners ads and other advertising on the station's site, as well as services such as streaming and domain
names. "We now have over 4,200 stations
available to listen to."
No one knows what the rules are yet for
this new medium. Bundy believes that radio
will once again weather atechnological
challenge and even grow stronger from it.
"All the extras that come with the
Internet, including pictures, click-throughs
and e-commerce just draw interest to the
main product: the audio?' Bundy said. "The
ability to add video will only complement
the (radio) service and allow stations to
have another revenue stream while drawing
interest to the main product. All this will
help radio succeed and thrive."
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster who
remembers when a "Net" was something
one used when playing tennis.

"Don't worry, it'll still be
good in three months."

Face it—in three months, today's listener data won't be worth the paper it's wrapped in.
That's because tastes and audiences are constantly changing, especially when it comes to
Internet radio. What you need is MeasureCast, the only third-party streaming audience
measurement service that delivers accurate audience size and demographic data fresh to your
computer the very next day. There's no better way to show advertisers who's tuning in to your
Webcasts. So don't settle for anything less than fresh. Learn more about us at www.measurecast.com, or call 877.840.6800.

877.840.6800

www.measurecast.com

STREAMING AUDIENCE MEASUREMENT

measurecast!
now you know
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Over Before It Began: Webcasting?
The Brave New World May Be Just Talk
If RIAA Prevails in Its Fight to Charge
Broadcasters for Webcast Music
Carl Lindemann
Web Watch is a roundup of all things
radio and the Web. Send your news and
tips to LD@imaspub.com
Hillary Rosen, the president and CEO
of the Recording Industry Association of
America, really missed her calling. She
could have single-handedly decided the
Gore/Bush brawl.
Why? The self-serving rhetoric that's
issued under her aegis exceeds anything produced in the partisan pugilism for the presidency. Take aminute now. Sit down and take
time to see what the RIAA is up to.

Hillary Rosen
The association has won the first
round in its fight to have broadcasters
pay performance rights for streaming
their signals. The struggle over this is far
from over. Pay attention; your future in
broadcasting depends on it.
But first, let's look at the rosy picture
broadcasters would otherwise have for

streaming audio are "super sticky." It's
the single most powerful element to keep
visitors on asite and keep them coming
back day after day.
One of the conclusions is that " it
makes perfect sense for the radio industry
to stream its audio programming and to
put itself in the position to own Internet
audio. If the radio industry does not do
what it needs to do to co-opt this new
medium, it leaves Internet audio open to
the Ted Turners of the world."
Some of the interesting suggestions in
the Edison Media Research/Arbitron study
include developing online "side channels"
that are variations on the same themes
developed by the core over-the-air signal.
A certain number of listeners who like
the general "feel" of the programming
will like this tailored piece even more.
Given that astation has already invested
the time and effort to hone the core programming, it's relatively cheap to produce such side channels.
The notion of increasingly customized
streams is what's behind the real revolution
expected for 2001 — ad insertion technology. Targeted ads will finally make Internet
audio pay for Webcasters. Looking ahead,
understanding alistener's interests enough
to target ads also allows programmers to
polish playlists accordingly.
With this, online audio finds its true
place as it takes old-style radio's localism
and transforms it into ahighly personalized approach. With this, broadcasters
who've made an investment in the new
medium will enjoy a thriving business
well into the new century and beyond.
No so fast
Well, this sure sounds great, but
there's abig piece missing. Much of this
is based on the notion that performance
rights will remain afreebie online as they

incurred afortune for performance rights.
What's the appropriate price for having helped launch a new medium for
music? How does bankruptcy sound?
Isn't it counterproductive for the RIAA to
strangle online radio with excessive fees?
It seems stupid until you see that killing
radio online is the RIAA's best bet to
ensure its own future in the digital age.
This has to be understood in terms of
the traditional relationship between radio
and the recording industry. Until now,
they've gotten along amiably. Radio has
introduced its audience to the recording
industry's wares.
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After hearing acatchy tune on-air, listeners dutifully marched down to the
local record stores to buy the LP/cassette/CD. It's hard to imagine how the
record industry could have become what
it is without radio. And, by the same
token, it's hard to imagine what radio
would be without music. In short, this

ARB/TRON

the same turf many broadcasters have staked
out as the future of radio.
The language of the RIAA petition is
both menacing and amusing: "It is well
known that consumers want to listen to
and obtain music online. The recording
industry is acutely aware of this desire
and understands the benefit to artists,

Those who listen to station online
spend more time on Web site
Time typically spent on Web site per visit

31%
25%

copyright to crush competition for their online

16%

audio ventures?

the future online. Now that we've stepped
into the Third Millennium, Internet audio
is booming and station Web sites with
streaming audio are among the most popular places to listen.
Content
The
latest
Edison
Media
Research/Arbitron study expands on the
data released in September 2000's
"Internet Study V — Radio Station Web
Site Content: An In- Depth Look." The
report shows that visits to station Web
sites grew 22 percent from January to
July 2000.
That makes for atotal of some 50 million Americans visiting these sites altogether. What's more, stations with

40%

% who have visited a radio station Web site

At what point does it become
an antitrust issue if music companies leverage

There is no future for its core business —
manufacturing and distributing discs.
If you were arecord company exec,
wouldn't it make sense to try to take hold of
the new mode of distribution? Unfortunately,
this happens to be uncomfortably close to

6%

have been over-the-air. How that changes
can alter everything. All of the aforesaid
will still come true, but broadcasters may
not be the ones reaping the benefits.
On Friday, Dec. 8, the Copyright
Office sided with the RIAA's petition to
set aside the exemption on performance
rights enjoyed in over-the-air broadcasts
when the same signal is streamed online.
An arbitration panel will decide what's
appropriate as far as fees for these performance rights. Incidentally, the RIAA's
petition called for retroactive fees for
Webcasts going back to Jan. 1, 1998.
Say you've been streaming your station's signal online for the past few years.
Even though it has been a novelty and
not a moneymaker, you may now have
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has been the very soul of symbiosis.
Looking at this in more general terms,
the RIAA has been in the durable goods
manufacturing business. They make the
bulk of their money manufacturing and
distributing discs that happen to contain
intellectual property.
Imagine their horror faced with the
inevitability of Internet distribution. The
recording industry as it is currently constituted is about to become obsolete.

ARBITRGAI

record companies, songwriters, music
publishers and consumers alike of electronic delivery of music. The industry is
excited about, and eagerly embracing, the
opportunity for such delivery offered by
the Internet."
The " eagerly embracing" claim is
laughable in light of the RIAA's protracted struggle against online audio. During
last summer's Senate Judiciary
See WEB WATCH, page 42
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Mr. Rafael Arreaza
OMB America
3100 N.W. 72 nd Ave.
Miami, FL 33122

Dear

Rafael:
1writing to tell you how

ha p
py we arc

with our new OMB 10,000 watt transmitter and OMB

antenn asystem.

It is fantastic'
1have owned many brands of transmitters and antenna s in the past. Some have worked better then
others. The performance of your OMB mutsmitter, exciter and antenna has been as good or better then ally
ent I've eve r owned.
equipment
transmitter has been rock solid, we se t it and it does not deviate, it works great. The same can
be said for the exciter and power amplifier. Your antenna system also works great and provides fantastic

other

coveragefor

our liste ners.
1am especi all yhappy with the simplicity of your systems. In today's comp lex world, everyone
seems to be trying to complicate everything. The simplicity of your equipment is abreath of fresh air. It
makes installation and maintenance easy and I'm sure it plays apart in keeping your equipment affordable.
1can't forget affordability. It was one of the major reasons Iconsidered OMB when Istarted my
decision making process. Idid alot of research and came to the conclusion that OMB would provide me
more for my dollar. OMB did just that and more. Your products and customer service have far exceeded
my ex pectati0ns.

in closing, Irecomme,nd OMB to any broadcaster

and my doors are open

to

anyon ewho

would

like to see your products in action.
Thanks for all your help and your great products.

Sincerely,

ent D. Smith
President
Darby Advertising Inc.

FAX: (517 )732-6202
650 E. MAIN ST. • P.O. BOX

1766

•

GAYLORD,

MI

49734-1766
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732-2341
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3100 NW 72 Ave # 112
Miami, F1. 33122
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305-4770974 / 73

www.omb.com

Fax 305-4770611
ombusagbellsouth.net
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Committee hearing on "The Future of
Digital Music," Committee Chairman
Sen. Orrin Hatch ( R- Utah) noted "the
complaint that the major record labels
have not been willing to license online
music distributors to provide their music,
or have offered licenses on terms much
different than online entities related to
those labels."
So, to be more precise, let's just say
that the RIAA is "eagerly embracing"
opportunities to enhance its position.
What's menacing in their licensing proposal is that broadcasters and Webcasters
aren't mentioned among the beneficiaries
recognized here. This is no accident.
So it seems that the traditional symbiosis between broadcasters and the
music biz is about to undergo a fundamental change. Radio's partner is poised

to become aparasite.
Sure, radio will continue to thrive online.
But if things turn out the way the RIAA
seems to have it in mind, its members will
own and/or control these broadcast entities.
Or, at the very least, their ventures will
enjoy an unfair advantage over others.
Anticipating that this coup would soon
be afait accompli, the RIAA announced
the launch of the online mechanism to
carry this out on Nov. 28, 2000.
An RIAA press release proclaims,
"Members of the recording community
announced today aground-breaking royalty
program,
launching
the
'SoundExchange' to provide record companies and recording artists with a long
overdue performance right for sound
recordings in the United States."
Meanwhile, the record companies are
striking deals with various Webcasters —
typically for an equity stake. Warner
Music Group announced anon-exclusive
deal with San Francisco- based Echo
Networks giving the streaming music ser-

January 3, 2001
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vice access to its entire catalog. Warner
gets apiece of the action.
Elsewhere, Farmclub.com announced
it would be offering a streaming subscription service. Farmclub.com is the
online label created by Jimmy Iovine, cochairman of Universal's Interscope
A&M, and Universal Music chairman
Doug Morris.
Oh, and don't forget that music giant
Bertelsmann AG has bought into Napster.
Brave new world
In case you missed it the first time
around, try to imagine what radio's future
online could look like under the same
intellectual property costs that made
over-the-air radio possible.
Then, think of how will it fare in an
environment with potentially onerous
performance rights costs. Add the fact
that radio will be going head- to- head
against competitors that are simply extensions of the major record labels. These
new competitors are essentially exempted

from the licensing fees because the money is going back into the same pockets
it's coming from.
For the RIAA's Rosen, the Copyright
Office' ruling makes way for an exciting
time for her constituents.
"We look forward to working with the
broadcasters for a smooth transition into
this marketplace". But did she misspeak?
Shouldn't she substitute "monopoly" for
"marketplace"?
At what point does it become an
antitrust issue if music companies leverage copyright to crush competition for
their online audio ventures? If that's how
the cards fall, it's probably best to dump
all musical programming and focus
exclusively on talk. Radio may as well
pull the plug on music before the RIAA
pulls the plug on Internet radio. If this
happened, it would give listeners plenty
to talk about.
Carl Lindemann is Radio World's
Internet Radio News columnist.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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SPECIALIZING IN

CALIBRATION

EQUIPMENT BY

•STL's • RPU's • TSL's

• Belar • Marti
• Moseley

•Exciters • Optimods

Here is the simplest, quickest, most convenient
way to connect audio to atelephone. The HC- 1
connects in series with the handset of any phone
using modular connectors. No connection to the
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button
and external audio is available on separate send and
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear panel. Release the
button and the handset is once more connected for
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler!
You can find many uses for the HC- 1around your
station: on-air studio, production room, newsroom,
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc.

•AM/FM Monitors
•Remote Control Systems

Call your favorite radio broadcast dealer today for Excalibur products!

DIRECTIONAL
OR

NON- DIRECTIONAL
PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED
SIMPLY

• McMartin

AND

• TFT

INEXPENSIVELY

• And others...

WITH THE

WE ALSO PROVIDE

FERROLINEAR

Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
STL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

RF CHOKE

TECHNICAL SERVICE

2198 Hubbard Lane. Grants Pass, OR 97527

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA

ARE POWER POLES DEFORMING
YOUR AM COVERAGE PATTERN?

(541) 471-2262

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT

NOTT LTD
PHONE 505-327-5646
FAX 505-325-1142
EMAIL k5ynr@tjantenna.com
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mderilfral

Without Advertising
A Terrible Thing Happens...
FM BROADCAST ANTENNA
FMR Series
• Circular polarization
• Series fed
• Internal feed

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

*f e
o

• Brass/Copper
construction
• Excellent bandwidth

Place your ad here and reach

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.

3.000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

719 Pensacola Road

Please call for quotation

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540 Fax 814-472-5676
E-mail: psibaesurfshop.net

...NOTHING

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95776
Phone: 530-662-7553 Fax: 530-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841

key broadcast professionals
with purchasing power.
Call your area sales representative
or Simone Mullins
703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media kit.
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The Lost Art of

Studio Sessi4ns
PRODUCT EVALUATION

DC-Live Traces Out Analog Noise
Read G. Burgan
In the past few years, several companies have released good digital noise
reduction software products that have
cleaned away the noise inherent to vinyl
and other analog recordings.
In the past, most affordable systems have
required that the sound source first be
recorded to hard drive and then submitted to
hours of digital noise reduction processes.
Diamond Cut Live ( DC- Live), from
EnhancedAudio.com Inc., has changed
all that. The software allows users to play
arecord on the turntable or areel of analog tape and listen immediately to the
digitally restored sound in real time.
For a radio station, this means that
those stacks of records lying fallow in a
back closet can now be resurrected and
played directly on the air with a sound
rivaling present-day CDs.
F.

Elko*

ware costing many times more.
DC-Live enables an IBM-PC computer
to become the center of the audio chain.
The output of the turntable, reel-to-reel or
cassette deck preamp is connected to the
computer sound card input, while the output of the sound card is connected to the
stereo monitoring equipment.
Using the DC-art software as its base,
EnhancedAudio has created a "Live Multi
Filter" that allows one to chain and gather
nearly all of the DC- Live filters and
effects and run them in real time. When
the Live Multi Filter is open. alist of all
applicable filters and a drag- and- drop
screen for filters in use are accessible.
The filters are applied in the order that
they are dragged to the multi filter
screen. Multiple copies of the same filter
may be dragged to the screen. Iusually
have two of the impulse filters in the
chain to remove both large and small
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various filters and tools of DC- 32, so I
won't go into detail here, except to list
some of the filters more pertinent to digital audio restoration and to highlight
some upgrades and additions.
Central to the core of audio restoration
are the Impulse, Continuous Noise,
Harmonic Rejection, Dynamic Noise,
Low Pass, Bandpass, Notch, Graphic EQ

to hear an old

recording, Ican drop the needle on
the record, sit back and enjoy yesterday's
sound with today's fidelity.

selected and whether or not it is processing in mono or stereo. Using aPentium-II
650 MHz processor to process a 44.1
kHz stereo file, Iexperienced alatency of
about one second.

and Paragraphic EQ filters. Among the
effects tools are the reverb, virtual valve
amplifier, the dynamics processor and the
channel blender.
The Impulse filter has added a new
recording type: HQ Mode. According to
EnhancedAudio, this new algorithm provides greater control over the variables
affecting the detection of noise impulses
and the rejection of transient music passages. The type also requires more processing power when using the Live
Preview mode.
The company has improved the continuous noise filter by adding achoice of
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See DC-LIVE, page 48
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incoming and outgoing sound. The delay
is dependent on the processing power of
the computer, the sampling and bit rate
selected, the number and kind of filter

Building up
In the case of badly deteriorated sound
sources, it may be better to process a
sound source the conventional way —
recording the sound to hard drive and then
applying the filters one at atime to the
WAV file. By its very nature, some of the
filters can be applied more aggressively to
an existing WAV file than to live audio.
In past reviews Ihave described the
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Punch and Crunch window for DC-Live
For collectors like myself, with thousands of old transcripts, LPs and reel-toreel recordings, this means we no longer
need to spend several hours to restore asingle recording that may be listened to only
once in ablue moon. Anytime Iwant to
hear an old recording, Ican drop the needle
on the record, sit back and enjoy yesterday's sound with today's fidelity.
Tracing origins
EnhancedAudio has been a leader in
the field of digital restoration software
with its series of products based on the
Diamond Cut Audio Restoration (DC-art)
software designed for the IBM PC and
Windows operating systems.
In the past several years, the company has improved and expanded this
inexpensive restoration software until
its features rival those found in soft-

clicks, plus one continuous noise filter
and one graphic equalizer filter.
Once all of the filters have been selected, then the "Live Preview" button can be
pressed and playback of the analog material as digitally restored sound can be
heard through any monitor.
A filter's parameters can be adjusted
by double clicking the on-screen icon of
the filter. This action brings up the menu
for that filter. The adjustments are monitored in real time so that each filter's
effect can be fine-tuned.
How well does all of this work? Very
well. Ihave spoiled myself listening to old
analog recordings restored in real time.
The annoying surface noise that characterizes vinyl recordings is gone — as are all
but the most egregious pops and clicks.
The software has some latency considerations — i.e. a delay between the

Balanced XLR Connections

"Sonically, the L‘InxONE is
top quality. Easy install
and crash free operation...
offers I/O and sync options
professionals expect.
One could use this card
for a big- buck master
session or block- buster
movie without any
reservations."
-Pro Audio RCN iev
April "2000

"It's extremely
clean, very clear,
and amazingly
accurate.
Rock solid with a
wide range of
programs."
Ieliqudr N. 2000

"The LynxONE is an
excellent mastering
card in terms of sound
quality and flexibility.
Suitable for today's
professional studio."
AUDIO QUALITY: 5 [ out of 5!]
-Electronic Musician
August 1999

Lynx Studio Technology, Inc.
1048 IRVINE AVE. *468, NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660 ph.949.515.8265 • www.lynxstudlo.comirw
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Remote Broadcast Techniques
Bruce Bartlett
Remote broadcasts are a popular
way to enhance the visibility of a station. Therefore, it seems fitting that I
look at some ways to produce several
types of remotes.
In atypical situation, station personnel parks a van or large "boom box"
PA outside the remote site, such as a
mall, fair or restaurant. Then, the talent
carries a portable transmitter into the
venue.
Marti Electronics makes several 2.5watt transmitters that are commonly
used to send the program to the van,
where it is repeated and sent to the studio by a25- watt UHF transmitter.
Why not use a mic cable from the
venue to the van? It is acleaner set up as
there are no cables for cars to run over
or for people to trip on. A walkie-talkie
is often used to hear communications
from the studio.
Usually, the music is played at the
station while the remote announcer just
does cut-ins, talking to customers or the
venue manager. For more elaborate
shows, the talent might back-announce
records or introduce upcoming events.
The music is seldom played at the
remote site.
An omni UHF antenna works fine
when mounted on top of the van, as usually it can transmit up to a 15- mile

radius. For longer reaches, adirectional
antenna can be aimed at the studio with
the aid of amap and compass.
Remote call-ins
When the station produces a remote
call- in talk show, the talent will need a
mic, small PA system, telephone and
phone coupler. Typically, the announcer
uses a telco landline to tell the station
when they are ready to go on.

John Gillis does the traffic using a
remote set-up in a helicopter

The encoder

at the sending end

frequency- shifts the signal 250 Hz upward
by heterodyning.

The station feeds the announcer a
mix- minus signal, which includes the
program without the announcer. If the
program with the announcer were sent
from the station, it would double the live
voice on the PA and headphones, and
cause acomb filter or aconfusing echo.
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A If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter
via microwave, Armstrong FML-10 SIL system offers unsurpassed
audio purity in a rock- solid, feature- packed package.
A Built to tough manufacturing standards throughout, FML-10
system features microprocessor controllers, advanced PLL circuitry,
ultra linear VCO and front panel frequency programmability with
digital frequency readout.
A Currently in service at over 300 stations in 21 countries, this field
proven design is a " rock- solid" SIL choice for any station.

A

On most call- in shows, the calls are
on a profanity delay. In this case, the
station feeds a pre- delay program to
the talent.
It is possible to send remote audio
over a normal 300 Hz to 3 kHz phone
line but have it sound full fidelity by
using aComrex encode/decode system.
The encoder at the sending end frequency- shifts the signal 250 Hz upward
by heterodyning. In this way, a 50 Hz

Complete System Under
Same Day Shipping
30 Day Money Back Guara

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

4835 N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH: 315/673-1269 • Fax: 315/673-9972
E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com • www.armstrongtx.com

signal becomes 300 Hz, which the
phone line can handle. That is, a program with a 50 Hz to 2,750 Hz audio
spectrum is made to fit into a300 Hz to
3kHz bandpass.
At the station, the receiving decoder
frequency- shifts the signal down 250 Hz
restoring the full program spectrum.
Those three extra octaves at the bottom
can add alot of fidelity.

Noise-cancelling headphones and
mics help in remote situations
This system can be extended to use
two or more phone lines. For example,
one unit shifts up while the other shifts
down, make a50 Hz to 6 kHz spectrum
pass on two 300 Hz to 3kHz phone lines.
Then the two phone lines are decoded
and summed at the receiving end.
The result in sound quality can be
amazingly good. Summing the two
phone lines should not cause any objectionable phase cancellations.
Traffic ' copter remotes
Another remote application can happen when aradio and TV station employ
an announcer to fly in helicopters to
reporron traffic conditions.
In this situation, several needs must be
met: A voice signal must be created that
is well above the helicopter background
noise; the audio has to be sent to the

ground and the announcer's hearing
needs to be protected from the helicopter
noise. So, the announcer needs anoisecancelling mic, a low-power transmitter
and ahearing protector headset.
Harry Sonnheim, an engineer formerly
with WHAS(AM) in Lexington, Ky., told
me how that station handled the job.
Originally, their announcer used a
handheld cardioid dynamic mic and a
David Clark headset to block out helicopter noise. The mic plugged into an
XLR connector on a custom Bud box.
Inside the box was an RDL ( Radio
Design Labs) Stick-On mic preamp. The
preamp output fed aMarti and atwo-way
radio that sent audio to the ground.
More recently, the station switched to
a Bose Aviation Headset X with Active
Noise Cancellation that cancels out the
helicopter noise at the ears of the
announcer. Built into this headset is a
noise-cancelling mic with avolume control. The mic and earphones plug into a
IRS quarter- inch phone jack for receiving power and transferring audio.
According to Sonnheim. a helicopter
audio connection box is not available
commercially. Station engineers snust
build their own custom interface. He
wishes that some manufacturer would put
all the necessary devices in asingle package — an AM/FM tuner, UHF/VHF twoway radio, scanner, mic preamp, mic
connector and headphone jack. The
device must be small enough to fit under
ahelicopter seat and it should be modular
with plug-in cards for various functions.
He thought such adevice would be worth
S2,000, if it were ready to go.
Big John Gillis, a traffic announcer
and radio personality at WIBC(AM) in
Indianapolis, does traffic remotes in a
similar way. He uses a David Clark
noise- reduction headset and a special
box made to interface the radio and TV
communications gear with the aircraft
intercom.
Gillis said, "Our broadcasts are done
using a Motorola two-way system at
approximately 450.250 meters. One of
our competitors uses astandard handheld
mic feeding aMarti. We both use the 24Volt aircraft power for our gear with
interconnects provided by avionics and
maintenance folks at the airport to our
specifications, so that everything passes
FAA safety standards."
Consider trying out some of these
remote techniques. Remotes offer away
for more listeners to become aware of a
station — and demonstrate a station's
involvement in the community.
Bruce Bartlett is an audio journalist,
recording engineer and Crown microphone engineer
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Teaching Jocks and Talking Socks
Alan R. Peterson
Iam looking at the New Year with the
awkward realization that Ihave not held
afull-time gig anywhere since the middle
of July 2000.
Iguess Iam luckier than many other
under-employed broadcasters, as Ihave
had a number of fallbacks to tide me
over, and Ihappen to live in an area
where there are almost limitless opportunities to make abuck ... unless you are a
losing presidential candidate.
Even so, Ihave to admit that the past
few months have found me doing my
share of unusual tasks that, had you told
me last year Iwould be doing them, I'd
have declared you nuts. But then again,
anything for apaycheck.
Hit it, professor ...
Istart with my diversion into academia: signing up as an instructor and engineer for the newest campus of the
Connecticut School of Broadcasting.
The company, founded in the early
1960s by Connecticut broadcaster Dick
Robinson, recently established a new
school in Arlington. Va., only ashort hop
from the Pentagon and afast swim across
the Potomac River from the nation's
capitol. The new campus is also aquick
stroll from the old Mutual Broadcasting
System studios where Larry King used to
call the night his own.
How well Iremember those years of
coming into the station at 4:30 a.m. to
begin the morning show and hearing the
Larry King Show winding down. The
voice of Fred Lowrey would pour forth
from the lobby monitor, bearing
bumpers, intros and outros to the
overnight King program.
More than once, Iheard references to
"Jefferson Davis Highway in Arlington,"
which was where Mutual was based. I
would imagine the highway as a goldplated cityscape with tall futuristic buildings and roofs packed tightly with satellite dishes and arrays of antennas.
Iwas not disappointed to see the actual Jefferson Davis Highway when Ifinally moved here. But Iwas somewhat disheartened to find out that the real draw
on this stretch of asphalt was not Mutual,
but a Krispy-Kreme doughnut stand that
packs them in day and night acouple of
miles down the road.
But Idigress.
Ialways thought Icould teach broadcasting fairly well — Ibasically do The
Big Talk every year at the IBS college
radio conference in New York, so why
not several times aweek? Plus, the campus is well outfitted with Radio Systems
consoles, Sony MD decks and PC-based
audio editors, so the founders definitely
put some thought into the operation.
As it turned out, Ihad hired apile of
CSB grads back in my mid-' 80s CHR
programming days and felt good about
what they could do. So why not do alittle
good of my own and take on an educator's role?
Schmoozing down the river
In between lessons on non-linear editing, running tight boards and how to talk
up songs, Iam imparting my own special
wisdom. Topics include begging for free
CDs from the music director, accessorizing one's winter wardrobe with station
sweatshirts and leaving jalapeno pepper

sandwiches in the fridge to find out
who's stealing lunches.

.
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coming up," don't blame me. My students know how to schmooze for free-

In five years, when the

•
—.¡

experts

A P

complain that 'there is no new talent
coming up,' don't blame me.

So, in five years, when the experts
complain that, "there is no new talent

bies. And at least Iam staying busy.
Iam also in receipt of numerous certi-

fications and credentials that, thus far,
have yet to yield any great returns.
Believe me, Iam thrilled with having a
press tag for my neck that gives me clearance into the U.S. Senate and the House of
Representatives. But it is not as if Ted

own

See ARP. page 46
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Drive this...
Just as acar needs a reliable driver, so
does every radio broadcast transmitter.
The Crown FM series exciters, drivers and
low power transmitters offer reliability
unsurpassed throughout the world.
Incorporating standard features as an
integral part of all power levels, the quality
in workmanship standard is consistent for

Crown transmitters are stand alone low
power units and can be configured with
optional stereo generator and audio
processor. Thousaids of broadcasters
around the world have come to appreciate
the rugged, reliability of the Crown
Broadcast line of transmitters.

all of Crown Broadcast products.

So when making your decision on a new
exciter, RF driver or low power transmitter,
reliability should be at the top of your list.
Crown Broadcast builds reliable transmit -ers
from 1watt to 2 kilowatts.

The exciter/driver model offers high
reliability as an RF driver while maintaining
the audio purity associated with FM
broadcasting today. The internal low
pass filter allows the exciter to be placed
directly on- air in the event of a main
transmitter failure.

Contact Crown for reliable, efficient
broadcast transmitters.

Get in the driver's seat

crown.
broadcast
PO Box 2000 •

J1 tIndiana
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46515-2000 • 219-294-8050 • 800-294-8050
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Turntable Systems Maintenance
Tom Vernon
As music on the radio becomes synonymous with MP3 and large hard drives, the
lowly turntable has become an auxiliary
source in the production room at many
radio stations.
While most new music is released on
CDs, there are still occasions when the
turntable needs to be called back into
service.
Many musical nuggets are overlooked
by music researchers who compile
libraries for CDs. Also, some records will
never be transferred to adigital format.
While record production is limited in this
country, I
2- inch discs continue to be a
vital medium in the U.K. and Japan.
Polydor is re-releasing older recordings

Lim
Fig. 1: Proper azimuth adjustment of
the cartridge is essential to good
stereo separation. In this exaggerated
view, the front edge of the cartridge
and its reflection are not parallel
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on vinyl. Vintage jazz and classical
recordings are being pressed in Japan and
the LPs sold by subscription.
You may not have given much thought
lately to stylus selection, record care and
aligning aturntable system for best sound.
These are worth consideration.

sive cleaning is called for occasionally.
While cleaning cannot correct for
scratches and wear, asurprising improvement in sound quality is possible when
really grungy discs are washed. While
there are commercial devices such as
"Nitty Gritty" that spray and vacuum 12-

if"."111

tracking force. The best sound usually is
achieved by operating as close to maximum specified tracking force as possible.
Unfortunately, record wear also increases
with tracking force.
At the other extreme, if tracking force
is set too light, the stylus can lose contact
with the groove walls on high-amplitude
passages resulting in record damage.
Next check the anti-skating adjustment.
Some of the better hi-fi turntables come
with calibrated anti-skate adjustments.
Ideally, if you set the anti-skate knob so
it matches the setting of stylus pressure,
the anti-skate will be perfect. Most broadSee TURNTABLE, page 48

ARP
Fig. 2: Vertical tracking angle is adjusted by raising or lowering the height of
the tonearm so that the diamond tip is parallel with the record surface
While the Shure SC- 35C and the
Stanton 680 and 681 series of cartridges
have become industry standards owing to
their ruggedness, neither has the same
clean and transparent sound of an audiophile device.
If you are dubbing direct from disc to
hard drive, some possible alternatives might
be the Shure V I5VxMR and the AudioTechnica AT440ML. A quality external
A/D converter is also aprerequisite.
Squeaky clean
Radio stations put far more wear on
vinyl than the average user and an aggres-

You'll find endless features and more than
forty cool effects in every box of Cool Edit Pro!

P.O. Box 62255
Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA
cepro@ syntrillium.com
1-888-941-7100

1,011- free saks, USA and Canada)

tel: + 1-480 -941-4327

fax + 1-480-941-8170

sooa see*.

inch discs, their cost is hard to justify for
infrequent use.
You can wash discs by hand using a
mixture of 1gallon distilled water, 90 ml
isopropyl alcohol and 1gram of dishwashing detergent. You will also need anatural
bristle paint brush, trimmed so the bristles
are stiff enough to get into the grooves but
not stiff enough to scratch the record.
Lay the record flat and pour a small
amount of cleaning fluid on the surface.
Brush in the direction of the grooves.
Spray off the detergent in the sink, do a
final rinse with distilled water and let the
discs dry in adish rack.
For more routine cleaning, the
Discwasher record care system with D4+
fluid has long been the industry standard.
The SC- 2 stylus care system and the
cleaning system are available at many hi-fi
stores and online retailers.
The checkout of aturntable begins with
the enclosure. It needs to be perfectly level, isolated and non-resonant at audio frequencies. Using agood carpenter's level,
verify proper alignment front to back and
side to side.
Most turntable pedestals have floor levelers to make fixing this an easy process.
The pedestal must also have enough mass
so that the stylus does not pick up footsteps, building vibrations or feedback
from monitor speakers. The latter is particularly hideous, as it can cause loss of
definition in addition to feedback.
The usual remedy is to load the
pedestal with cement blocks or sandbags.
It is important to weigh the pedestal down
evenly and check for proper level again
when finished. In older buildings, be sure
the floor can withstand the added weight.
If the pedestal is an enclosure- withinan-enclosure scheme, make sure that the
inner cabinet does not touch the outer and
that all wiring has sufficient slack.
The tonearm
Check tracking force of the stylus on a
regular basis.
Some tonearms are self-calibrating. For
these, slide the weight to the 0grams setting and then balance the arm in ahorizontal position using the rear weight. The
scale on the arm now will be an accurate
guide to tracking force.
For other tonearms, use astylus force
gauge to check tracking. Often, this is atrial-and-error process of adding or subtracting weight and balancing several times.
The Shure SFG-2 Stylus Tracking Force
Gauge is avaluable tool in this process.
Tradeoffs will be made in adjusting the

Continued from page 45
Kennedy is about to whisk me aside
and offer me aposition in his office.
Ivalue my membership in the
Audio Engineering Society. But, I
wonder when that truck is going to
back up to the door with my free
Sony Oxford console in it, just
because Igot the "lucky" ticket when
Ijoined.
And for joining SMPTE, Ishould
at least be able to understand that
whole time code thing by now. But at
least Iam staying busy.
What's up, doc?
Quite possibly, the most curious
situation Ihave found myself in is as
avideo puppeteer.
Ifigured as long as Ihad some
free time, Imight pursue some work
in acting, voiceovers or whatever
other performance-based work may
come my way. Once Iput out the
word Iwas available, a few nibbles
came along. Among those that nibbled, the folks producing acable TV
show called "Ten Acre Park."
This is akid show done with puppets, stressing ecology and the repercussions of carving massive housing
tracts out of the wilderness with little
regard to its native woodland inhabitants. All Ihave to do is talk in afunny
voice and stick my arm into asock
stitched together to look like arabbit.
As the Muppets got their start on
Washington television back in the day.
Ireasoned lightning might strike twice
and it would he fun to be there for the
ride when and if the show took off.
By the time this is published, we are
hoping to have two shows in the can
and be underway with at least four
more before any single episode hits the
air. The producer wishes to get the Ten
Acre Park tapes "bicycled" to other
cable systems in our area in need of
relevant children's programs.
For now, Iam pleased to be staying
busy to an extent. Nothing would
make me happier than punching the
full-time clock again in radio, but
there is plenty to do to with all of
these ancillary projects. Now, besides
listing "broadcaster" and "author" on
my résumé, I can now include
"Capitol Hill correspondent" and
"educator," right below the acronyms
"AES," "SMPTE" and "SBE."
Oh, and "Hops the Puppet Bunny"
— Maybe Ican put that in really tiny
type.
Alan Peterson can be reached
at alanpeterson@earthlink.net
Ne rabbit jokes please.
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Mic Boom Arms
•Noise-free, precision
microphone placement
*Holds amultitude of mics
*Black or beige finish
•Large selection of mounts
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For AM direr nonals ss ith studio located at transmitter site.

These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is afactor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.
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FAX 740 592 3898

2 Input AES3 Switcher
2 XLR Outputs, 2 BNC Outputs
Remote Control/Status
Uses:
Main/Alt. Transmitter Audio Switching
Digital Studio Switcher
Professional Digital Dubbing

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5 Crestview Avenue
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Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Tel. ( 914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916

Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com

www.gorman-redlich.com/jimg@gorman-redlich.com

Tri Maze Complete AM FM Processing Package

Model TM4013
• 60 dB control range.

Tri Maze

• Meets all NRSC requirements.
• Time domain contoured, integrated release.
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• Easy access compression and mix controls.
• Dip switch selectable pre and de- emphasis, 75 or 150 uS.
• Mix down peak metering, permits precise yet simple setup.
• Triggered absolute level expansion, auto- mode for voice or music.
• Zero hysteresis post filter clipping, provides up to 2dB loudness
without center channel distortion products
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•Transformer or active balanced outputs
•XLR inputs and outputs ( DA206/DA412)
•Barrier strip connections ( DA208/DA416)
•Individual smooth log taper controls
•Jumper inputs to multiply outputs
Call or write for free detailed brochure
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DC-Live
Continued from page 43

resolutions for the Fast Fourier
Transform ( FFT) size. By providing a
choice of FFT size, DC- Live breaks the
audio spectrum up into more bands, thus
increasing the frequency resolution of the
filter and giving the filter greater ability
to discern between frequency and noise.
In the effects menu, the dynamics
processor has an added automatic level
control ( ALC or AGC) to its existing
expander/gate and de-esser functions.
The ALC allows widely disparate sounds
like that of an interviewer and his guest
on the phone or of abasebel commentator and the crowd noise to be automatically set to the same level by bringing all
sound below a set threshold up and all
sounds above the threshold down.
To test the ALC, Iused arecording of
an oral history interview that Ihad made
on the phone recently. The ALC balanced
my overly loud level with the very low
level of the interviewee on the other end
of the phone — anice tool.
EnhancedAudio has an enhancer
check box accompanying the Dynamic
Noise Filter. By checking this box, the
DNF will expand all signals above the set
threshold and above the variable highpass corner frequency.
Since the DNF is attenuating hiss and
other noise components below those
points, it allows an increase in the brightness of program material without emphasizing hiss. Itested it on an old Armed
Forces electronic transcript (ET) disk and
it provided a nice increase in the highfrequency content with little or no
increase in noise.
Two additional tube types have been
added to the Virtual Valve Amplifier: 2A3
Push- Pull and 2A3 Single-Ended. The
virtual push-pull tube was implemented
at the suggestion of guitarist/inventor Les
Paul who used the 2A3 triode in the
amplifiers at his home studios where
many of his recordings were mastered.
The main menu also sports anew set
of colorful VU meters that are always
present and much more responsive than
the older ones.
No mixed drinks while blending
The Channel Blender tool has been
designed to provide several useful functions.
The tool can eliminate turntable rumble while improving bass response without deteriorating mid- and high-frequency stereo separation. It can also reduce
FM stereo multi-path distortion, taming
the Ping-Pong effect of early stereo
recordings and extracting ambiance
information from stereo recordings.
The feature accomplishes these processes through variable right and left channel
sliders, plus an option to blend to mono
above or below acertain set frequency.
Additionally, the application has the ability
to invert one or both of the channels. While
fairly simple and straightforward to use, the
Channel Blender provides an excellent
means to deal with some common and
annoying problems.
At the bottom of the Effects menu is
an interesting expander and compressor
called Punch and Crunch. The feature
breaks the audio spectrum into four
bands and each of them is independently
expanded or compressed dependent upon
where its individual threshold is set.
This application was primarily designed
to improve the intelligibility of forensic

STUDIO SESSIONS
recordings, but can be used for radio station
related applications including uncompressing an overly compressed signal, improving
the signal-to-noise ratio of noisy recordings
or compressing the output to maximize its
signal on the dial.
A well-muscled computer and asound
card capable of duplex operation is needed in order to explore DC- Live to the
fullest in its Live Preview mode. Initially,
Iwas unable to use the Live Preview
mode even though the sound card Iused
was full duplex capable.
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DC- Live Dynamics Processor
Iwas unable to stop the input and output sound from streaming simultaneously. Eventually, the company provided a
sound card that solved the problem.
Early on Iused aPentium-II 350 MHz
processor and it was not able to handle
all the filters Iwanted to use in stereo at
44.1 kHz sampling rate. The sound output would stutter after just afew minutes
of processing. When Iupgraded to a
Pentium- II 650 MHz processor, these
problems disappeared.
Kyle K. Betts, vice president of sales
at EnhancedAudio, suggests that a
Pentium-II 500 is the minimum for using
the Live Mode and that Windows 98 SE
is a must, which Ifound out the hard
way. I began testing operating on
Windows 95 and, although it performed
remarkably well, did experience afew
crashes that were almost certainly operating-system related.
He also emphasizes that agood sound
card is a must and recommends the
LynxOne or the WaveTerminal 2496
from Egosys as two good examples.
DC-Live can be purchased directly from
EnhancedAudio.com Inc. for $995. For that
money, the customer gets just about every
conceivable digital audio restoration tool
imaginable plus the unprecedented ability
to use them in real time.
Read Burgan is afree-lance writer and
aformer public radio station manager.
He can be reached at (906) 296-0652 or
e-mail him at rgb@bresnanlink.net.

Turntable
Continued from page 46

cast- quality tonearms have no such
adjustment, but avisual check can give
arough idea of what is going on.
Shine alight on the front of the tonearm while playing arecord. Notice
whether the stylus is centered in the
holder or pulling to the right or left.
Pulling to either side indicates that the
anti-skating is grossly out of alignment.
Adjustment may be made using an
oscilloscope in the X/Y mode connected to the L+R turntable outputs and a
test record.
While playing back a high-amplitude lateral cut, observe the scope
trace. You should see astraight line at a
45-degree angle. Mistracking is indicated if the line is bent at the ends.
Adjust the anti- skating for a straight
line to indicate symmetrical clipping.
The cartridge
While head alignment is a wellunderstood maintenance procedure for
reel-to-reel machines, adjusting cartridge geometry for best sound is less
common, but just as important.
For many of these adjustments, an
alignment tool such as Cart Align, once
manufactured by Cart Align Research
Company of Plainsboro, N.J., is
required. I've had mine for many years.
A similar product is called the DB
Protrac Cartridge Alignment Protractor.
If you know of good sources for
these devices, write to us at
radioworld@imaspub.com
Overhang refers to the distance the
stylus extends beyond the center of the
turntable. This may be checked either
with Cart Align or via the overhang
adjustment tool that comes with the
headshell. Cart Align has the advantage
of taking into consideration the mounting
position of the tonearm on the surface.
Some headshells allow the cartridge
to slide back and forth, while others
have aseries of tapped holes where the
cartridge may be mounted. In any
event, the overhang should be ( 1/16inch from the reference line.
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good stereo separation.
To adjust the azimuth, check the
reflection of the front edge of the
cartridge and verify that it is parallel
with the line scribed on Cart Align
(see Fig. 1on page 46).
With asmall hand mirror, make sure
that the front edge of the cartridge and
its reflection are parallel. You may need
to bend the cartridge mounting ears gently to achieve perfect alignment or
mount a small rubber grommet under
the cartridge so that the mounting
screws function for adjustments.
The vertical tracking angle must be
adjusted so the diamond tip is parallel
with the record surface when viewed
from the side. Raising or lowering the
arm height, as illustrated in Fig. 2,
adjusts it.
Finally, the lateral angle of the cartridge needs to be adjusted so that the
shank of the stylus is parallel with the
tonearm tube as viewed from the top or
bottom ( Fig. 3). Maladjustment will
result in a fixed tracking error and
added distortion.
Once mechanical adjustments have
been verified, it is on to electronic
alignment.
RIAA curves
The only accurate way to confirm
compliance to the RIAA equalization
curve is by using the frequency
response bands on atest record.
It is not uncommon to find that
response is down 10 to 15 dB at 15
kHz. Usually, the problem is the result
of a mismatch in load capacitance
and/or resistance between the cartridge
and preamp.
While 47 kilohms is the standard
resistance value, load capacitance can
vary from cartridge to cartridge. When
the capacitance of the cables connecting the tonearm to preamp is added in,
there is only a slim chance that the
loading capacitor of the preamp is the
correct value.
A few of the high- end consumer
preamps have trimmer caps, which can
be adjusted for a flat response at the
high end. However, matching the cartridge to load is usually a trial- and
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For more information contact
EnhancedAudio.com Inc. in
Pennsylvania at ( 888) 887-2237 or
the Web site at www.tracert

Fg. 3: The lateral angle of the cartridge is adjusted so that the shank of
the cartridge is parallel with the edge of the head shell.
Next, the lateral angle of the cartridge must be adjusted so that the
shank of the stylus is parallel with
the tonearm tube as viewed from the
top or bottom. Deviations will result
in a fixed tracking error and added
distortion.
Cartridge azimuth is defined as the
perpendicular angle of the stylus to the
record when viewed from the front of
the cartridge. Proper azimuth is vital to

error process of soldering capacitors in
series or parallel until the right combination is achieved.
While LPs surpassing the sound
quality of CDs is unlikely, critical
adjustment of all parts in the system can
make adifference in closing that gap.
Tom Vernon is a multimedia consultant in Philadelphia. Reach him
at ( 717) 367-5595 or by e-mail at
tivernon@blazenetnet•

Products & Services Showcase
Bite
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The Best in Sound Furniture

r/?,•'/i:0-0 04!)

j•
Since 1979 Mager Systems has been
designing and fabricating exquisite custom studio
furniture for the broadcast industry nationwide. Our
unique award winning furniture offers true solid wood
premium construction, 3D drawings and design, delivery and
installation. Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on solid surface tops
exclusively, that will long out last wood edges and laminates. Our quality furniture
is very affordable, and can accommodate every budget from economy to
showplace. We know the broadcast industry is changing everyday, so,
if you haven't looked at Mager Systems lately, its time you checked to
see what we have new to offer like Turnkey Prewiring. Call us
today and find out why Mager Systems is the best in sound furniture.

THE ULTIMATE STUDIO AUTOMATION SYSTEM

Announcer 5.1

(
e.eieetatin.9,60 (Yea

4 ettai.i.* 9?dutitt

THE MOST COMPLETE FM
TEST SET AVAILABLE
AND IT'S A GREAT MOD MONITOR TOO!

c

Complete
proof of
performance
instrument
• Frequency
agile

75412 Highway 25
Covington, LA. 70435 U.S.A.
1-800-624-7626

Creates a completely automatic radio station
Mix music 8i superimpose sounds in real time
Incorporates announcing and music in real time
Fade in fade out mix in real time
Discriminates by Genre in generic programming
Neutralizes loss & Deterioration of records
Program commercials 8i music in drag & drop without limits
Compressed audio (WAV, MP2, MP3)

• Converts
standard XY
scope into a
spectrum

www.freeland-inc.com

analyzer

Email freeland-inc.com©freeland-inc.com

The QEI Model 691 Modulation Monitor and Test
Package is a high technology precision instrument that
set a new standard for FM performance measur9ment
tools. We also manufacture a very comprehensive FM
transmitter _ Me. Contact QEI today and let us put our

Has been installed in many radio stations worldwide with
spectacular results.
For More info on ANNOUNCER 5.1 Contact:

innovations to work for your station. Contact our sales
department at 81)0-334-9154 (
International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisales@qei-broadcast.com.
http://www.qei-broadcast.com

D&C Electronics

QEI CORPORATION

1-800-881-2374 in USA
352-688-2374 outside US
dandcelectronics.com
—

AEI

COME SEE 8. TRY THE SYSTEM AT BOOTH R3027 IN
LAS VEGAS AT THE NAB 2001 SHOW

The CircuitWerkes HC-3Autocoupler
Wakes

•
•

min

IIC-3 shown with optional ;ark m7nint

More Features. Better Price.
» Auto-connect and disconnect.
Two- Year limited warranty.

Optional

> Suggested list only $ 229.
> Simple, acti ve hybrid with

S. Momentary or latching dry
contacts at pickup.

-

a9
4ak

Reach key broadcast
rofessionals!

te\

RADIO WORLD
Products and Service, She,provides aperfect medium
for marketing your
products and services.

send &

recieve communications.
• Remote

connections

include: aux. relay closure,

connections on screw terms.

pickup-enable, remote pick

or, optionally, rack mounted.

e

unbalanced. In/Out for
simultaneous

Audio, control and power
Metal case can be wall/desk

Attention Advertisers!

ComboLok

rings/on-line status & power.
numberof rings.

Yo

800-334-9154\856-728-2020
856-629-1751 Fax

provides passwordsecurity.

LED Indicators for incoming
1> Answers on user selectable

If You Cclp
Make tR

PO Box 805
Williamstown NJ 08094 USA

It's an efficient, effective and
affordable advertising option!

up trigger, call end sink, &
Ring/ Online sink.

Dual rack mount available.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place
Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352)335-6555 / fax 380-0230
e-mail sales @circuitwerkes.com
htty://www.circuitwerkes.com

6016 FM Antenna Condé Nast Building New YOfil City

Shively Lab

(207) 647-3327
888-SHIVELY
www.shive4i.com
sales@shively.com

For more information including
and deadlines contact your sal
representative or Simone Mulli
at 70$-998-7600, ext. 154

to request amedia kit.

Maze LUderId

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

Acousticsnrsr
TFr.ii. 888-785-2900

SWR 6- bay FM antenna,
coax adaptor for 7/8 to 1-5/8
cable, Delta TCT-4 RF current
xmfr with 10A meter. Bob
Zellmer,
New
Directions
Media, POB 2224, Greeley
CO 80632. 970-353-6522.

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Marantz 16 amp, used in
large Nashville recording studio,
works
great, $ 1000
+shpg; Marantz 7T pre- amp
also used in recording studio,
works fine. $ 500 + shpg;
Pioneer QA- 800-A integrated
amp/preamp w/wood case, will
reproduce all forms of Quad
stereo, works great, $ 150
+shpg. John Deering, CCCA,
1206 Cartwright Cir North.
Goodlettesville TN 37072.
615-855-1068.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

LPFM ANTENNAS

$95!

3db gain single bay
fmbroadcasters.com

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
Audicord DLPM, single play
cart machine, excel cond, in
box, never used, $500. Mark
Larsen, KBQR, POB 20335,
Piedmont CA 94620. 510-4656035.
BE Triple deck in gd cond,
record mode needs work, 200
carts free, $ 500/60. Curt
Marker, WHWL, 130 Carmen
Dr, Marquette MI 49855. 906249-1423.

10 or 12 bay FM antenna on
105.7 FM MHz for station in
OK. Brian Dodge, KTTL, 93
Landmark Dr, Brattleboro VT
05301. 802-254-6078.
400' guyed tower able to hold
12- bay FM & STL. RPU & 2way. Brian Dodge, KTTL, 93
Landmark Dr, Brattleboro VT
05301. 802-254-6078.
AUDIO
PRODUCTION

Gates/ATC PB150 & CPR/D
(60's) record amp & 3 playback/record decks, working
but needs repairs, includes
manual, BO. Rudy Paolangeli,
RP Media, 324 South Geneva
St, Ithaca NY 14850. 607-2735773.
ITC 30 deck cart PB machine
w/single-tone
stop
cue
decoder cards, mint cond, low
hrs, intermittent use, $ 750.
Frank
Roberts,
KLRU-TV,
FOB 7158, Austin TX 78713.
512-892-7622.

Want to Sell

Great Antenna
Great Price!
HALL

Orban
424A
professional
stereo broadcast limiter, excel
cond, $ 550. Mark Schackow,
Mark Schackow Recording,
307 4th Ave, E., Lemmon SD
57638. 605-374-3424.

Old ATC & Gates, BO. Bob
Zellmer,
New
Directions
Media, FOB 2224, Greeley
CO 80632. 970-353-6522.

Eiedronics
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
poll coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiasttnet.

04AAlesis dual EQ. 30 band
pro EQ, excel cond, $ 150.
Gene
Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studio, POB
396, Mexico IN 46958. 765985-2224.
Want to Buy

•
-•
-fo
Weather- resistant
aluminum tower
signs for
compliance with
47 CFR Part 17.4(g) - .

AntennaSigns.com
800-526-4817, ext. 115

frown Me DIOPylo Line a 04 at Hand IncioOdes. Inc

ERI medium power, 4- bay
CP on 94.5 MHz to be picked
up in NH, $3000. Brian Dodge,
WWNH, POB 69, Dover NH
03821. 603-742-8575.

Yamaha BP- 2 bass generator
unit. Need schematic and/or
any info avail for this unit, electronics also desired. Bob
Meuse, Muse Audio Arts, 191
E El Camino Real #209. Mtn
View CA 94040. 650-9692433.

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
Phelps- Dodge cable adaptor,
1-5/8 to 3-1/8 inch. Andrew L44 cable fittings. Bob Zellmer,
New Directions Media, POB
2224, Greeley CO 80632.
970-353-6522.

To advertise
call Simone at
/03-998-7600, ext. 154

Want to Buy
Sentry
Systems
FS- 12
Format Sentry audio switcher
& expansion interface or possibly
earlier
model,
working/repairable codition.
Robert Savage, WYSL, 5620
South Lima Rd, Box 236. Avon
NY 14414. 716-346-3000.

superiorbroadcast.com
Jimmie Joynt

Phone 800/279-3326

COMPLETE
FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTERrANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040

Fax 800/644-5958

DISCO- PRO
SOUND EQUIP
Want to Sell
Peavey SP- 1 & SP- 2, pair of
each, BO. John Peace, Audio
Production Experts, 4498 W
Blitsgel
Dr,
Florence SC
29501. 843-669-1719.
FINANCIAL/
LEASING SERVICES
STATION
OWNERS, BUSINESS OWNERS- turn your
invoices receivables
into
cash.
We
buy
invoices accounts receivable
nationwide- no credit reports,
no
tax
returnsLyndon
Snyder- 718-347-2940.
LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING
Want to Sell
CBS Lab Audirnax 4440, $175 or
2/$300. David Senzig, WJQ, 5658
143rd Ave, Holland MI 49423. 616394-1260.
Soundcraftsman 10 band stereo
graphic EQ with wood cast., used
in production studio, $ 100 +shpg.
John Deering, CCCA, 1206
Cartwright
Cir
North.
Goodlettesville TN 37072. 615855-1068.
Alesis 3630 in excel cond, $ 150.
Gene
Whittenberger.
Whittenberger Studio, FOB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.

"You Know We Know Radio"

CONSOLES
Want to Sell

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

Transmitters, Antennas, STL Systems

contact

Technics SLP-1200 ( 2), hardly ever used, both in excel
cond, $ 750 ea + shpg. John
Deering,
CCCA,
1206
Cartwright
Cir
North,
Goodlettesville TN 37072.
615-855-1068.

REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair

Tube type models for Collins 212
consoles. Bob Zellmer, New
Directions Media, POB 2224,
Greeley CO 80632. 970-3536522.

CD PLAYERS
Want to Sell

18041 984-4255

Shure M267 pro portable mic
mixer w/limiter, 4input, $1R5. Mark
Larsen, KBQR, FOB 20335,
Piedmont CA 94620. 510-4656035.

Pence.

ited equipmente

galling ueed equipment?

Aluminum rack spacer. 1
rack unit deep, $ 10; Zonex
metal stop- watch, cracked
cover, but works fine, $ 10.
Elliott
Ribner,
3532-A
Wyoming St, St Louis MO
63118. 314-771-2155.

Rack.) Ulirld

Broadcast EquIpmen
Exchange
To advertise. call
703-998-7600. ext. 154

Lincoln 30kW roto phase converter. Converts single phase
240V to 3- phase power, BO.
Lloyd Mintamyer, KOOD, FOB
9, Bunker Hill KS 67626. 785483-6990.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell

Gates/Harris Executive, 10
stereo channels, large VOA
knobs, few modifications, fair
to gd shape, $ 1250 + shpg.
Lyndon Snyder. Fax only to
718-962-7003.
RCA BC- 18 stereo bdct console w/8 faders, 32 inputs, 2
mic-preamps, in gd cond,
includes manual, $ 500. Jay
Towne, KOLU, 4921 West
Wernett, Pasco WA 99301.
509-547-2062 or fax 509-5440340.
Topaz Project 8 studio console
with
meter
bridge,
24x8x2, excellent shape, $975
+shpg. Joel Block, Production
Block Studios, 512-472-8975.

EV 635, $40 or 4/$100. David
Senzig, WJQ, 5658 143rd Ave.
Holland MI 49423. 616-3941260.
Shure Unidyne S-55 unidirectional mic, adjustable impedance, with stand adaptor &
cable, $ 150;
Sennheiser
MD421-U-5, case cracked in
back & repaired, works fine.
$125; EV 645TR noise canceling mic, screws into telephone
mouthpiece, $ 10. Elliott Ribner,
3532-A Wyoming St, St Louis
MO 63118. 314-771-2155.
Telex
V-220
sportscaster
headers ( 2) wimule xlr plugs &
cough button, $ 100 ea or
$175/both.
J
Wilsbach,
WMSS,
214
Race
St,
Middletown PA 17057. 717948-9136.
Shure condenser headset
mic w/pre-amp, cable & case,
$75; Audio-Technica AT9400
stereo condenser mic, $ 300.
Mark Larsen, KBQR, FOB
20335, Piedmont CA 94620.
510-465-6035.
Want to Buy
RCA 77- DX,
44-BX,
KU3A's, WE- 639's, On- Air &
recording lights wanted, top
dollar paid! 615-352-3456,
FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmtehome.com.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.

Hnat-Hinds FM stereo Uttramod
with pilot.
Bob Zellmer, New
Directions Media, FOB 2224.
Greeley CO 80632. 970-3536522.
Micmix 265 Dynaflanger, complete studio effects unit in a1rack
unit package, fully remotable, great
cond, $400. Frank Roberts,
KLRU-TV, POB 7158. Austin TX
78713. 512-892-7622.
Urei LA-4, very gd cond, $350. Ed
Stimac, Northern Skywave, 5608
Santa Cruz Dr, Hanover Park IL
60103. 630-830-9093 lv message
Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild 660s
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's &
any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST, 972-271-7625.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell

You're in the
right place!

Want to Buy

Want to Sell
S.W.R. FM Antennas

Collins 212-F1, extra modules &
remote portable model 12Z, tube
type. Bob Zellmer, New Directions
Media, FOB 2224, Greeley CO
80632. 970-153-6522.

RF Warning Signs
9"x 12" $ 13.95
10"x 19"$19.95

nedronics

CAUTION

811-b 984-42«

Panafax UF 300 office fax,
BO; Qenlis SP2 color page
scanner, BO. David Senzig,
WJQ,
5658
143 rd
Ave,
Holland MI 49423. 616-3941260.
ProTools Digidesign 001 24bit audio production system,
almost new, with D- Verb and
AudioSuite, $695 + shpg. Phil
Mezzetti, Production Block
Studios. 512-472-8975.
ROTRON BLOWERS » ID PlAll BLOOMS. '
new & rebuilt for Ekom, Hams, OEA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Monderson si. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Bogen Friday 2- line 8 mailbox voicemail answering system, many features, all digital,
$200. Mark Larsen, KBQR,
FOB 20335, Piedmont CA
94620. 510-465-6035.
Cellcast ROS400, like new
wipwr supply & headset/mic.
BO.
John
Peace,
Audio
Production Experts, 4498 W
Blitsgel Dr,
Florence SC
29501. 843-669-1719.

Radio World

HALL
706 Rose Hill Dr.

Electronics
Charlottesville Va. 22901

804-984-4255 ( Voice)

804-984-3299 ( Fax)

This Months Deal:
Tascarn DA 30 MKII
DAT Recorders
Rebuilt $ 595.00
vid 30 day warrenty

Lots more Used / Rebuilt
gear on our website.
Visit our web site for more information.
soles@halls.com www.halls.com tech@halls.com ,
\\-

BEE
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BAY COUNTRY

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment

Want to Sell

View The Latest List On Line At
http://www.baycountry.com Or
Call And We Will Fax It To You.

Zephyrs four cards #304,
excel cond, BO. Curt Marker,
WHWL,
130 Carmen Dr,
Marquette MI 49855. 906-2491423.

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220

RECORDERS

Phone 410-335-31 36
FAX 786-5 1
3-08 1
2
E-mail: baycountrepcbank.net
Member of BBB

Wollensak 1500SS portable
tape recorder. Records &
plays 1/4" tape up to 7" reels,
1/2 track heads have no wear
on them, machine in excel
cond, $ 149 + shpg. Lyndon
Snyder. Fax only to 718-9627003.
Akal X-100D custom deck in
case, excel cond, $225. Gene
Whittenberger, Whittenberger
Studio, POB 396, Mexico IN
46958. 765-985-2224.

Want to Sell

Lots of tubes from receiving
to smaller transmitters. Fax
your request for specific needs
to 970-353-6523. Transmit
ceramic & black capacitors,
vacuum caps & large coils.
Bob Zellmer, New Directions
Media, POB 2224, Greeley
CO 80632. 970-353-6522.
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin
& Belar. Many to choose from,
tuned & calibrated on your frequency,
full
guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886.

Ampex 600 portable tape
recorder,
tube
type
in
Samsonite case, 1/4" FT
heads in gd shape, $250/60
+shpg. Lyndon Snyder. Fax
only to 718-962-7003.
Revox A-77 rack mount kit,
$35; Revox A-77 shorting
plug, $ 10; Revox A-77 power
cord, $ 10; ( 2) rubber holddown plugs to keep 7" reels on
the hub, $ 5. Elliott Ribner,
3532-A Wyoming St, St Louis
MO 63118. 314-771-2155.
Sony T-C 850, $200. David
Senzig, WJQ, 5658 143rd Ave,
Holland MI 49423. 616-3941260.

ITC Cart Recorders
Parts & Service

Now At

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
(800) 848-4428

51

Tascam 22-2 (
2), in working
order, BO. John Peace, Audio
Production Experts, 4498 W
Blitsgel
Dr,
Florence SC
29501. 843-669-1719.
Tascam 234 Syncaset 4 trk
pro cassette for bdct/project
use, like new cond, have several avail, BO. Patrick Wahl,
WWIB/WOGO, 2396 State
Highway 53, Chippewa Falls,
WI 54729. 715-723-1037.
Tascam 32 in excellent cond,
very little use, rack mount,
$800/60.
Curt
Marker,
WHWL,
130 Carmen Dr,
Marquette MI 49855. 906-2491423.
REMOTE &
MICROWAVE

Ampex AG-440C (
2) in gd cond,
one needs brake adjustment.
$500/130. Curt Marker, WHWL.
130 Carmen Dr, Marquette MI
49855. 906-249-1423.
MCI JH1100 remote controls
(2), Magnecord PT6 electronics.
Bob
Zellmer,
New
Directions Media, POB 2224,
Greeley CO 80632. 970-3536522.

Want to Sell
Marti
M306,
BO.
David
Senzig, WJQ, 5658 143rd Ave,
Holland MI 49423. 616-3941260.
Comrex LX-T encoder, $325.
Mark Larsen, KBQR, POB
20335, Piedmont CA 94620.
510-465-6035.

CONSULTANTS
EVANS
S

s

oc

gist

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

C°nsuiting

Convnunications

is

Engineers

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

EXPERTS IN:
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure
210 S. Main St., Thiensville, WI 53092, (262) 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045
http://www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
Am-Fm-Tv-LpTv
• FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

• AM Directional Antennas

•STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

• Station Inspections

ir 1-301-913-9287
(301)913-5799 • 5272 Riser Rd. #460 • Bethesda. MD 20816}

MUNN-REESE, INC.
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

AM- FM- TV

GRAHAM BROCK,

I
NC.

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocation to
Operation KM/FM/TV/AUX Services;
Field \Milt:Antenna and
Facilities Design

Over 35 years
P.O. Box 220, 100 Airport Dr.
Coldwater, MI 49036
517 -278-7339 or Fax 517-278-6973
wayne@munn-reese.com

engineering
and consulting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

www.grahambrock.com

M Celenza
Communications Consultants

E-mail: info@owleng.com

1-800-797-1338

PC - SOFTWARE
AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping--S11 Paths
RFHAZ-US Census PopCount
FAA Tower-Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
-Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

Applications Amendments

7Wilak...rià•ei-xeware

& Upgrades

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston. Texas

888-625-5649

•

800- 743- DOUG

tlfe.
datawePlt

TV-$550: LPTV-$550:FM-$250:
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote

Fax (763) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 785-4115 ',I, mt., Ar(i

AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

FREQUENCY SEARCH • $ 199
FM APPLICATIONS • $ 1199
LPF14 APPLICATIONS • $ 748
(LOU fee includesireq search')

mi‘.datavt orld.com
8181-368-575-1

Low Cost Flat Fee
We make trips all across the U.S.
Call to get on our schedule.

T and T Measurements
800-687-9161
email: Itaft@2fords.net
tandtmeasurements.com

intemet: silverlakeaudio.com
Gates 50's ERA tube type 2-channel remote mixer, Collins 12Z tube
type remote mixer 4-channel. Bob
Zellmer, New Directions Media,
POB 2224, Greeley CO 80632.
970-353-6522.
Gentner EFT900 analog telephone codec for POTS, BO.
Patrick Wahl, WWIB/WOGO,
2396 State
Highway 53,
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729.
715-723-1037.
WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines
Zephyrs
lens

ST1's
Flit Mr Amps

Audio

Test Equipment

Computer tools by Ron
Balonis at www.computertoolboxes.com.
STATIONS
Want to Buy
AM or FM station located in
RI, MA or CT area. Non-commercial or commercial, no station to small, will consider partnership.
Michael
Cardillo,
Stacks of Wax Production, 151
Morgan
St,
Cranston
RI
02920. 401-942-8341.
TAPES/CARTS
/REELS/CD's

FU Exciters

It we don't here It, we wit get NI
8C888, INC. (800) 438-8040
"You Know We Know Radon

Moseley 505, CCA type IDS
wire line remote control.
McMartin RPU TBM-1100R
receiver & 1150 50W xmtr,
both on 161.70. Bob Zellmer,
New Directions Media, POB
2224, Greeley CO 80632.
970-353-6522.
SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325.
Bob Zellmer, New Directions
Media, POB 2224, Greeley
CO 80632. 970-353-6522.
Buying or selling used equipment?
Advertise here ,'
Radio Worlds Broadcast
Equipment Exchange
For details, cell 703-998-7600. eut 154

Want to Sell
Ampex 406 & Scotch 206 ( 20
reels), 1.5mil, back-coated on
10.5" reels, in boxes, used but
not worn, with an occasional
splice, $ 60; ( 22) empty 10.5"
reels, mostly plastic, some
metal, $30; ( 5) assorted r- r
tapes, $ 15. Elliott Ribner,
3532-A Wyoming St, St Louis
MO 63118. 314-771-2155.
Tascam MKII-B (
2) classic
Tascam 122 MKIIB pro cassette
deck, low hrs, very good cond,
$600 ea. Ed Stimac, Northern
Skywave, 5608 Santa Cruz Dr,
Hanover Park IL 60103. 630830-9093 lv message.
TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
CiEl 691/01 modulation monitor/test
unit,
excel
cond,
$3800/60.
Stee
Kneprath,
KBHZ, 311 West 4th St, Wilmar
MN 56201. 320-894-7828.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Coverage Maps - $ 39

FROM STOCK

ï

MBC Consulting
(800) 219-7461
www.mbcradio.org/consulting

Nlarket Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages
info adataworld.rom
fax: 301-656-5341

Fax: 631-928-1905

AM Annual
NRSC Spectrum
Measurements

Want to Sell

(Tea, FIT At IDIO PACK ACIFS

Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776

Amendments & Upgrades
Field Work « Site Construction
MX Resolutions • Petitions

Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077

SOFTWARE/
DATABASES

TELOS-Zephyr
COMREX-Hotline, Vector
MUSICAM-Prima

-911111111111,

IztiOliU2.111
LEUE'llelISS!
1-2-1zAt.,11 /111-111/-1E LLD,

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite

Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
e-mail: link @ surcom.com web: www.surcom.coin

11111MIU
...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

Call Simone Mullins for more information
at 1-800-336-3045 ext. 154.

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnet.att. net

o
BEE
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TEST EQUIPMENT front.)

REBUILT
POWER TUBES
APPROXIMATELY
1
/2 THE

COST OF NEW!
Potomac AA51 8i AG51 precision
audio test set, audio generator &
analyzer with all accessories,
$3000. Ed Stimac, Northern
Skywave, 5608 Santa Cruz Dr,
Hanover Pari< IL 60103. 630-8309093 lv message.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
BEXT TRANSMITTERS —
Call for demos, closeouts,
full warranty. 619-239-8462.
0E1 1kW 695-T with 675
exciter, excel cond, $ 6500.
Robert Beller, XKIT, North
Highway 385, Dalhart TX
79022. 806-249-4747.
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STb FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc 18001 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
Continental 315-R "
Power
Rock" pulse modulated five
KW AM xmtr. Continental
Communications.
314-6644497.
Email:
contcomm@fiasenet.
Continental 831-D2 2.5KW
FM
xmtr.
Continental
Communications.
314-6644497.
Email:
contcomm@fiasttnet.
Harris MW-5-B five KW pulse
modulated AM xmtr. Continental
Communications.
314-6644497.
Email:
contcomm@bastInet.
McMartin BF-5K 5 kW FM.
factory rebuilt in perfect, like
new cond, includes new tubes,
tested & tuned on your freq.
guaranteed, fully adjustable
from 0 to 5.5 kW. Goodrich
Ent, 402-493-1886.

RCA BTF-20-E1 20KW FM
xmtr.
Continental
Communications.
314-6644497.
Email:
contcomm@fiastfnet.
RCA BTF-5-E1 5KW single
phase
FM.
Continental
Communications.
314-6644497.
Email:
contcomm@fiasttnet.
Continental 1973 831G1 20
kW avail 1/10/01, presently on
air, needs some work, $8000.
Earl Metzger, WITZ/WQKZ,
POB 167, Jasper IN 47546.
800-206-6605.
DSI-T-25-A1 25KW early 1980's
model
in
good
condition,
$30,000/60. Angie Sugalski,
864-585-1885.
Sparta 690 exciter; Gates TE3
exciter; Versacount V-322 exciter.
Bob Zellmer, New Directions
Media, POB 2224, Greeley CO
80632. 970-353-6522.
Sparta- Bauer 25kW, working
when removed. Gates 3.5 kW,
working when removed. Gates
20P AM for parts but working
when removed, you pick up at
WRAY in Colorado, BO. Bob
Zellmer,
New
Directions
Media, POB 2224, Greeley
CO 80632. 970-353-6522.
Tapco T-340 2 yrs old, like
new, ( 2) avail, $2000 ea. Curt
Marker, WHWL, 130 Carmen
Dr, Marquette MI 49855. 906249-1423.
Want to Buy
10, 15, 20 KW FM transmitter
with remote control for station in
Oklahoma. Brian Dodge, KTTL,
93 Landmark Dr, Brattleboro VT
05301. 802-254-6078.

Radio World.

TUBES

TURNTABLES

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

AMPEREX, EIMAC, SVETLANA
3CX400A7/8877,
3CX3000A7,
3-500ZG,
4CX250B, 4-400, 4CX400A,
807, 833C, ETC. Westgate
800-213-4563.

Harris 12" later model IT
with tube pre- amp & Rek-OKut arm. ( 2) new Rek-O-Kut
12" arms in boxes. ( 2) later
model Rek-O-Kut 12" TT's
with arms & pre- amps. Bob
Zellmer,
New
Directions
Media, POB 2224, Greeley
CO 80632. 970-353-6522.

rence

1947

Since 1947

urle

17homeon

IFreeland
Rai -- I
EEV
ARS I
4CX15000A - EEV
4CX25013 - Eimac
3CX800A7 + more
New A Rebuilt Tubes
Export Shipping

ARS Elecdronics
,USA 800-422-4250 Ca.800-422-4277.
Same Day World Wide Shipping

TUBES, Eimac,
Svetlana
800-430-6683
Fax: 905-469-4291
ams@hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net
FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 clay
or night, FAX 402-493-6821

C Electronics Co.
NEW

Tus

We have the alternatives
for all your needs, at the
iowest onces, direct frorn
OUR STOCK.

SVetiana

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK !!.
EEV and many others.
[352) 688-2374
PH: [ 800) 881- 2374
FAX ( 352) 683- 9595

e

SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT

VISA, MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

TRANSCOM COR

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
5KW
5KW
5KW

AM
AM
AM

1977
1982
1980

Collins 828E-1
Continental 315R-1
CSI T5A

5KW
10KW
10KW
25KW
50KW
50KW

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

1980
1975
1982
1985
1978
1982

Harris MW5A
Continental 316F
Harris MW10A
CSI T-25-A
Continental 317C-1
Harris MW-50B

mer

FM

1988

Harris FX)LIOK Solid State - Single Phase

1KW

FM

1981

Harris FM 1K

2KW

FM

1996

BE FM 2C Solid State Sngle Phase

2.5KW

FM

1964 Maoris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980

2.5KW

FM

1976 Collins 831D Single Phase

5KW

FM

1995 Hanis Plenum 5, PT5 Solid State- Single Phase

Miscellaneous Equipment:

5KW

FM

1984 Harts FM 5K

5KW

FM

1967 Collins 830E

CAL SMP-900 AM Stereo Mains Processor
CAL MDF 800 Stereo De-Emphasis Filter

6KW

FM

1994

10KW

FM

1995 OEI RA010,0006

10KW

FM

1974

2C11(W

FM 1980 Harris Flit2OK

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

Henry 60000

Barns FM10141(

CAL SEC 800 Compressor
Marti AR- 10 (450) Mobile Repeat Receiver
Marti API-2 (450) 2.5 wt port Transmitter
Marti API-40 (450) 40 watt RPU Transmitter
TFT AM Modulation Monitor ( 1990) 1200
TFT EAS System: EAS 911 with 930A (receiver module)
8, 940A ( prog. interupt unit)

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

transcom@fmarntv.com

January 3, 2001

TEL: 800-532-6626
INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
EXT. 110

SERVICES
*LPFM Freq Searches:
$189
*LPFM Application
Preparation: $949
*Full Color Coverage Maps
(single station to any contour): $79

MonsterFM.com
903-562-1978
Email: hawkfmenetzero.net
www.MonsterFM.com
-Financing Available-

uipin
"BEE" in
the habit
of selling
your used
equipment here!
e.au ehice.me kir . 1A1--1 11-Jut
Pm-Lee-nu% .
111. IJ

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

SALES HEP NEEDED
Great opportunity for aself-motivated person with knowledge of towers & antennas. The energy industries and broadcasting are growing
rapidly in the Four Corners area & you can be the one to provide the
towers, antennas & tower services that will be needed. This is an
Independent Sales Contractor position. No salary, but generous
commissions. Our company will be offering everything you'll need
from anew tower & all it's antennas, to it's erection & maintenance
needs. Serious inquiries only please.
nott ltd
4001 La Plata Highway
Farmington NM 87401
503-327-5646
Fax: 505-325-1142

BIG CITY RADIO looking for
Chief Engineer. Must have 5
yrs experience, knowledge of:
digital transmitters and consoles, computer networking
and FCC regulations. BCR
operates with 5 towers in the
Chicago Metro area and 7
studios in downtown Chicago.
Resumes to: Rich Marston,
VP/FM, WXXYANKIE, 737 N
Michigan Ave., Ste 1600,
Chicago IL 60611. EOE.

E-mail: ronenottltd.com

POSITIONS WANTED
20 years experience. Highly
skilled, sales & management.
Start up or help. From pounding the street, to creating an
aggressive sales force! Will
bring my knowledge to you!
Relocation available. 954-2949711 bkorngold@aol.com.
American
Broadcasting
School graduate who has
learned all the traits to be a
successful
broadcaster.
Young, hard-working rookie.
Would be agreat asset to your
station. George, 405-6808956.
Attention program directors!
Broadcasting
school
grad
interested in on- air, new or
production. Willing to relocate
& can work any shift. Jeremy,
918-627-9976.
Beginning announcer looking
for work. Experienced pilot, truck
driver,
varied
background.
Prefer Country or Pop Rock.
Northeastern
Oklahoma.
James, 918-253-4593.
Broadcasting graduate full of
energy ready to work in any
area of your station. Prefer
sports! Eastern Oklahoma,
Western Arkansas. Wesley,
918-868-3527.
Broadcasting school grad
ready to start a career in television or radio. Jarrod, 918446-0619.

Broadcasting school grad
seeks position in radio or television. Interested in on- air,
production and copywriting.
Mature, dependable & ready
to begin. Danny, 918-8388576.
Recent broadcast graduate,
young, energetic, fun, hardworking & ready to work for
you! Interested in sports
department position. Heather,
405-202-6464.
Recent
graduate
from
American
Broadcasting
School seeking position in the
broadcasting industry where
my professional & ambitious
work ethic can become an
asset
to
your
company.
Carlos, 405-688-9692.
Seasoned broadcast engineer ready for more, all personal & professional noble
qualities, real, technologically
progressive & ratings motivated team player for the "tri state
area" ( IN,IL,WI): seasonedengineer@aol.com.
Seeking position in advertising or production. Experience
in writing, production & voice
talent. Recent graduate looking for a place to learn and
grow. Tenisha, 405-670-0155.

Creative & ambitious female
seeking FT employment. BA in
English/creative writing & broadcasting
school
graduate.
Experience on-air with production
& promotions. Willing to travel.
Alison, 405-579-4937 or alisongarrison@hotmail.com.
Experienced CE 15yrs with
great people skills, wishes to
accept new challenges in
Radio.
See
resume
at
www.funport.com/mychucky/r
esume.htm. Ican reduce your
headaches. Only top 25 market or equivalent need apply.
Good references, lets talk
about what you need.
Friendly, industrious, FCC
commercial/amateur
radio
licensed CE seeking FT, PT,
contract
work
(AM/FM/cable/TV) within a 75
mile radius of metro NYC. Call
718-969-5224 or write to
Mitchell
Rackoff,
81-12
Roosevelt Ave #702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372 or email:
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
New talent seeking classic
rock station. Upbeat, creative,
positive attitude, excellent
people skills as well as production, copywriting and news
delivery. Connie, 501-7502330
or
cgiddeon@yahoo.com.

111111enfirte

GE 17!-I.e%T JOB FILLED!
Run your employment ad in Radio World!
For more information, call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.

BEE
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ACTION- GRAM
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio Worlds Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only. All other end users will be charged.This FREE ser, does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only Send your listings to us by Idling chh
!he ls, below. Please be aware that it takes one month for ' erne to appear The listings run for WOConseruhve , GUYS
and must be resubmitted in order to run again T'ank you
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A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEBSITE URL

23

360 Systems

www.360systems.com

47

Allied

Contact Name

25

Aphex Systems

Title

44

Armstrong Transmitters

Company/Station . .

28, 29

Arrakis Systems

Address

47

ATI

26

Audemat by Auditem

6

Audio Precision

56

Audioarts Engineering/Wheatstone

2

Auditronics/Wheatstone

12

Belar

www.belar.com

18

Bext

www.bext.com

24

Bradley Broadcast

47

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

3

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

16

Broadcast Richardson

www.broadcast-richmond.com

15

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

47

Broadcast Technology Company

19

BSW

4

Burk Technology

Please print and include
all information:

Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World?

_IYes

J No

Signature

Date

City/State
Zip Code

—

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.

VVTS J WTB j Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price: _ ..

VVTS J VVTB J Category: ..
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

47

Circuit Werkes

26

Commercial Communication Assoc.

7

Comrex

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for

45

Crown Broadcast

2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

49

D and C Electronics

42

Econco

34

ESE

Price:

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

ADVERTISE YOUR EMPLOYMENT
AD ON OUR WEB SITE FOR
ONLY $2 PER WORD!
ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE
BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME!

!

L.

wj,1 tÏ,
tr.

Call Simone Mullins for all the details at

703-99H-itiun_

EN

34

between 9-5 EST

5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor • Falls Church, VA 22041
PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-671-7409

Call Simone Mullins, Ext. 154,
Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept
VISA, MASTERCARD and AMERICAN EXPRESS.
Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2001
lx

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$95

90

85

80

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

70
115

60
110

50

Distributor Directory

$80
$120

Professional Card

$90

85

80

75

Station/Studio Services

$175
$2/word

Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

105

www.ocwhite.com
www.aphex.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.arrakis-systems.com
www.atiguys.com
www.audemat.com
www.audioprecision.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.auditronics.com

www.bradleybroadcast.com
www.broadcast-devices.com

www.bsiusa.com
www.broadcasttech.com
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.cca.ws
www.comrex.com
www.crownbroadcast.com
www.dandcelectroincs.com
www.econco.com
www.ese-web.com

42

Excalibur Electronics

47

Freeland Products, Inc.

47

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

1

Harris

21

Henry Engineering

8

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

17

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

22

Inovonics

42

JSquared Technical Service

27

Kintronic Labs

26

LPB

43

Lynx Studio Technology

49

Mager Systems

31

Management Data AG

39

MeasureCast

See ad for contact information
www.freeland-inc.com
www.gorman-redlich.com
www.harris.com
www.henryeng.com

www.inovon.com
jsquared@cdsnetnet
www.kintronic.com
www.Ipbinc.com
www.lynxstudio.com/rw
mager@magersystems.com
www.mdata-us.com
www.measurecast.com

33

MediaTouch

42

Nott Ltd.

12

NSN Net

41

OMB America

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

20

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

42

Propagation Systems

47

QEI

36

Radio Computing Service ( RCS)

26

Radio Design Labs

30

Radio Frequency System ( RFS)

info@ rfsbroadcast com

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

11

Realnetworks Inc

26

SBS/Broadcasters General Store

www.mediatouch.net
www.tjantenna.com
www.nsn.net
www.omb.com

psiba@surfshop.net
www.gei-broadcast.com
www.rcsworks.com
www.rdlnet.com

www.realnworks.com
www.bgsfl.com

10

Scott Studios

www.scottstudios.com

47

Shively Labs

www.shively.com

47

Silicon Valley Power

23

Sine Systems

46

Syntrillium Software

13

Telos Systems

37

WARP Radio

55

Wheatstone

www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.cooledit.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.warpradio.com
www.wheatstone.com
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Radio World

•READER'S

January 3,

2001

FORUM•
LPFM isn't dead, but it is ashadow
of what Bill Kennard wanted.
The vote by Congress sharply curtailCongress
ing the FCC low-power FM plan is a
political response to an issue on which
Steps In
the commission and broadcasters could
not agree — exactly how much interference new stations might cause.
We feel LPFM is viable, as long as it does not undermine the technical performance of existing stations. Tests on that question varied
depending on who was conducting them. To settle the issue,
Congress rejected the advice of its own technical regulatory agency,
allowing the commission to allocate licenses but without relaxing
channel protection standards.
If the FCC wants to change channel protections and allow more
LPFMs, it must seek permission from Congress. Lawmakers also
tacked onto an appropriations measure abill that calls for an independent study of potential interference in various markets. The study
must consider how changing third-adjacent channel protection would
affect translators, subcarriers and radio's ability to go digital.
The economic impact of LPFM on minority and small-market stations is to be studied as well.
The immediate effect of all this is to reduce sharply the number of
potential allocations and relegate low-power to the smallest markets.
Yes, there will still be an LPFM service. But this is anotable victory
for the NAB and other opponents.
Whether the LPFM process will grind to ahalt entirely under apresumably more conservative Bush administration remains to be seen.
Congress also said former radio pirates may not hold LPFM licenses at all. We do not dispute that decision. People who flaunted FCC
rules in the past should not be given equal footing with law-abiding
applicants for these scarce allocations.
The FCC and NAB regularly butt heads over broadcast issues, but
this fight has been emotional, even ugly at times, and it wasn't just a
bunch of LPFM fanatics who were flinging the mud.
Bill Kennard's vocal advocacy and the FCC's hasty handling of the
matter, combined with the NAB's fierce opposition, will have longerterm consequences.
Many churches and community groups not privileged to have a
license may have to shelve their hopes. Cynicism about the power of
the media in Washington will mount further.
The idea of NPR joining NAB against the original version of
LPFM may have hurt public broadcasters in some quarters and could
perturb contributors if they perceive NPR as having helped deny
community groups access to the air.
Under the bill, the FCC would have to go back to Congress for permission to allow more low-power licenses — asubstantial hamstring
on its regulatory function.
And worrisome is the precedent of Congress overriding the FCC's
own experts, issuing technical rulings on matters such as spectrum
quality and frequency allocation to solve apolitical problem of the
moment. Certainly the people casting the votes are not highly educated about broadcast technology. Lawmakers discouraged technical terminology during LPFM hearings, and remarks made by one lawmaker
about the quality of audio on his shower radio were truly scary.
We hope it won't be necessary to turn to Capitol Hill every time
the broadcast industry disagrees with the FCC on an important technical question. The time may come when broadcasters will wish that
Congress had not started along that particular path.

LPFM:

Phone RFI
Dear RW,
Iwould like to get ahold of the people
at K-COM. You ran astory about phone
interference by Pete Krieger, the owner,
in the Sept. 27, 2000, issue.
Darcey K. Christianson
Chief Engineer
WUGN(FM)
Midland, Mich.
Contact K-COM in Ohio at:
Web site: www.k-comfilters.com
E-mail: k-cominfo@k-comfilters.com
Phone: (877) 242-4540
Dear RW,
In regard to the Sept. 27 article on
telephone RFI, " Don't Be Called for
Interference": I'm in the midst of working with areal estate development taking
place next to our FM tower.
The developer had initially supported
upgrades on our tower, but became
extremely hostile as soon as they opened
their temporary office and our station was
coming through loud and clear on their
phones. Nearby paging and data transmitters were being picked up also, but our
music was most easily identifiable.
The telephones were multiline speakerphones with external wall- wart power
supplies. The FM station was being
picked up by the handset cords. The paging transmitters were being picked up via
the power supply cord.
Handset
filters
from
www.sandman.com solved the FM interference on the handsets on three out of
four of the phones. Torroid cores from
Amidon got rid of the paging noise on
the power supply cords. The last phone
was helped, but the FM never went away
completely as the handset cord was more
than 24 feet long and the user didn't want
to go to a shorter cord. That phone only
had trouble when the cord was stretched

Write to Us
RADIO W ORLD
READER'S FORUM
P.O. Box 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041

radioworki@ imaspub.corn

to full length.
Sandman sells filters made for the 100
MHz band and for below 30 MHz. They
also have a great telephone RFI troubleshooting flow chart and tech sheets.
In another instance, Ijust couldn't
make areally cheap phone work and just
offered to replace it. Ipurchased a
"radio-proof' phone from TCE labs in
Canyon Lake, Texas. They will also evaluate and retrofit "fleets" of telephones.
Ialso got help from engineer Lyle
Henry, "The Radio Doctor" from Los
Angeles, on identifying the interference
and finding appropriate filter suppliers.
Ron Thompson
Chief Engineer
KLON(FM)
Long Beach, Calif
Radio memories
Dear RW,
Ireally enjoyed Paul McLane's editorial "What Is It About aRadio Station?"
(Oct. 25, 2000). Having just returned
from aWREK(FM) alumni reunion at
Georgia Tech in Atlanta, Icould really
identify with great memories we all have
of our early days in radio broadcasting.
Many of these first encounters were at
the college or university student-operated
stations. Thirty-two years ago, several
Georgia Tech students (myself included)
gave birth to WREK, the student-built,
student-owned and student-operated FM
station that has stayed on the air since.
What agreat emotional experience to
see many of my fellow "WREKers" after
all these years and share our enduring
passion for radio broadcasting. Many of
the original WREK staff have gone on to
broadcast-related careers as I'm sure is
also the case for Paul and other members
of the WXDR(FM) staff.
It is also interesting to see how many
of these student stations had intertwined
destinies. These URLs will take you to
the story of how the destinies of WREK
and WUVT became connected along
with future professional relationships of
staffers at these stations.
http://cybe rbuzz. gatech.edu/wrek/history.html
http://www.tomtwine.com/wuvajtml.htm
http://www.wuvt.vt.edulhome.html
Geoffrey N. Mendenhall, PE.
Vice President,
Advanced Product Development
Harris Corp.
Broadcast Communications Division
Mason, Ohio

— RW
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This new D-5000 audio console from WHEATSTONE gives you
our top-of- the-line D-600 digital technology— at a modest price!
• Totally modular design lets you hotswap all modules for on- air servicing:
even DSP and CPU functions reside
on easily changed modules.
• Traditional user interface wite-e2:an
layout and familiat.
..cztrol surfacès'.
•

e with up to 26 input modules
alog and digital.

• 4 stereo
and balanced

/

- ach with digital
s.

• Flexible mainframe layo
• Inputs can be field-converte
analog to digital ( and back) through a
simple daughterboard change.
• Choice of 32. 44.1 or 48KHz console
clock rates ( can be synced externally).

• Serial port al•ows true integration with
routers and automation systems.
• Dedicated phone module with DSP
generated MXM—two modules can be
combined for up to 4 MXM sends.
• 8- character alphanumeric source
diseys above each fader.
• All cheAet fader, display and switch
settings ale%t
-idrepsable via the serial
port for 'refnote control and router/
automation communication.
lusive VDIPTm software lets you
figure console with alaptop PC ( no
pulling modules, installing jumpers or
setting dipswitches). Once configured
console ruls standalone.

copyright ID 2000 by Wheatstone Corporation
specifications and features subject to change without notice

FOCUSED ON QUALITY
AuvikyARTS AUDI() CONS

S

...,-2......
.

OUR M ISSION — Make the BEST And with thousands and thousands of our
radio consoles already out there, we KNOW what you NEED. Choose from our
extensive line of analog and digital consoles; take advantage of WHEATS TONE'S
experience. Contact your local AUD1OARTS dealer— or visit our website!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.corn

www.wheatstone.corn
copyright (32000 by Wheatstone Corporation

